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Samenvatting 

Het proefschrift bestrijkt het gehele traject dat doorlopen wordt bij het ontwer
pen van datastructuren, van specificatie tot efficiënte implementatie. Efficiënte 
implementaties van datastructuren zijn vaak de sleutel tot het verkrijgen van 
efficiënte algoritmen (programma's). 

Voor het specificeren van datastructuren wordt gebruik gemaakt van een ver
fijningsrelatie op algebra's. De term "algebra" wordt gebruikt als de wiskundige 
benaming van een structuur bestaande uit een aantal datatypen en bijbehorende 
operaties. De verfijningsrelatie drukt uit wanneer een algebra (de implementatie) 
een verfijning is van een andere algebra (de specificatie). Er wordt getracht om 
een implementatie zo systematisch mogelijk af te leiden uit de specificatie. Hier
bij wordt het gebruik van plaatjes en pointers-zoals gebruikelijk in de literatuur 
over datastructuren-omzeild door geschikte boomalgebra's te introduceren. 

Voor het beschrijven van de efficiëntie van datastructuren wordt gebruik ge
maakt van amortisatie. Amortisatie is een betrekkelijk nieuwe techniek waarmee 
een nauwkeurig beeld verkregen wordt van de efficiëntie van een datastructuur. 
Traditioneel wordt deze namelijk bepaald door per operatie een worst-case ana
lyse uit te voeren. Bij het gebruik van een datastructuur in een programma is 
men echter geïnteresseerd in de totale tijd die de operaties op de datastructuur 
vergen. Derhalve is het beter om een worst-case analyse te doen voor rijen van 
operaties. Door de kosten van de operaties gelijkelijk uit te smeren over de 
operaties van de rij verkrijgt men de geamortiseerde kosten. 

De geamortiseerde kosten worden vaak in termen van een zogenaamde po
tentiaalfunctie beschreven. Bij het analyseren van een datastructuur is het dan 
zaak om een potentiaalfunctie te vinden die de geamortiseerde kosten van de 
operaties zo laag mogelijk maakt. In het proefschrift wordt aan de hand van een 
aantal grotere voorbeelden getoond hoe dergelijke potentiaalfuncties systema
tisch afgeleid kunnen worden. 

In de ontwerpen wordt zo veel mogelijk gebruik gemaakt van een functionele 
programmeerstijl, aangezien dit niet alleen een goed uitgangspunt geeft voor het 
wiskundig bewijzen van de correctheid van een ontwerp, maar ook het analyseren 
(m.b.v. potentiaalfuncties) ten goede komt. Er wordt een basis gelegd voor het 
compositioneel analyseren van functionele programma's. 

Het proefschrift bestaat uit twee delen. In het eerste deel (hoofdstukken 1-6) 
komen allerlei min of meer theoretische aspecten aan bod, die een rol spelen bij 
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het ontwerpen van datastructuren. De nadruk ligt hierbij op het specificeren 
en analyseren (d.w.z. het bepalen van de tijdscomplexiteit) van datastructuren, 
alsmede op het programmeren hiervan in een functionele programmeertaal. In 
het tweede deel (hoofdstukken 7-11) worden een aantal toepassingen behandeld, 
waarbij de nadruk ligt op het systematisch afleiden van potentiaalfuncties. 
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Introduetion 

This thesis has been written from the point of view of an "algorithm designer" 
and as such it is primarily concerned with two issues, viz. the correctness and the 
performance of algorithms (or programs). Starting from an abstract specifica
tion, the design of an algorithm typically passes through a number of stages, each 
stage condurled with another approximation of the algorithm, and eventually 
resulting in a correct and efficient solution. The starting-point of this thesis is 
that we regard this process of "stepwise refinement" as a manual job of a highly 
mathematica[ nature which is mostly done by a small group of people-as is the 
case with many mathematica! activities. 

A major distinction between algorithm design and other mathematica! ac
tivities lies, however, in the kind of efficiency requirements imposed upon al
gorithms. Although such requirements as time and space limitations tend to 
complicate the design of algorithms significantly, they are at the same time 
what makes the field so fascinating; indeed, the beauty of many algorithms lies 
in the way they are designed to attain the degree of efficiency. The goal of this 
thesis is to develop a calculational style of programming which deals with all 
relevant aspects of algorithm design1 regarding correctness and performance, 
and which-at the same time-does justice to the beauty of the field. 

By a calculational style of algorithm design we mean a design style in which 
design decisions are alternated by calculations of the consequences of these de
cisions. The design decisions constitute the important choices made in a design, 
whereas the calculations should not contain any significant chokes: ideally, it 
should be possible to reconstruct a calculational design from its design decisions, 
the calculational details being redundant. Furthermore, to prevent errors, the 
calcnlations should be as precise as possible, which reqnires a snitable formal
ization of the design. Such a formalization may also help in clarifying design 
decisions by revealing several alternatives and, in addition, by motivating a par
tienlar choke from these alternatives. lt shonld be borne in mind, however, that 
the way one formalizes things already constitntes a design decision by itself, 
since partienlar formalizations may exclnde partienlar solutions. 

Combined with the method of stepwise refinement, a calculational design 
style resnlts in a development of an algorithm iu which each uext refinement is 

1 Algorithm design includes data structure design, si nee we view a data structure as a set of 
co-operating algorithms that share the same data type. 
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calculated from the previous one after some design decisions have been made. 
In this way, a large design may he divided intopartsof manageable sizes. Start
ing with Back's work [2], considerable effort has been spent on formalizing the 
method of stepwise refinement within the framework of imperative program
ming. In this work one distinguishes a simple kind of refinement, often called 
algorithmic refinement, in which both the refined program and its refinement 
operate on the same state space. A more general-and indeed more powerful
kind of refinement is data refinement. It permits one to begin with a program 
operating on variables of abstract types (like sets and bags), to establish its 
correctness, and, subsequently, to replace the abstract types by concrete ones 
and the statements referring to variables of these types by concrete statements. 

In the current literature on data refinement (e.g., [11, 25, 4]) we observe, 
however, that the rules for data refinement involve too many algorithmic de
tails. We believe it is better to make a clear distinction between algorithmic 
refinement and data refinement. For example, there are rules for data refining 
such constructs as selections and repetitions, but these rules are rather compli
cated. Yet, many data refinements are of a much simpler nature, to wit a number 
of "pointwise" substitutions of a type and connected operations by some other 
type and corresponding operations. In order to separate such simultaneons sub
stitutions from the overall development of an algorithm, we encapsulate a type 
and a number of operations in an algebra. Such a data refinement step then 
corresponds to an algebra refinement, in which the abstract algebra serves as 
specification and the concrete algebra as implementation. This dual role of al
gebras can he recognized also in the use of the terms "abstract data types" and 
"data structures" in the literature: the former term tends to he preferred on the 
level of specifications, the latter on the level of implementations. 

In addition toa notion of correctness for algebras, weneed a notion of their 
performance. For algorithms, traditional performance measures are the time 
complexity, the space complexity, and also the length of a program. Similar 
measures are in order for algebras but, in this thesis, we will concentrate on the 
time complexity of the operations of an algebra. 

A well-known complexity measure for algorithms is their worst-case time 
complexity. Although this is a useful measure for algorithms on their own, it is, 
in general, not suitable for the operations of an algebra. The reason is that the 
worst-case complexities of the operations of an algebra do not always give a due 
to the worst-case complexities of the algorithms in which they are applied: for 
instance, the worst-case complexity of a composition like g o f can, in general, 
not he expressed in terms of the worst-case complexities of the components f 
and g. This observation led Sleator and Tarjan to the introduetion of amortized 
costs for operations of algebras [31]2 in addition to the actual costs. 

The idea of amortization is to choose the amortized costs for the operations 
2Tarjan describes amortization as "tlie overoging of the running time of the operations in 

a sequence over the sequence." Amortized analyses should however not be confused with so

called average-case analyses. In an analysis of the latter type one determines, for instance, 
the average running time over all inputs of size n, as a function of n. Average-case analysis 
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such that, for all possible sequences of operations, the sum of the amortized costs 
is (as good as) equal to the sum of the actual costs of the operations. Moreover, 
the trick is to do this such that the sum of the worst-case amortized complexities 
of the operations equals the worst-case complexit1/ of the entire sequence. Be
cause of correlations between the successive operations that occur in a sequence 
of operations, the worst-case amortized complexity of an operation may then 
be significantly smaller than the worst-case complexity of the operation; the 
importance of amortized camplexity measures is, thus, that there exist algebras 
which are efficient in the amortized sense but not in the traditional worst-case 
sense.4 

Todetermine the amortized costsofan operation we have to study sequences 
of operations~instead of operations in isolation, as in a traditional worst-case 
analysis. Sleator and Tarjan devised two techniques to alleviate the task of 
determining amortized complexities, viz. the banker's method and the physicist 's 
method [31]. In this thesis we concentrate on the latter metbod because it lends 
itself better to a formalization of a calculational way of analyzing algorithms. 
Briefiy, the physicist 's metbod camprises the notion of a potential function, which 
is a real-valued function on the possible valnes of the data structure ( or on the 
statespace of a program). The amortized casts are then defined in termsof this 
potential function, namely as the actual costs plus the potential ditTerenee caused 
by the operation. Therefore, once the potential function has been chosen, the 
amortized costs of the operations are fixed. An aspect of data structure design 
that will receive much attention in this thesis is the derivation of potential 
functions for which the corresponding amortized casts are low {ideally, as low 
as possible). 

Ha ving elucidated the first two partsof the title of this thesis, we now arrive 
at the final part, the "functional setting". This part camprises the program
ming style or, more concretely, the program notation. In choosing a program 
notation there are two important criteria, viz. (a) mathematica} tractability of 
the notation, and {b) concreteness of the notation, i.e., the extent to which it 
is clear how programs written in the notation are executed on random access 
machines. Criterion (a) is of importance because it determines the ease of prov
ing correctness and also the extent to which it supports a calculational design 
style. Criterion (b) is of importance because the performance of an algorithm is 
usually measured relative toa random access machine model; that is, we want to 
find out how much it costs-whatever that means~to execute an algorithm on a 
random access machine. (See, for instance, [23] fora formal definition of such a 
model.) As for criterion (a), we favour a functional style of programming. How
ever, to cope with (b ), some imperative features, such as the use of arrays and 
pointers, are added so as to campensate some deficiencies of purely-functional 

is often presented as counterpart of worst-case analysis, but amortized analysis can better be 
considered as a sophisticated form of worst-case analysis. 

3 1n full: worst-case actual complexity. 
4 Needless to ·say, such algebras cannot be used in so-called reai-time situations where every 

application of an operation has to be fast. Such real-Lime aspects are ignored in Lhis thesis. 
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languages. 

To keep the design of data structures as much as possible within the "func
tional realm", we will use intermediate algebras to confine the use of imperative 
features-most notably, to encapsulate the use of arrays and pointers. That is, 
in many designs, we will introduce a suitable type of trees along with some oper
ations; this gives "customized" tree algebras in termsof which implementations 
of data structures are described at a relatively high level. The implementation 
of the tree algebras is done separately. Since this task is usually an order of 
magnitude simpler than the rest of the design of a data structure, it will not 
receive much attention in this thesis. 

An important aspect of this approach is that the tree algebras serve as formal 
counterparts of the pictures commonly used in the design of data structures. 
Instead of bridging the gap between specifications and pointer implementations 
by means of (usually incomplete) pictures, we will present a precise description 
of the implementation in termsof formally defined tree alge bras. What is more, 
the complexity analysis can be done at this level as well, which benefits the 
calculational derivation of potential functions. 

Overview 

This thesis is divided into two parts. Part I is the more theoretical part in 
which the above mentioned subjects are elaborated and illustrated with simple 
examples. Part 11 consists of a number of case studies which conta.in more 
advanced applications of the theory presented in Part I. A major criterion for 
the selection of the cases in Part 11 has been the extent to which they serve to 
illustrate our way of deriving potentlal functions. 

Part I starts with the definition of an algebra as a collection of data types 
(sets) and operations (relations) in Chapter 1. Notations for important data 
types and operations are also introduced in this chapter, and it is shown by a 
number of examples how well-known data structures can be viewed as algebras. 
Furthermore, a restricted type of algebras, called monoalgebras, is introduced, 
for which some theory is developed throughout the remainder of Part I. 

In Chapter 2, a notion of refinement is defined for monoalge bras. Toprepare 
for this definition, first a notion of data refinement of functions is introduced, 
which is in turn introduced as a generalization of algorithmic refinement. Our 
main reason for introducing a notion of algebra refinement is that it enables us to 
formulate a specification of a data structure as a quest fora concreterefinement 
of a given abstract algebra. In conneetion with this, two properties of algebras, 
called surjectivity and injectivity, are stuclied at the end of this chapter. 

Chapters 3 and 5 are devoted to amortization. In Chapter 3, amortization 
is first described in an imperative framework. Subsequently, the principle of 
amortization is discussed in a more abstract setting and it is argued that the 
physicist's and the banker's methods are equally powerful. Since the former 
metbod lends itself better to formalization, we go on to show in Chapter 5 how 
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potential functions can be used to analyze functional programs in a composi
tional way. Also a general scheme is presented for monoalgebras according to 
which amortized costs of various types of operations can be defined. 

Chapter 4 introduces the functional program notation used throughout the 
thesis. In addition to algebras normally provided by purely-functionallanguages, 
we will also use algebras involving arrays and pointers in our functional pro
grams. For reasons of efficiency, operations of these algebras are implemented 
destructively. This brings along some restrictions on the use of these algebras. 
As will be explained briefly, the well-known method of eager evaluation suffices 
as simple and efficient evaluation method for all programs in this thesis. 

Chapter 6 condurles Part I. This chapter introduces some typical tree al
gebras, which serve as intermediate algebras in the data structure designs in 
Part Il. Dependent on the set of operations required in a design, a suitable view 
(read "type") of trees is chosen so that each operation can be defined concisely. 
In this chapter we also deal with the implementation of these algebras (at pointer 
level), so that we do not need to address this issue in Part IL 

Part 11 starts with the presentation of some tricky representations of sets 
and arrays in Chapter 7. Basically, an implementation of arrays is presented 
that achieves 0( 1) cost for the initialization of arrays of length N (instead of 
O(N) cost). The standard array implementation achieves 0(1) amortized cost 
for this operation. We use these array implementations to implement bounded 
sets (subsets of [O .. N)). 

In Chapter 8, maintaining the minimum of a list, we present implementa
tions of several list algebras, all of which include an operation for the compu
tation of the minimum value of a list. lt is shown how the complexity of these 
implementations increases as the set of list operations gets more advanced. 

Chapter 9 presents two nice implementations of mergeable priority queues, 
viz. our versions of the top-down and bottorn-up skew heaps of Sleator and 
Tarjan. A large part of this chapter is devoted to the calculational derivation 
of suitable potential functions for these data structures. Our results reduce the 
bounds obtained by Sleator and Tarjan [30] by more than a factor two. 

In Chapter 10 we present a generalization of Fibonacci heaps, which im
plement mergeable priority queues extended with the so-called "decrease key" 
operation. This algebra of priority queues plays a central roleinsome important 
graph algorithms. A pleasing result of this chapter is that our formal description 
of Fibonacci heaps easily fits on one page. 

Chapter 11 is centered around the derivation of potential functions for three 
simila.r operations on trees, viz. path reversal, splaying, and pairing. Although 
the bounds obtained in this chapter do not improve the bounds obtained by the 
inventors of these operations, we have included our analyses because we have 
been able to derive the required potential functions toa large extent. 
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General notions and notation 

Besides today's standard notations, many of our notations for general notions 
such as function application, quantifications, predicates, and equations have 
been adopted from [6]. Below, we introduce some of these notations; more 
specific notations will be given throughout the thesis. 

Instead of the more traditional notations f(x), f x, or fx, we often use 
f.x to denote function a.pplication. For binary operator ED and expression E of 
appropriate type, (EED) denotes the function satisfying (EED).x = EED x. The 
function (EDE) is defined similarly. In this notation, doubling may he denoted 
as (2*) and, of course, also as (*2). Note that (EDE) = (EED) whenever ED is 
symmetrie ( commutative). 

The nota.tions for quantifications and constructions all follow the pattern: 

<quantifierlconstructor> <dummies> : <predicate> : <expression> 

enclosed by a pair of delimiters. As quantifiers we use 'if, 3 , I: , # , Min , and 
Max. An example of a quantification is (#x: x Ç {0,1,2}: 1 Ex), which 
denotes the number of subsets of {0, 1, 2} containing 1. We use ). as function 
constructor; for example, (>.x: x Ç {0, 1,2}: {0, 1,2} \x) denotes the func
tion that maps the subsets of {0, 1, 2} onto their complements. Using set con
struction, this function may he denoted as {x: x Ç {0, 1,2}: (x, {0, 1,2} \x)}. 
Hence, in case of set construction it is the pair of delimiters that distinguishes 
it from other quantifications and constructions. The conventional notation for 
set construction {EI P} will heusedas abbreviation for {x: P: E} when it is 
clear that x is a dummy. 

Similarly, equations are denoted in the form x : P, in which unknown x is 
explicitly mentioned in front of predicate P. The set of solutions of equation 
x : P eq u als {x : P : x}. The construction (f.l x : P : E) denotes the smallest 
solution of x: P f\ x= E. 

Finally, i t turns out that the n urnher ~ = ( 1 + ,J5) /2 ( ~ 1.618) often occurs 
as base for logarithms in upper bounds for the amortized costs of operations. 
This number is known as the "golden ratio" and it is the unique positive real 
number satisfying <P- 1 = IN. 



Part I 

Theoretica! Aspects 



Chapter 1 

Algebras 

The diversity of studies of data structures, abstract data types, many-sorted 
algebras, etc. provides evidence for the fundamental role of such structures in 
computing science. Indeed, many designs of sophisticated algorithms hinge on 
the right choice of data structures and efficient implementation thereof. Such 
structures, consisting of a number of data types and operations, are the subject 
of this monograph; we call them algebras to reflect our mathematica! view of 
these structures. 

In descriptions of programming languages one generally opposes the data 
structures of the language to its control structures. This natural division be
tween "data" and "control" can be traeed back to primitive roodels of com
putation such as Turing machines. Taking Church's thesis for granted, Turing 
machines are powerful enough to describe any algorithm; hence, any algorithm 
can be considered as a composition from a relatively small repertoire of oper
ations that manipulate data. A Turing machine consists of a (fini te) control 
part and an (infinite) tape used to store data. Combined with a tape head, the 
tape forms a simple data structure with operations "read", "write", "move left" 
and "move right". By means of these operations the initial contentsof the tape 
are transformed into the conesponding output according to the program in the 
control part. The distinction between control structures and data structures 
can also be recognized in the Von Neumann style of computers in use nowa
days. Abstract roodels of this type of computers are known as "random access 
ma.chines" (see e.g. [23]); the primitive data structure used in this model is an 
infinite array of cells, called memory, whose contentscan be modified by means 
of move instructions and arithmetic instructions. 

So, "data" and "control" can be viewed as two more or less orthogonal 
aspects, and therefore they are often stuclied independently. For instance, in 
semantics of imperative programs, the types of variables and the forms of ex
pressions are usually ignored, but one concentrates on iteration and recursion 
constructs, say. In this thesis, we concentrate on data structures and to us it is 
important that a programming language provides-among other things-a num
ber of algebras, which are abstractions of the more primitive algebras provided 
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by machine languages. 

The remainder of this chapter consists of two sections. In the next section 
we introduce some frequently used data types and operations. These types 
and operations are used in two ways: simply as mathematica} objects, and as 
componentsof algebras or, more generally, as partsof algorithms. In the other 
section we introduce our notion of algebras and we provide some examples of 
typical algebras which can be implemented in many programming languages. 
Furthermore, a restricted form of algebras, called monoalgebras, is introduced 
for which some theory is developed in later chapters. 

1.1 Basic data types and operations 

In addition to standard notations for well-known mathematica! objects such as 
sets and arithmetical operators, we introduce some home-grown nota.tions, in 
particular for structured types like finite lists. We would like to stress that only 
notation matters to us in this section, not foundations; the concepts we use have 
been founded rigorously elsewhere, and we take that as a starting-point. 

1.1.1 Tuples 

We consider tuples as elements of cartesian products. The empty tuple, the only 
memher of the empty cartesian product, is denoted by L Nonempty tuples are 
either enclosed by a pair of parentheses or by a pair of angular brackets. To 
select the respective components of a nonempty tuple t we write t.O to denote 
the first component, t.l to denote the second one, and so on. For example, 
(x, y).l = y. 

1.1.2 Relations and functions 

A {binary) relation is a set of ordered pairs. For relation R, we denote its 
domain {x,y: (x,y) ER: x} by domR, and its range {x,y: (x,y) ER: y} by 
rng R. For x E dom R, we use R.x (in ad dition to R( x) and R x) to denote the 
application of R to x, which means that R.x denotes a salution of the equation 
y: (x, y)ER. In accordance with this notation for relation application-in which 
the "input" stands to the right of the relation's name we introduce yRx as a 
shorthand for (x, y )ER. This notation goes well with the conventional notation 
for relational composition in which the rightmost relation is applied first: 

z (S o R) x = (3 y :: zSy A yRx) composition S o R of Rand S 

yR*x = xRy dual R* of R 

y RtX x = yRx A x EX restrietion RîX of R to X. 

Arelation R satisfying yRx => y=x for all x and y, is called an identity (relation). 
Hence, = is an identity itself. A relation whose domain is a singleton set is said 
to have no inputs. 
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A relation fis called a function when it satisfies Leibniz's rule, which states 
that x=y => f.x = f.y for all x, y E dom f. In other words, for a function f, y f x 
equivales xEdom fA y=f.x. With "relation" replaced by "function", the above 
introduced nomendature for relations is also used for functions. A function 
without inputs is also called a constant (function). Note that identities are 
functions. By f[x:=y], with x E dom f, we denote the function equal to f 
except that x's image is y. 

For sets X and Y, we distinguish the following kinds of relations and func
tions: 

P(XxY) {RI domRÇX A rngRÇY} relations on X and Y 

X r. Y = {! I dom f Ç X A rng f Ç Y} partial functions from X to Y 

X---+ Y = {! I dom f =X A rng f ÇY} ( total) functions from X to Y. 

Note that X-+Y Ç Xr.Y Ç P(XxY), and also that 0 is a (total) function of 
type 0---+Y, a partial function of type Xr.Y, and arelation of type P(XxY), 
for every X and Y. 

Remark 1.1 
Apart from the different meaning of yRx we have adhered to conventional nota
tions for relations and functions as much as possible. By using yRx as shorthand 
for (x, y) E R, our notation is such that data flows from right to left on the entire 
level of application, while it flows in the opposite direction on the typing level; 
for instance, we write z = g.(f.x) for fundions f EX ---+ Y and gE Y -+ Z. 
D 

1.1.3 Simple data types 

To begin with, we have the unit type { 1..}. This trivial type serves as the domain 
of relations without inputs. These relations are of the form { 1..} x T with T 
nonempty, and we denote them by ?T (subscript T is omitted when the type is 
clear from the context). We also use ?T as abbreviation for ?T.1..; in that case 
?T denotes an arbitrary value of type T. This value is not fixed, so we do not 
know whether ?T =?T-unless T is a singleton type, of course. Note that ?T is 
a constant if T is a singleton type; in that case we write-as usual-e instead 
of ?T, where cis the unique element of T. 

Another finite type is the set of booleans {false, true}, denoted by Bool. 
Boolean operators are denoted by the same symbols used for predicates, which 
are after all boolean-valued functions. 

Finally, there are the numerical types Nat (naturals), Int (integers), and 
Real (reals ), together with the well-known arithmetical operators. For these 
types we use standard notations, except perhaps for our notation for intervals: 
[ a .. b) denotes set {x I a s x < b}, in which the type of dummy x depends on the 
context; the three other variations are [a .. b], (a .. b], and (a .. b), which speak for 
themsel ves. 
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In conneetion with numerical types we use the values co and -co. As is 
common practice, it depends on the context whether a numerical type contains 
these values or not. For example, + and max are both arithmetic operators of 
type Int x Int---+ Int, but usually Int is equal to ( -co .. co) in case of+, while it 
equals [-co .. co] for max. 

1.1.4 Structured data types 

Let T be a nonempty type. In order of increasing structure, we have the finite 
sets over T, the fini te bags over T, the fini te lists over T, and the fini te binary 
trees over T, or "sets", "bags", "lists", and "trees" for short. These so-called 
structured types are denoted by {T}, ~T ), [T], and (T), respectively, and in the 
sequel we will sometimes call elementsof these types "structures". In accordance 
with this notation, we will also use the above pairs of brackets to form structures 
of the respective types. In particular, we use { }, ~ ), [], and () to denote the 
empty set, the empty bag, the empty list, and the empty tree. Similarly, {a}, 
~a), [a], and (a) denote singleton structures, and, for instance, U, 2, 1) denotes 
a three-element bag. In this notation, expressions like [{0}] denote both a type 
and a structure. The role of types and structures is however quite different such 
that the context usually resolves such ambiguities. 

To denote the size of a structure, we use the symbol #; in case of lists we also 
speak of "length" insteadof "size". Furthermore, we write (aE) for the function 
that tells us whether a occurs in a structure. IncaseT is linearly ordered, we use 
!x to denote the minimum value occurring in a nonempty structure x, and rx 
to denote its maximum value. Forsome T, such as Int, minimum and maximum 
of the empty structure are defined as well, respectively equal to co and -co. 

So much for the common notations for the structured types. Next we intro
duce some notations which are specific toeach of these types. 

For finite sets we use, in addition to standard set notation, ~S to denote 
set S \ {!S }, for nonempty S. As a restricted version of U we have l:J which 
denotes disjoint set union; that is, S l:J T is defined if and only if Sn T { }. 
Hence, l:J is a partial function from {T} x {T} to {T}. Similarly, EB and 8 with 
S EB a = SU {a} and S 8 a = S \ {a} are partial set operations which are defined 
only if af/. S and a ES, respectively. 

For a bag B, ~B stands for the bag obtained by removing a single occur
rence of !B from B: ~B =B 8 UB ), for B nonempty. Here, 8 denotes bag 
subtraction, and bag summation is denoted by EB . 

For lists we have a quite comprehensive set of operations. First of all, to 
construct nonempty lists we have 1- ( cons) and -l ( snoc): a 1- s denotes the list 
with head a and tail s, and s -la denotes the list with front s and last element a. 
Note that [a] abbreviates both a 1-[] and []-la. Furthermore, s +1-t denotes the 
catenation of lists s and t. To dissect nonempty lists, we use hd.s, tl.s, ft.s, lt.s, 
sfn, and s!n (O::;n::;#s) to select, respectively, the head, tail, front, last element, 
prefixoflength n, and suffixoflength #s-nof s. (Hence, s sTn +tsln.) Also, 
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we let s.n stand for the (n+l)-st element of s (0'5:n<#s), and rev.s denotes the 
reverse of s. 

Finally, for binary trees, we use (t, a, u) to denote a nonempty binary tree 
with Ie ft subtree t, root a, and right subtree u. To select the respective compo
nentsof a nonempty tree, we use functions I, m, and r ("left", "middle", and 
"right"). N ote that (a) is short for (( ), a, ( ) ). In ad dition to #, which denotes 
the actual size of a tree, it is often convenient to use the actual size plus one 
in efficiency analyses because it is positive. We denote it by ~' and it may be 
defined recursively by #( ) = 1 and #(t, a, u) = ~t + #u. 

The common use of#, E, l, and l for the structured types is justified by the 
following natural correspondence between these types. First of all, the inorder 
traversalof a tree converts a tree into a list: 

D [ l 
(t,a,u) I* [a]*u· 

Similarly, a list can be converted into a bag: 

n u 
a 1-- s ta) EB s. 

And, finally, a bag can be converted into a set: 

D = {} 
la) EB B {a} U B. 

These converslons leave the set of valnes present in a structure intact, but each 
application of-:- destroys some structure until that set is obtained. Note that-: 
also leaves the size of a structure intact, except that for bags #B is larger than 
#B when B contains duplicates. 

1.2 Algebras 

Independent of a partienlar programming style, the following notion of algebras 
combined with a notion of algebra refinement is believed to be of great impor
tance to algorithm design, since it provides a basis for a good separation of 
concerns. 

Definition 1.2 
An algebra A consists of a sequence of sets T and a sequence of relations o. It is 
written 

A= ( T I 0 ). 

The sets are called A's data types, and the relations are called A's operations. 
0 
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For the scope of this chapter, the order of the data types and operations is 
irrelevant; it plays a role in our definition of algebra refinement in the next 
chapter. By removing data types and/or operations from an algebra and possibly 
reordering the data types and operations, we obtain, what we call, a subalgebm. 
Algebra ( I ) is a subalgebra of every algebra. 

The following examples give an idea of the aspects of algebras that are con
sidered throughout this thesis. 

Example 1.3 
One of the most basic algebras is the algebra of booleans: 

( Bool I false, -., A ). 

Other boolean operations like V and = can be expressed in terms of the oper
ations of this algebra. For example, true may be obtained as -.false, and a V b 
is equivalent to -.(-.a A -.b ). So, the operations of this algebra form a basis for 
the boolean operations. 

It is in general a good idea to keep the set of operations of an algebra small 
and simple but, unfortunately, this advice does not help in all circumstances. 
For instance, an equally powerful algebra, using the well-known "nand" operator 
( the composite of A and -. ), is: 

( Bool I false,-. o A ). 

Although this algebra has only two operations, it is more complicated to express 
the other boolean operations in termsof these two operations. 
0 

In the algebra of booleans, Bool is the only data type that matters 1 , but in 
general the operations involve more than one data type. However, when imple
menting such a set of operations, we concentrate on a single data type-common 
to all operations-that has to be implemented. This data type then becomes 
the data type of the algebra, and the implementation of the remaining types is 
taken for granted. 

Example 1.4 
Algebras invalving numerical types are available in almost any programming 
language. Here is a very simple one: 

(Nat I 0, ( +1), ( -1), ( =0) ). 

We remark that ( -1) is a partial function w .r. t. the data type of this algebra; 
its domain is Nat\{0}. 

Numbers are usually represented by digit sequences. A unary implementa
tion of the above algebra is for example: 

1 Actually, this is not quite true. See Remark 2.24 
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([{0}]1 [],(-!0),/t,(=[])). 

In this implementation, natural number n is represented by ( -l O)n .[ ], the list of 
n zeros. A binary implementation might look as follows: 

([{0,1}]1 zero,suc,pred,iszero), 

with 

zero = [ l 
suc.[] [1] 
suc.( s -l 0) S-!1 ,s:f:[] 
suc.( s -!1) suc.s -l 0 

pred.(l] [ l 
pred.( s -!1) = s-lO ,s:f:[] 
pred.( s -l 0) pred.s -!1 

1szero.s s = []. 

Only binary lists conta.ining at least one 1 are in the doma.in of pred (hence, 
[] f/: dompred ). The non-recursive alternatives in the definition of pred will 
therefore terminate any evaluation of pred. 

A more useful numerical algebra is for instance: 

(Int 11,+,-,*,div,mod,max,min,=,<,>). 

A drawback of this algebra is that each integer has to be generated from the 
integer 1; e.g., 0 may be obta.ined as 1 1. In many programming languages nu
merical values can be generated from their decimal representation. This facility 
may be provided as follows: 

(Int I Dec2lnt, lnt2Dec, +, -, *• div, mod, max, min,=). 

üperations Dec2lnt and lnt2Dec convert types [[0 .. 10)] and Int into each other. 

For reals we also have such conversion operations. In most languages only 
a subset of the reals can be generated in this way, and operations return ap
proximations of the exact result. · Some languages, however, offer exact real
arithmetic. For instance, the following algebra can be available: 

( Real I e, 1r, nth ), 

where nth E NatxReal-+ [0 .. 10) and nth.n.a="(n+1)-st digit of the fractional 
part of the decimal representation of a". 

To describe conversions between integers and reals, say, we need an algebra 
with more than one data type. Given algebras (Int I u) and ( Real I ç ), the 
following algebra is appropriate: 

(Int,Real I u,ç,lnt2Real,Real2lnt). 
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The conversion from Real to Int is for instanee done by rounding, and the reverse 
conversion may simply he the identity on Int. 
0 

Many of the aspects touched upon in the previous example will he ignored in 
the rest of this thesis. That is, the ins and outs of built-in algebras will not be 
discussed much further, but we will mainly concentrate on efficient implemen
tations of more abstract algebras. 

Example 1.5 
The algebra of stacks is usually provided as "kemel" for the list operations in 
functionallanguages. A possible definition is 

( [T] I [], ( =[]), f- , hd, tl), 

for arbitrary type T. The operations of this algebra are usually assumed to have 
0(1) time complexity. Other list algebras like the algebra of queues, defined by 

([T]I [],(=[]), -l,hd,tl), 

can he implemented using this kemel. Si nee -1 may be expressed in terms of the 
stack-operations and f- may he expressed in termsof the queue-operations, both 
algebras are equally powerful. Taking efficiency into consideration, however, 
gives a different picture. Programming -1 in terms of stack-operations willlead 
to a linear time program, while the algebra of queues can he implemented such 
that -1 takes constant time only (see Section 4.5). 

Examples of more advanced list algebras that we shall encounter in the sequel 
are concatenable queues (in Section 4.5): 

([T:I I [], ]), -1, hd, tl, * ), 
and stacks extended with the minimum operation (in Chapter 8): 

( [T] I [], ( =[]), f- 'hd, tl, l ), 

where T is assumed to he linearly ordered so that l is defined. 
D 

The above list algebras are all equally powerful in the sen se that their operations 
are rich enough to program any operation on lists. The relative efficiencies of 
(the implementations of) these algebras, however, make up the difference. For 
example, operation l is induded as additional operation in the last algebra 
because it is possible that there exist more efficient ways of implementing l 
than by just programming it in terms of the stack-operations. In genera!, an 
operation is not only included in an algebra because it cam1ot he programmed 
in terms of the other operations, but also because it cannot he programmed 
without loss of efficiency in terms of the other operations! 

Algebras involving sets and bags are usually not provided by programming 
languages, but they are used frequently in (abstract) programs. 
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Example 1.6 
The following algebra is one of the many variations of so-called priority queues: 

(lint) llJ,l-J, EB,(=lJ),l,.ij.). 

Implementations of priority queues often use some kind of trees to represent 
bags. In Part II we will give several examples thereof. 
D 

Arrays and pointers are two important data types provided by most imper
ative languages. As algebras they might look as follows. 

Example 1.7 
For natura! N and nonempty type T, we consider an algebra with data type 
[O .. N) -> T. Elements of this data type are called arrays. For array a we 
use a[ i] as alias fora. i, 075i<N, and denotes the array equal to a except that 
a[i:=x][i] x. Furthermore, there is operation? (cf. Section 1.1.3) to create an 
arbitrary array which may serve as an initial value. In summary, the algebra of 
arrays looks like 

( [O .. N)-> T I?, lookup, update), 

with lookup.a.i = a[ i] and update.a.i.x = a[i:=x]. Usually all operations of this 
algebra are assumed to have 0( 1) time complexity. Therefore, ? is a relation 
since if it were to be a function, evaluation of ? should always return the same 
value (of type [O .. N) -> T), but this requires 0( N) time for the standard im
plementation of arrays. So, this is an example of an algebra with a relational 
operation: the outcome of ?[0] =?[0], for example, is indeterminate. Further
more, evaluation of a[i:=x] will in general destray the representation of a, since 
the value of a[i] is simply overwritten to achleve 0(1) time complexity. The 
usage of such destructive operations will be discussed in Chapter 4. 
D 

Example 1.8 
Pointer structures are similar to arrays in the sense that they can be viewed as 
functions too. The difference is that arrays are total functions on a finite interval 
of integers, whereas pointer structures are partlal functions on some, usually 
anonymous, domain. To sketch the idea behind pointer types we consider the 
following algebra: 

( n, Qn.T I nil, =, {(nil, ?T )}, value, new, assign, dispose ), 

where 

n is some set ("addresses of memory cells"); 

T is some nonempty type ("contents of memory cells"); 

nil E ll; 
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= denotes equality on Q; 
value E Qx(QAT)AT is defined by value.p.s = s.p, for p E doms; 
new Ç (QAT) x (Qx(QAT)) is defined by new.s = (p, s1

) with p f/. doms 
and s' = s U {(p, ?T)}, for doms =f:. Q; 
assign E QxTx(QAT)A(QAT) is defined by assign.p.x.s = s[p:=x], for 
p E doms; 
dispose E Qx(QAT)A(QAT) is defined by dispose.p.s = s\{(p, s.p)}, for 
p E doms \{nil}. 

Elementsof Q are pointers and an element of QAT can he considered as a piece 
of memory. Operation new is not a function: the outcome of new.s not only 
depends on the value of s but also on the way this value has been obtained. 

TypeToften refers to Q. For example, T = Int x Q for singly-linked lists, and 
in such a case severallinked lists may he represented in the samepart of memory; 
think, for instance, of an array of linked-lists. The advantage of a pointer type 
(over an array type) is that the same part of memory, namely Q, can he used 
to represent a number of lists with a total number of #Q elements, where the 
distribution over the lists evolves dynamically, depending on the input. 

Note that 0 E QAT cannot he constructed by means of the operations of 
this algebra; in particular, nil is always in the domain. Note that we allow value 
and assign to operate on nil. 
0 

In Section 4.3, we will introduce some Pascal-Jike notation for pointers in an 
informal way, and on the whole we will not he very formal about pointers. 

1.3 Monoalgebras 

lnstead of the general notion of algebras as defined in Definition 1.2, we will use 
the following restricted version as our "working definition" throughout Part I. 

Definition 1.9 
A monoalgebra A is an algebra with a single, nonempty data type A and a finite 
number of operations. The operations should he functional, and first-order with 
respect to A. An operation is called first-order w.r.t. A when bothits domain 
and its range are (subsets of) cartesian products composed of data type A and 
data types of other algebras not invalving algebra A. As representatives of such 
operations we take 

(a) creations of type T --+ A 

(b) transformations of type A x AA A 

( c) i nspections of type A --+ T, 

where T stands for data types of algebras not involving A. 
0 
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Remark 1.10 
As is common practice in definitions of programming languages, algebras are 
identified by the narnes of their data types, since the data type uniquely de
termines the set of operations belonging to it. In general, however, we should 
use algebras instead of their data types to type operations. In Definition 1.9, for 
instance, A and T may be equal when viewed as sets, but they should be data 
types of different algebras-or else creations and inspections are indistinguish
able. 
D 

Generally, creations and transformations are used to genera te values of the data 
type, whereas inspeetion operations are used to discriminate values. Charac
teristic of inspections is that A does not occur in the range. The difference 
between creations and transformations is that A does not occur in the domain 
of a creation, whereas it occurs at least once in the domain of a transformation. 
The representatives in Definition 1.9 have been chosen such that the definitions 
and proofs in volving monoalgebras (particularly, in Chapter 2) can be limited to 
these cases. The requirement that operations of monoalgebras should be tirst
order w.r.t. the data type of the algebra means, informally, that the arguments 
of the operations should be "first-order data": the domains and ranges of tirst
order operations are cartesian products of A and other types, but a function 
type like A A is not allowed as component of such a cartesian product. 

Ho wever, operations of type (A] -+ A, lA) -+ (A}, { .1.} -+ [ {A}], etc., arealso 
considered as first-order w.r.t. A: in all these cases, arguments invalving type A 
are exclusively manipulated by the operation itself, not by other arguments of 
the operation. The following example deals with such an operation. 

Example 1.11 
A well-known higher-order operation on listsis *("map"), defined by (/*s).i = 
f.(s.i) for 0 :Ç i< #s. Such an operation may be added to the algebra of stacks: 

( (TJI [], (=[]), 1- ,hd,tl,* ), 

with *of type (T-+T) x [T]-+ (T]. Although *takes a function as parameter, 
implementation of the above algebra is not difficult because the implementation 
of the function parameter has to be taken care of elsewhere. That is, given a 
program for J, (!*) can be programmed in terms of the stack-operations. In 
our terminology, *is therefore nota higher-order operation w.r.t. type [T]. Still, 
operations like * will not receive much attention in the sequel. 
D 

In the previous section some algebras have been exhibited that vialate the restric
tions imposed in the definition of monoalgebras. In Example 1.7, the algebra of 
arrays provides an example of an algebra with a nonfunctional operation, though 
a very simple one. Operation new in Example 1.8 is also nonfunctional. At the 
end of Example 1.4 we have seen an algebra with more than one data type, 
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and in the next example we encounter an algebra with a higher-order operation 
w.r.t. its data type. In pathological cases we may also encounter algebras with 
an empty data type (Example 2.18). 

Besides the fact that most algebras in this thesis are monoalgebras, most of 
them also share the property that the elements of their data types are objects 
of fini te size. Algebra ( Real I e, 1r, nth) from Example 1.4 is an example of 
a monoalgebra with objects of infinite size. Another illustration of objects of 
infinite size is presented in the next example, but there the algebra is not a 
monoalge bra. 

Example 1.12 
Let L denote the set of infinite lists over some anonymous universe. To generate 
infinite lists we u se a fixpoint constructor J.L of type ( L~ L )r. L, which returns a 
solution of equation s : s = F.s, where FE L ~ Lis such that this equation has 
a unique solution (see e.g. [17, Section 5.5]). Insome functional programming 
languages the following algebra is then available: 

( L I J.L,hd, tl, 1- ). 

Note that J.L is a higher-order operation w.r.t. L, since it takes a function on L 
as parameter; therefore, this is not a monoalgebra. 

An example of an infinite list created by means of J.L is J.L.( 11- ), the infinite 
lists of ones. Another example is the sorted list of naturals, conesponding to 
the function F given by F.s = 0 1- ( + 1) * s. 
0 

In the next chapters we concentrate on monoalgebras. As will become ap
parent in the sequel, the essential point about a monoalgebra is that a number of 
connected operations involving the same data type are grouped together. Typ
ical properties of monoalgebras are that all elements of its data type can he 
constructed by means of its operations, and also that distinct elements of the 
data type can he distinguished by means of ( compositions of) the operations of 
the algebra. Removal or addition of a single operation may affect these prop
erties drastically-as we shall see in the next chapter. In the design of data 
structures, it is also a well-known phenomenon that one or two extra operations 
may complicate efficient implementations of an algebra significantly. 



Chapter 2 

Algebra refinement 

The main reason to introduce algebra refinement is that we want to use it as a 
formal, yet powerful and flexible, mechanism for specifying data structures. A 
specification of a data structure then asks for a concrete refinement of a given 
abstract algebra or, less formally, it asks for an implementation of a given algebra. 
An obvious charaderistic of this approach to the design of data struct uresis that 
algebras play the role of specifications as well as the role of implementations. 

As the majority of algebras in Part 11 of this thesis are monoalge bras, we shall 
define refinement only for this restricted dassof algebras (Section 2.4). To pre
pare for this definition, we first discuss refinement of functions ( and functional 
programs). In Section 2.3 we introduce data refinement as a generalization of 
algorithmic refinement, and-as stepping-stone towards our definition of algo
rithmic refinement in Section 2.2-specifications of functions are introduced in 
the next section. 

2.1 Functional programs and specifications 

We do not present a definition of a program notation in this chapter, because 
neither the actual borderline between abstract and concrete nor the efficiency 
of concrete programs is relevant for the development of arefinement theory-in 
contrast to the use of such a theory. What is more, the notion of a program is 
decoupled from the notion of a program notation in our refinement theory. 

Definition 2.1 
A program is a definition of a relation. If the defined relation is functional, then 
the program is called functional as well. The name of a program is the name of 
the relation defined by it. Relative toa particular program notation, a program 
is called concrete if it is expressed in the program notation; otherwise, it is called 
abstract. 
0 

In this chapter we deal with functional programs only; therefore we just use 
"program" instead of "functional program", or even "function", since in many 
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contexts the actual definition of a function is irrelevant. Furthermore, we will 
use "abstract data types" and "concrete data types", "abstract alge bras" and 
"concrete alge bras", and so on, all relative to a partienlar program notation. 
We also use the terms "abstract" and "concrete" to refer to the refined object 
and its refinement, respectively; with respect to many program notations this is 
correct, but in some refinements this use of "abstract" and "concrete" does not 
comply with Definition 2.1. This is believed to cause no major difficulties. 

As follows from its definition in Section 1.1.2, a function is completely de
fined by its domain and a function value for each value in the domain. In a 
specification we make a simHar division: 

Definition 2.2 
A specification is a pair (D, P), in which D is a set and P is a predicate (on 
functions whose domain include D) satisfying 

(V J,g: D Ç dom/ 1\ D Ç domg 1\ JtD gtD: P(f) = P(g)). 

0 

The restrietion is imposed on (D, P) to exclude pathological specifications in 
which P(J) depends on values f.x where x ~ D. Usually, this restrietion is 
trivially satisfied: 

Property 2.3 
For any set D and predicate Q (of the appropriate type), 

(D,().f: D Ç dom/: (V x: x E D: Q(x,J.x)))) 

is a specification. 
0 

Specifications of this form may he called "pointwise" specifications because each 
function value is specified independent of the other function values. Note that 
not every specification can he written in this form. For instance, specification 
(Bool, (À f : Bool Ç dom f : J.false i- f.true)) cannot he written as a pointwise 
specification. 

Definition 2.4 
Function fis said to satisfy specification (D, P) when 

D Ç dom f 1\ P(J). 

0 

Instead of writing specifications as pairs, we usually formulate them in a less 
strict way. We write, for example: "Design a program for function sum E 

[Int]_.Int satisfying (V s : s E [Int] : sum.s = (Ei : 0 ::;. i < #s : s.i))". In 
this specification sum is a dummy, so we are free to use any name we lîke for 
our solutions; in particular, we can use different narnes to distinguish succes
sive refinements of the same specification. Moreover, we tacitly imply by this 
formulation that a function with a domain larger than [Int] is also satisfactory. 
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2.2 Algorithmic refinement of functions 

Function g is called an algorithmic refinement of function f when every specifi
cation satisfied by f is satisfied by g as well. More formally: 

Definition 2.5 
Function fis said to he algorithmically refined by function g when 

( 1) (V D, P : f satisfies (D, P) : g satisfies (D, P) ). 

0 

U sing this definition of algorithmic refinement, the verification of a particular 
refinement is rather cumbersome. Fortunately, we can derive, on account of 
the restrietion in Definition 2.2, the following more useful characterizations of 
algorithmic refinement: 

Property 2.6 
Predicate ( 1) is equivalent to 

(2) domf Ç domg /1. (V x: x E domf: f.x g.x), 

and to 

(3) J ç g. 

Proof To prove that (I) implies (2) for any f and g, we instantiate (1) with 
specification 

(D,P) = {domf ,().h: domf Ç domh: (V x: x E domf: f.x = h.x))). 

Then J satisfies (D, P), hence so does g, which is equivalent to (2). 

Next, assume (2) for some f and g. Then we observe for any specification 
(D,P): 

f satisfies ( D, P} 

{ Defini ti on 2.4 } 

D Ç domf /1. P(f) 

{ (2), hence D Ç domg and JtD = gtD; Definition 2.2} 

D Ç domg /1. P(g) 

{ Defini tion 2.4 } 

g satisfies (D,P), 

which setties the proof of the equivalence of (1) and (2). 

The equivalence of (2) and (3) is obvious. 
0 
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From (2) we infer that an algorithmic refinement is allowed to have a larger do
main. Characterization (3) is more appropriate than (2) for deriving properties 
of algorithmic refinement. For instance, from (3) it follows immediately that 
algorithmic refinement in duces a partial order on functions. Moreover, any ap
plication of J may be replaced by an application of g when JÇg. In particular, 
composition is monotonic w.r.t. algorithmic refinement. 

Property 2. 7 

(a) J Ç J 

0 

(b) J ç g 1\ g ç J :::} J = g 
(c) J Ç g 1\ g Ç h :::? J Ç h 
(d) JÇg:::? JohÇgoh 1\ hoJÇhog 

reflexivity 
anti-symmetry 
transitivity 
monotonicity of o. 

Characterization (2) is useful when one has to show that a particular recursively 
defined program is a correct refinement. For instance, the fact that function 
gE [Int]-.Int, given by g.[] = 0 and g.(al-s) = a+g.s, is a correct refinement 
of function J of the same type, defined by f.s = (~i : O~i<#s : s.i), is easily 
proved by establishing the second conjunct of (2) by induction on s. 

The notion of algorithmic refinement enables us to specify a programming 
problem as a request for a concrete refinement of a given function. The sum· 
mation problem from the previous section, for instance, may be specified by 
"Design a concrete refinement of program sum defined by dom sum =[Int] and 
sum.s = (I:i: O~i<#s: s.i)". (Note that in this specification sum is nota 
dummy.) Since such specifications employ a notion of refinement of Junctions, 
they are bound to be deterministic. Since we regard such a specification methad 
too restrictive, we have introduced nondeterministic specifications as well. In 
the next section we shall see that the notion of data refinement also enables a 
form of nondeterministic specifications that is especially suited for specifying 
data structures. 

2.3 Data refinement of functions 

The notion of algorithmic refinement enables us to relate the successive programs 
in a program development. The types of these programs are strongly related: 
the domains form an ascending sequence with respect to set inclusion. The 
types of the componentsof these programs may, however, be quite different. For 
example, suppose ft o JoE X -.Y is refined by Yt o go E X -.Y, with JoE X ->A, 
ft E A-.Y, go E X-.C, and g1 E C-.Y. Then neither Jo and go norhand g1 

can be related when types A and C are incompatible. In such a refinement, A is 
typically the more abstract type and C the more concrete type. To relate such 
types and functions the notion of data refinement is introduced. 

We introduce data refinement as a generalization of algorithmic refinement. 
For this purpose we rewrite characterization (2) of algorithmic refinement as 
follows: 
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('Vx,y:xEdomf A x=y:yEdomg A f.x=g.y). 

To relate functions of different types, we replace the equality signs by arbitrary 
relations ( and rename the dummies for convenience later on): 

Definition 2.8 
Functîon f is said to be data-refined by function g under relations R and S, 
when 

(4) ('Va,c:aEdomf A aRc:cEdomg A f.aSg.c). 

D 

In the above context, relations R and S are called coupling relations, or just 
couplings. When discussing (data) refinements we will often abuse the terms 
"abstract" and "concrete" to distinguish the refined objects from their refine
ments. The refined objects are called abstract and their refinements concrete, 
although this might give rise to "inconsistencies": e.g., in one refinement a data 
type is treated as abstract, while it is considered as concrete in another refine
ment. 

Usually, couplings Rand S are strongly related or even identical. Further
more, identities are aften used as couplings. 

Example 2.9 (see Example 1.4) 
In many applications of Definition 2.8, the couplings between the domains and 
ranges of the functions are described in terms of arelation between an abstract 
and a concrete type. In the specification below, for example, Nat is the abstract 
type and C the specified concrete type. 

Design a concrete type C, a relation := between Nat and C, and 
concrete functions zero E C, iszero E CA-Bool, suc E CA-C, and 
pred E CA-C satisfying 

0 :=zero 
('V n, c: n := c : c E dom iszero A n=O = iszero.c) 
('Vn,c: n:= c: c E domsuc A n+1 := suc.c) 
('Vn,c: nyfO A n := c: c E dompred A n-1 := pred.c). 

This specification contains four instances of ( 4). The identity on { .L} couples 
the domains of 0 and zero, which are, as usual, omitted. The identity on Bool 
serves as coupling between the ranges of ( =0) and iszero. Relation := couples 
the remaining domains and ranges .. 

A simple salution to this problem is to take a unary representation for nat
urals like type [{0}]. The coupling between Nat and [{0}] is then defined by 
n := s = n = #s. Under this coupling, we have the following refinements: 



0 E Nat 

(=0) E Nat-+Bool 
( +1) E Nat-+ Nat 
( -1) E Natr..Nat 
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zero E [{0}] 
iszero E [{0}]-+Bool 
suc E [{0}]-+[{0}] 
pred E [{O}]r.-[{0}] 

zero=[] 
iszero.s = ( s []) 
suc.s = 01- s 
pred.(OI-s) s, 

where dom 1) = Nat\ {0} and dompred = [{0}] \ {[]}. The verification of 
the correctness of this solution is straightforward. 
0 

In this example, all refinements are described in terms of the same coupling ::::: 
( and the identities on { l.} and Bool). This is possible because our definition 
of data refinement does not refer to the types of the functions and the coupling 
relations. lnstead of ( 4), an alternative definition of data refinement could he: 

(va, e : a Re : f.a S g .e) 

in a context in which R Ç dom f x dom g ( the context defines, for instance, f E 
A-+ B, gE C-+ D, and R Ç AxC). With such a definition, the justification of 
the refinement of ( -1) by pred requires :::::\ {( [ J, 0)} as instantiation of R instead 
of:::::, because::::: is arelation between Nat and [{0}], notbetween Nat\ {0} and 
[{O}J \ {[]}. And for the refinement of- (subtraction on the naturals) we would 
need another coupling. In this way we get a tailored coupling for each function 
that is partial with respect to the domain of the coupling and such an approach 
would lead to an awkward definition of algebra refinement. 

Just as for algorithmic refinement, there exists a more succinct characteri
zation of data refinement, which may he interpreted as a generalization of (3): 

Property 2.10 
Predicate ( 4) is equivalent to 

(5) f o R ç S o g. 

Pro of 

= 

0 

(V a, c. a E dom f /\ aRe: c E domg /\ f.aSg.c) 

{ one-point rule ( twice) } 

(Va,b,e: b = f.a /\ a E dom/ /\ aRe: (3d: d=g.c: cEdmng 1\bSd)) 

{ property of functions } 

(Va,b,c: bfa /\ aRe: d :: bSd /\ dge)) 

{ predicate calculus: (vx :: P(x) => Q) = (3x :: P(x)) => Q} 

(Vb,e: (3a :: bfa /\ aRe): (3d :: bSd /\ dge)) 

{ definition of o (twice)} 

(v b,c: b(f o R)e: b(S o g)c) 

{ definition of Ç } 

! o R Ç S o g. 
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Interesting properties of data refinement are ea.sily derived from this cha.ra.c
teriza.tion. For exa.mple, the composition of two successive data. refinements is 
a.ga.in a data. refinement: 

Property 2.11 ( cf. Property 2.7) 

(a) Jo I Ç I o J "reflexivity" 

(b) JoRoÇSoog 1\ goR1ÇS1oh ::::> Jo(RooRl)Ç(Soofh)oh 

"tra.nsitivity" 

(c) JooRÇSo9o 1\ JioSÇTo91 ::::> (fioJo)oRÇTo(9109o) 

"monotonicity", 

where I is an identity relation with dom I 2 dom J U rng J. 
Proof Relying on the associativity of o and its monotonicity w.r.t. Ç (Prop
erty 2.7d), we observe forthelast two pa.rts: 

Jo Ro o R 1 fi o Jo o R 

ç { J o Ro Ç So o 9 } c { Jo o R Ç S o 9o } 

S0 o 9 o R 1 fi 0 s 0 90 

ç { 9 o R1 ç s1 oh } c { fi o S Ç T o 91 } 

0 
So o S1 oh; T o Y1 o Yo· 

2.4 Refinement of monoalgebras 

In the development of programs by stepwise refinement, one often encounters 
a data refinement step which comprises simultaneous substitutions of a type 
and a. number of connected operations by some other type and corresponding 
operations. In order to separate such substitutions from the overall development, 
we introduce the notion of algebra refinement. In a refinement of a monoalgebra 
there is only one relevant coupling which we usually denote by ~. 

Definition 2.12 
Let A be a monoalgebra with data type A. Let C be a monoalgebra with data 
type C a.nd as many operations as A. Let ~ he a relation on C and A. Then 
algebra A is said to be (data- )refined by algebra C under coupling ~ w hen each 
operation of A is data-refined by the corresponding operation of C under coupling 
~, which is defined as follows for each of the three representatives of first-order 
operations ( cf. Definitious 1.9 and 2.8). 

(a) Creation JET-+ A is data-refined by creation gE T-+ C under coupling 
~ if 

(V x : x E T : f.x ~ 9 .x). 
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(h) Transformation f E A x Af<. A is data- refined hy transformation 
gE CxCf'<..C under coupling:::: if 

(Va,b,c,d:(a,b)Edomf A a::::c A b::::d: 
( c, d) E dom g A f.a.b :::: g .c.d) 

( c) Inspeetion f E A -+ T is data-refined hy inspeetion g E C 
coupling :::: if 

(V a, c: a:::: c: f.a g.c). 

T under 

Algebra C is said to implement A when there exists a coupling :::: such that C 
refines A under ::::. 
0 

As a corollary of Property 2.11 wethen have 

Property 2.13 

0 

(a) Algebra A is refined hy A under the identity coupling on A's data type. 

(h) If A is refined hy C under coupling :::: and C is refined hy E under coupling 
then A is refined hy E under coupling :::: o ~-

The definition of algebra refinement enahles us to formulate specifications of data 
structures very concisely. For instance, the cumhersome prohlem description in 
Example 2.9, in which the specifications of the respective operations are all very 
much alike, may he rendered as follows: 

Design a concreterefinement of algebra (Nat I 0, ( =0), ( +1 ), ( -1)) 
with signat ure ( C I zero, iszero, suc, pred) under coupling ::::. 

In such specifications we use signatures to name the respective components of 
the requested refinement. A definition of an algebra assigns a value to each 
component of its signature in the same fashion as a definition of a function 
assigns a value to its name. Instead of prescrihing a signature and a name for 
the coupling, we may also leave this open hy saying: 

Design an implementation of algebra ( Nat I 0, ( =0), ( +1 ), ( -1) ). 

The specifications of zero, iszero, suc, and pred in Example 2.9 are specific 
instances of the general pattem implied hy Definition 2.4. The following example 
exhihits some more "typical data refinements" invalving one nontrivial coupling 
::::, the other couplings heing identities. 
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Example 2.14 
Let A, C and T be data types. Let ~ be a relation on C and A. We say that 
function fis data-refined by function g under coupling '::::!. when 

(a) f ~ g for constauts f E A and gE C 

(b) (Va,c: a:::::: c: f.a '::::!. g.c) for f E A-+A and gE C-+C 

(c) (Va,c: a E dom/ A a~ c: c E domg A f.a:::::: g.c) 
for f E Ar<.A and gE Cr<.C 

(d) (Va,c:aEdomf A a~c:cEdomg A f.a=g.c) 
for f E Ar<.T and gE Cr<.T. 

Now, strictly speaking, (c) and (d) are conflicting: in case A = C = T both 
are applicable but they yield different results. Sets A, C, and T are however 
intended to be data types of different algebras, soa possible way to prevent such 
conflicts is to use the algebras ins te ad of the data types to type functions ( see 
Remark 1.10). In this thesis we do not wish to be so rigorous because in our 
examples it will be dear which parts have to be refined. 

N ote that in (b), a ~ c implies a E A and c E C, hence (b) is a special case of 
(c). Furthermore, note that (a) and (b) express that gis data-refined by f under 
coupling ~*, hence, in these cases data refinement is "symmetrie". In gener al, 
however, data refinement is "asymmetrie" since the refinement may have a larger 
domain in the sense that its domain contains values to which no values in the 
domain of the refined fundion are coupled ( cf. algorithmic refinement ). 
0 

Instead of "typical data refinements" we can also use the term "induced 
couplings": 

Example 2.15 
A coupling ~ between A and C induces couplings between for example (a) T x A 
and T x C, (b) [A] and [C], and (c) {[A]) and {[C]). Such induced couplings are 
denoted by the same name and defined in the obvious way: 

(a) (x, a)~ (y,c) = x= y A a~ c 

(b) as ~ es = #as = #es A (V i : 0 ::; i < #as : as.i ~ cs.i) 

( c) {} ~ {) and (la, as, ra}~ (lc, es, re} = la~ ra A as ~ es A lc ~ re. 

Note that in the last case, only trees of the same shape are coupled to each 
other. Together with Definition 2.8, induced couplings provide an alternative 
way to describe "typical data refinements". 

The data refinement relation be~ween A-+A and C-+C can also be considered 
as an induced coupling (of a higher order, though). Couplings between for 
instanee {A} and {C} are induced in a less straightforward way. 
0 
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In many applications, the coupling relation is a function from C toA. We call 
such couplings abstractions, and we will frequently use [-] insteadof::::: to denote 
an abstraction. The coupling in Example 2.9, for instance, is an abstraction 
from [{0}] to Nat, viz. [s] = #s. In genera!, the coupling conesponding to 
abstraction H is given by a ::::: c = a = [c]. 

Another important case is that the dual of a coupling is a function from 
A to C. We call such couplings representations, and we use Q·D instead of:::::* 
to denote these. For example, we have dnD ( -j o)n .[] as representation in 
Example 2.9. In general, the coupling corresponding to representation Q·D is 
given by a ::::: c = (a) = c. When descrihing refinements with representation 
functions, we will henceforth omit *: we speak of arefinement under Q·D instead 
of a refinement under ~·D*, as for example in the following property. 

Property 2.16 ( cf. Definition 2.12) 
Let C refine A under representation Q·), d·D E A ~ C and under abstraction [·], 
[·] E C ~A, respectively. Then we have for the corresponding operations of A 
and C, respectively: 

0 

(a) Creations f ET~ A and gE T ~ C satisfy 

('V x: x ET: Uf.xD = g.x), 

and 

('V x: x ET: J.x = [g.x]). 

(b) Transformations f E A x Ar. A and gE CxCr.C satisfy 

('Va,b: (a,b) E dom/ : (~aD,(b)) E domg 1\ Qf.a.bD g.~aD.QbD), 

and 

('Vc,d: ([c],[dE) E dom/: (c,d) E domg 1\ f.[4[d] = [g.c.d]). 

( c) Inspee ti ons f E A ~ T and g E C ~ T satisfy 

('Va: a E A: f.a = g.Qa)), 

and 

('V c: c E C : f.[c] = g.c). 

To keep this property simple we have confined it to total abstraction functions 
and total representation functions. Partial abstraction functions are partienlar 
useful when descrihing pointer implementations; for example, see Section 4.3 
where abstraction [-]is defined only for pointers that correspond to a finite list. 

Two frequently occurring instantiations of the general pattem implied by 
Property 2.16 are as follows. 
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Example 2.17 
Let A, C and T be data types. Let Q·D E A __,. C. Then f is said to be data
refined by g under representation Q·D when 

QJD = g for constauts f E A and g E C 

(Va: a E domf : QaD E domg A Qf.aD = g.QaD) 
for f E An..A and gE Cn..C. 

Let [·] E C __,. A. Then f is said to be data-refined by 9 under abstraction [-D 
when 

f [g] for constauts f E A and 9 E C 

(V c : [cD E dom f : c E dom 9 A f.[c] [g.c]l) 
for f E An..A and 9 E Cn..C. 

0 

Since many data refinements can be expressed conveniently in termsof func
tional couplings, one may wonder why we have introduced relational couplings 
at all. Weil, a compelling reason is that transitivity cannot be formulated for 
functional data refinements, when data refinements are used under representa
tions as wellas under abstractions. For instance, a data refinement of type A by 
C under representation Q • D E A _,.C, foliowed by a data refinement of type C by 
E under abstraction [-] E E->C is a data refinement under coupling ~·D* o [·] 

(Property 2.13b ), but Q·D* oH is in general not a function. By restricting cou
plings to either representations or abstractions, transitivity is of course retained, 
but-as we will argue in the next section-this is too restrictive to be useful. 

2.5 Surjectivity and injectivity of monoalgebras 

A well-known phenomenon in the design of data structures is that a single ad
dition to the repertoire of operations can make all the difference to the imple
mentation. This is demonstrated in the following example. 

Example 2.18 
In this example Nat plays again the role of abstract type. We will successively 
refine the following algebras: 

Nu tsO 

Nutsl 

Nuts2 

Nats 

(Nat I ( +1)) 

= (Nat I ( + 1 ), 0) 

( Nat I ( + 1), 0, ( =0) ) 

= (Nat I (+1),0,(=0),(-1)), 

by a concrete algebra with data type C under coupling ~ Ç CxNat, such that 
the size of C is minimal in each refinement. 
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We start with NutsO. An immediate consequence of the definition of data 
refinement ( cf. (2.14b )) is that 0 refines ( + 1) under coupling 0. Hence, in this 
case we may take C = 0. This result is to be expected because a data refinement 
of a single operation of type A-A is pointless, since there is no way to provide 
this operation with an argument. For example, we cannot use NutsO to refine 
( +1).0, since we have no corresponding data refinement of 0. 

Nutsl provides 0 as operation. To refine 0 we see that we cannot take C 
empty anymore ( cf. (2.14a) ). It is, ho wever, still possible to refine ( + 1) and 0 as 
follows: take as concrete type {0} and as coupling {(O,n) In E Nat}; then the 
respective refinements are {(0, 0)} and 0. Hence, in this case C is a singleton. 
This result is not strange either because, although it is possible to generate any 
natura! number with operations 0 and ( +1), there is no way to distinguish any 
two distinct naturals. So, it is not surprising that it is possible to represent all 
natura! numbers by the same value. 

The situation changes slightly when we consider Nuts2. Again, however, we 
are able to refine these operations using a finite concrete type. Operationally 
speaking, ( =0) may he used to distinguish 0 from the positive naturals, but 
there is no way to distinguish distinct positive naturals. We may therefore 
choose {0, 1} as concrete type and {(0,0)} U {(1, n+1) In E Nat} as coupling. 
The operations of Nuts2 are refined by {(0, 1), (1, 1)}, 0, and ( =0), respectively. 

Finally, by ad ding opera ti on ( -1) the concrete type cannot be fini te anymore: 
we use a unary representation in which a list of n zeros represents natura! n. 

The respective refinements are summarized in the following table. 

11 c suc zero 1szero pred 

Nu tsO 0 suc = 0 

Nutsl {0} suc.O = 0 zero= 0 

Nuts2 {0,1} suc.O = 1 zero= 0 iszero.b = b=O 
suc.1 = 1 

Nats [ {0}] suc.s = s --l 0 zero=[] iszero.s = s=[] pred.(s -iO) = s 

For NutsO, coupling ::::: is the empty set; for the other refinements, couplings ::::: 
are given by n::::: 0, 0::::: 0 and n+1 ::::: 1, and #s::::: s, respectively. 

All these refinements can also he described as refinements under a repre
sentation. For NutsO, representation U·~ is the empty set, which is a partial 
function from Nat to C. For the other refinements, representation ~-Dis a total 
function of type Nat--C, with, respectively, QnD = 0, QOD = 0 and Qn+1D = 1, 
and QnD = (--lO)n.[]. However, only the refinements of NutsO and Natscan 
be described as refinements under an abstraction [-] E c--Nat, viz. H = 0 
and [s] = #s. The other refinements cannot be refinements under an ab
straction, since the existence of abstraction [-] implies that C has to be infi-
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nite: C camtot he empty, for zero E C; by induction, [sucn .zero] ::::: n, hence 
('V m, n : m f n : sucm .zero f sucn .zero). 

By interchanging the roles of abstract and concrete we see that there are also 
refinements that cannot he described as refinements under a representation. 
0 

From this example we learn that there are refinements that cannot he described 
by abstractions or representations. Algebras Nutsl and Nuts2 are, however, a 
bit artificial and therefore we will present some more realistic examples shortly; 
in these examples it is even impossible to use functional couplings. The fact that 
there exist interesting nonfunctional couplings is another compelling reason to 
use relational couplings in Definition 2.8. 

Yet, many designs of data structures can he modelled as refinements under 
an abstraction function~often even a surjective one. In the sequel we investigate 
under which circumstances this is the case. An algebra is called injective when 
all its refinements can be described by means of abstractions. Toprepare for a 
formal definition of injectivity we first introduce the notion of surjectivity. 

Definition 2.19 
For monoalgebra A, the set of "reachable" values is defined as the largest subset 
X of A's data type satisfying 

('Va: a EX: (3c ::a~ c)), 

for all algebras C and relations ~. for which C refines A under coupling ~. We 
call X the range of A and denote it by rng A . A monoalgebra is called surjective 
when its range equals its data type. 
0 

The values outside the range of an algebra need not he represented in an imple
mentation. Operationally speaking, the range of an algebra contains all values 
of its data type that can be generated by any composition of its operations. 

Example 2.20 

rng( Nat I 0) 

rng (Nat I ( +1)) 

rng(Nat I 0,(+1)) 

rng(Nat I 0,(+2)) 

rng(Nat I 0,1,(+2)) 

rng(Nat I 0,{*2),(+1)o{*2)) 

rng ( [T] I [ ], 1- ) 

= 
= 
= 

{0} 

0 
Nat 

{2n In E Nat} 

Nat 

Nat 

[T]. 

Although the equalities in this example will be intuitively clear, a proof requires 
some effort. Let us prove the middle one. 
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Let N2 denote algebra ( Na.t I 0, ( +2) ). We fi.rst remark that N2 is refined by 
(Nat I 0, ( + 1)) under coupling ~ given by 2n ~ n. So, there exists arefinement 
of N2 in which no odd natural is coupled to a concrete value. This implies 
rng N2 Ç {2n I n E Na.t}. 

To prove the other indusion rng N2 2 {2n I n E Nat}, we reason as follows. 
Suppose ( C I zero,suc2) refines N2 under coupling ~. Then we prove (Vn :: 
(3 c :: 2n ~ c)) by induction on n. 

Case n = 0. Since zero refines 0, we condude that 0 ~ zero. 

Case n = m+l. We derive 

0 

(3c::2m~c) 

:::} { suc2 refines ( +2) under ~ } 

(3 c :: 2m+2 ~ suc2.c) 

:::} { dummy transformation c := suc2.c } 

(3c::2m+2~c) 

{ n = m+l} 

(3c::2n~c). 

So, by consiclering surjective algebras only, somestrange ones are eliminated. 
However, an algebra like ( Nat I 0, ( + 1) ) is still a bit st range. Although all 
naturals can be generated with 0 and ( + 1 ), there is no way to distinguish any 
two distinct naturals. We introduce the notion of injectivity to capture this 
phenomenon. 

Definition 2.21 
A monoalgebra A is called injective when 

(V c :: (#a :a E rng A : a~ c) 5 1 ), 

for all algebras C and relations ~, for which C refines A under coupling ~. 
0 

Note that an algebra is injective when its range is empty. The operational 
interpretation is that an algebra is injective when any two distinct valnes in 
its range can be distinguished by some composition of its operations; in other 
words, there should exist compositions that produce different results for distinct 
values. 

Example 2.22 

(Nat I ( +1)) is injective 

(Nat I 0,1,(=0)) isinjective 
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(Nat I 0,(+1),(=0)) 

(Nat I 0,(+2),(-2),(=0)) 

(Nat\{0} ll,(*2),(div2),(=1)) 

( Real I e, 1r, nth) 

( [ { o} l I f J, ( = []), t- , tl ) 

([Bool]l [],(=[]),t-,tl) 

( [T] I [ ], ( =[]), f- , hd, tl) 

is not injective 

is i njecti ve 

is injective 

is injective (see Example 1.4) 

is injective 

is not injective 

is injective, provided T belongs 
to an injective algebra. 

To give an example of a proof of injectivity we demonstrate that Nats from 
Example 2.18 is injective. 

Let ( C I suc, zero, iszero, pred) refine Nats under coupling ~. Since Nats is 
surjective we have to show that (Vc :: (#n :: n ~ c) ::; 1). Tothls end, we 
observe for any c and for any m and n, m ::; n: 

m~c 1\ n~c 

=? { pred refines 1) under ~ } 

m-m ~ predm .c 1\ n-m ~ predm .c 

=? { iszero refines ( =0) under ~ } 

0 = 0 = iszero.(predm .c) 1\ n-m = 0 iszero.(pre~ .c) 

=? { predicate calculus } 

m= n. 

0 

In the above proof of injectivity of Nats, we have directly applied Definition 2.21. 
Another way to show this result is by programming = on Nat in termsof the 
operations of Nats: 

Property 2.23 (=-test) 
Consider a surjective monoalgebra A with data type A. If = oftype A x A -+ Bool 
can be expressed in terms of the operations of A, then algebra A is injective. 

Proof Let C refine A under coupling ~. Define eq in termsof the operations 
of C in the same way as is expressed in terms of the operations of A. Then eq 
refines = under ~- That is: 

(Va,b,c,d: a~ c 1\ b ~ d: a= b = eq.c.d). 

To show that A is injective, suppose that c is coupled to both a and b, that 
is suppose that a ~ c and b ~ c. htstantiation of the above quantification then 
yields a = b = eq.c.c. Since eq.c.c is, for instance, also equivalent to a = a, 
which is equivalent to true, we conclude that a = b. 
0 
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Remark 2.24 
The algebras in Example 1.3 are surjective but not injective because they do not 
provide any inspeetion operations: all operations involve type Bool ( and { .l} ), 
but for an inspeetion weneed an extra type. According to our definition of alge
bra refinement, a possible implementation of ( Bool I false, • o A ) is therefore 
( {0} I 0,{((0,0),0)} ). This implementation is however not very useful and to 
exclude it we have to add an inspeetion operation to the algebra of booleans, 
say ( =false) E Bool -+ { F, T}. Here, { F, T} is the data type of a both surjec
tive and injective algebra, and we simply have to postulate the existence of this 
algebra. We cannot describe an implementation of such an algebra other than 
by assuming the existence of another algebra of this type; in the end, we need 
to postulate the existence of such an algebra (as "hardware"). 
0 

Note that omission of "a E rng A" from Definition 2.21 yields that algebra 
(Nat I 0, 1, ( =0)) is not injective. Indeed, omitting a E rng A turns about every 
nonsurjective algebra into a noninjective one, as the reader may verify. 

From the results in Examples 2.20 and 2.22 it follows that Nats is bijective: 

Definition 2.25 
A monoalgebra A is called bijective when it is both surjective and injective, that 
is, when 

(Va::(#c::a~c)?.1) A (Vc::(#a::a~c)S.1), 

for all algebras C and relations ~. for which C refines A under coupling ~. 
0 

The importance of this notion is that any refinement of a bijective algebra can 
he described as a data refinement under a (surjective) abstraction function. The 
condusion of our investigation is that we can safely use abstractions in speci
fications of injective algebras, without running the risk of excluding efficient 
refinements that can only he justified using a representation function or a cou
pling rel at ion (as in Example 2.18 ). 

Unfortunately, it is not always obvious that an algebra is bijective. For 
example, for positive mand n, algebra (Nat I O,(+m),(-n),(=O)) has range 
{k gcd(m,n) Ik E Nat}, the multiples of gcd(m,n). Hence, it is surjective pre
cisely when gcd(m,n) = 1, and it is unconditionally injective. 

What is more, the removal of an operation from an algebra can turn it from 
injective into noninjective, as shown in the following example. 

Example 2.26 
We add operation ! to the algebra of queues of Example 1.5: 

([Int] I [ ], ]), -f, hd, tl, l ). 
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Since the algebra of queues is bijective, this algebra is also bijective, and we 
can use abstraction fundions to describe its refinements. However, in some 
applications operation hd is not required, and then the following algebra will 
do: 

([Int] I[],(=[]), -l,tl,!). 

For this algebra a more efficient implementation is designed in Chapter 8, ex
ploiting the fact that it is not injective (e.g., [1, 0] and [2, 0] are indistinguish
able ). Since different abstract val u es are represented by the sameconcrete value, 
the efficient implementation cannot be described by an abstraction function. 
0 

We hope that we have convineed the reader that it is necessary to intro
duce the notion of data refinement under a coupling relation, although many 
interesting refinements can be modelled in terms of abstraction functions. For 
obviously-bijective algebras it is best to use abstractions in a specification of a 
data structure, but when this is not so clear-or, when one does not want to 
investigate this-it is better to use a coupling relation. 

2.6 A closer look at surjectivity and injectivity 

As argued in Example 2.26, noninjective algebras arise naturally as specifica
tions of data structures. Efficient implementations of these data structures, 
however, exploit the fact that indistinguishable abstract values can be repre
sented by the same concrete value. The following theorem shows that this is 
always possible-and also that unreachable values need not be represented (in 
case of nonsurjective algebras ). 

Theorem 2.27 Any monoalgebra has a bijective refinement. 0 

This theorem follows from the two lemmas below and the transitivity of algebra 
refinement (Property 2.13b ). 

Lemma 2.28 Any monoalgebra has a surjective refinement. 

Proof Let A be a monoalgebra with data type A. We define a surjective 
refinement R of A as follows. The data type of R is rng A, and for each operation 
f of A, the conesponding operation f' of Ris defined as (see Definition 2.12): 

(a) f' = f, if f is a creation of type T --+ A. 

(b) f' = Jt(rngA xrngA ), if fis a transformation of type AxAr-.A. 

(c) J' = Jt(rngA ), if fis an inspeetion of type A--+ T. 
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The coupling ~ between these algebras is the identity on rng A. 

Now, abserve that rngA is a subset of A, hence ~is arelation on rngA and 
A. To prove that R refines A under ~,we show that J' refines f under ~in the 
respective cases. 

Case (a). We have to prove, cf. Definition 2.12a: 

(V x : x E T : f.x ~ f' .x). 

Si nee f' = f and ~ is the identity on rng A, it suffices to prove that f.x E rng A, 
for all x E T. On account of the definition of rng this means that in any 
refinement of A, f.x should be represented by a concrete value. This is indeed 
the case, since by the definition of data refinement g.x represents f.x for any 
refinement g of f. 
Case (b ). We have to prove, cf. Definition 2.12b: 

(Va,b,c,d:(a,b)Edomf A a~c A b~d: 

( c, d) E dom f' A f.a.b ~ f' .c.d). 

Since a~ c = a E rngA A a= c and domf' = domf n (rngA xrngA), the 
interesting part left to prove is that f.a.b E rng A for (a, b) E dom f'. That is, 
we have to show that f.a.b is represented in any refinement of A. So, let g refine 
f. Since a E rng A there is a representation c, say, of a. Similarly, there exists a 
representation dof b. By the definition of data refinement ( c, d) E dom g, hence 
application of g to these values yields g.c.d as representation of f.a.b. 

Case ( c ). We have to prove, cf. Definition 2.12c: 

(V a, c : a ~ c : f.a = f' .c ). 

Since a ~ c = a E rng A A a = c, this is equivalent to (V a : a E rng A : f.a = 
f' .a), which follows from the definition of f'. 

To show that R is surjective, we prove rng A Ç rng R as follows. By the 
transitivity of algebra refinement it follows that any refinement of R under cou
pling ~, say, is a refinement of A under ~ o ~. The latter coupling equals ~ 
because ~ is the identity on rng A. So, any refinement of R is also arefinement 
of A under the same coupling. Therefore, any value in the range of A is in the 
range of R. 
D 

Lemma 2.29 Any surjective monoalgebra has a bijective refinement. 

Proof Let A be a surjective monoalgebra with data type A. Binary relation 
"' on A is defined by a "' b if there exists a refinement of A in which a and 
b are represented by the same value. This relation is symmetrie, hence the 

reflexive-transitive dosure of"', denoted as ~' is an equivalence relation. 
U sing this equivalence relation, we define a bijective refinernent E of A as 

follows. lts data type E consists of the equivalence classes of~. Using Q·D to 
denote the induced mapping from A to E, wedefine for each operation f of A, 
the corresponding operation f' of E by: 
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(a) f'.x = Qf.xD for x ET, if fis a creation of type T-+ A. 

(b) f' .l{aD.ifb) = Qf.a.bD for (a, b) E dom f, if f is a transformation of type 
A x A,.. A. 

(c) f'.Qa) = f.a fora E A, if fis an inspeetion of type A-+ T. 

By Property 2.16, f' refines f under Q·), provided f' is a well-defined function. 
This proviso is indeed fulfilled, as we will now prove for each case. 

Case (a). This case is trivial, since f' = Q·) o J. 
Case (b). In this case, well-definedness means that QJ.a.b) = QJ.a'.b') if Qa) = 
Qa'D and Qb) = Qb'), for (a, b) and (a', b') in dom/. Or, in termsof ~: a ~ 
a' f\ b ~ b' => f.a.b ~ f.a'.b'. To this end we first prove that a ""' a' => f.a.b ""' 
f.a'.b. So, assume a"' a'. Then, by the definition of ""'• there exists arefinement 
in which a and a' are represented by the same value c, say. Since A is surjective, 
bis also represented, say by d. Let g be the refinement of f, then ( c, d) E dom g 
and g.c.d represents both J.a.b and f.a'.b, hence f.a.b"' f.a'.b. Interchanging 
the roles of a and b gives a simHar property. Together these properties suffice to 
complete the proof by an induction argument, which we omit. 

Case (c). For an inspeetion J, we prove a~ a' => J.a = f.a'. This follows by 
in duetion from a "' a' => f.a = f.a', which is proved as follows. Assumption 
a ""' a' gives that there exists arefinement in which a and a' are represented by 
the same value c, say. Let g refine f. Then, by definition of data refinement 
(2.12c), g.c is equal to both f.a and f.a', hence f.a = f.a'. 

So much for the proof that E refines A under Q·). We now show that E is 
bijective. 

To see that Eis surjective, we consider an element Qa) of E. Any refinement 
of E under coupling ~ also refines A under Q·)* o ~ (Property 2.13b). This 
implies, on account of the surjectivity of A, that there exists a representation c 
of a in such a refinement. But this means that aQ·)*o ~c. Or, Qa) ~ c, hence c 
represents Qa). 

Finally, to see that E is injective, assume that QaD and QbD are represented 
by the same value c in some refinement C of E under a coupling ~. Then, by 
the transitivity of algebra refinement, a Q·)* o ~ c and b Q·)* o ~ c. Hence, C is 
a refinement of A in which a and b are coupled to the same value c. Therefore 
a"' b, hence Qa) = Qb). 
0 

Remark 2.30 
Since E refines A under representation Q·), E identifies elements a and b of A 

whenever a ~ b. This implies that ~ and rv are actually the same relations on 
A. We have used ~ in the proof because a direct proof of the transitivity of"' 
is somewhat awkward. 
0 
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Amortized complexity 

To amortize: to end (a debt) by making 
regular payments into a special fund. 

[Oxford advanced learner's dictionary] 

In a traditional worst-case analysis of an algorithm one derives a worst-case 
bound by adding the worst-case bounds of the constituent parts of the algo
rithm ( which are often operations on data structures ). Ho wever, bounds ob
tained in this fashion may be overly pessimistic, possibly orders of magnitude 
too high. Amortization is a simple principle to analyze the worst-case behaviour 
of algorithms in a compositional way: to avoid overly pessimistic bounds, so
called amortized cost measures are used instead of actual cost measures for the 
components of algorithms. 

As is often the case with simple mathematical principles, there are many ways 
to formulate them and to explain them. Sometimes a principle is so simple that 
it is often applied without even knowing its name, let alone its existence (e.g., 
the Pigeonhole Principle). lt is however important to expose such principles in 
a convenient way and to collect instructive applications of them. In imperative 
programming, for example, the luvarianee Theorem is a coding of the Principle 
of Mathematica! Induction particularly suited for the design of repetitions (see, 
e.g., (5]). In this chapter we will present several views of amortization based 
on the banker's and physicist's views of Sleator and Tarjan [31]. Of course, 
simple as such principles can be, their application will still be difficult when the 
problem is inherently complex. (It is, for instance, an open problem whether 
pairing heaps [7] are as efficient as Fibonacci heaps [8] in the amortized sense.) 

In the next section, we explain the idea of amortization in an imperative set
ting. In the su bsequent sec ti on, we present abstract versions of the bank er 's and 
physicist's views of amortization, and we show that they are equally powerful. 
The subject of Chapter 5 is a caiculational approach to the ( amortized) analysis 
of functional programs, in partienlar operations of algebras. The material in 
this chapter provides a basis for that approach. 
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3.1 Amortized analysis of imperative programs 

As a sirnple irnperative prograrnrning language we use Dijkstra's guarded corn· 
mand language (GCL) [5]. A suitable cost rneasure for GCL programs is the 
nurnber of tirnes that guards of repetitions are passed. Apart frorn constant 
factors, the time cornplex.ity of these programs is then deterrnined. 

To explain how arnortization is applied in the analysis of GCL programs, we 
consider the following nondeterrninistic program (with N 2: 0): 

m,n := 0,0 
{invariant: 0 5 m 1\ 0 5 n 5 N; bound: m + 2(N -n)} 
; don :f:. N-> m,n := m+1,n+1 

IJ m:f:.O->m:=m-1 
od. 

This program occurs as cornrnon projection of rnany programs that ernploy, say, 
a stack as auxiliary variable. Variabie m then corresponds to the height of 
such a stack, and, arnong other steps, these programs repeatedly either push a 
value onto the stack ( m := m+ 1 ), or pop a value frorn the stack ( m := m-1 ). 
Initially and upon terrnination the stack is ernpty. Instead of stacks, other data 
structures that are aften used in this fashion are first-in first-out queues ( with 
put and get operations), priority queues (with insertion of an arbitrary value 
and rernoval of the minimum value ), etc. 

Remark 3.1 
Usually, those programs consist of a nested repetition, foliowed by a repetition 
that eropties the data structure. For exarnple: 

m,n := 0,0 
; don :f:. N _, 

od 

do ... -> {m :f:. 0} m := m-1 od 
; m,n := m+1,n+1 

; do m :f:. 0 -> m := m-1 od. 

The nurnber of steps of the inner repetition per step of the outer repetition 
depends on more variables than m and n alone. This irregular behaviour is 
nicely captured by the nondeterrninisrn in the forrner program, which we prefer 
for its sirnplicity. 
0 

There are rnany ways to prove that the repetition of the above program is 
unfolded exactly 2N times, or even that both alternatives are unfolded N tirnes 
each. An inforrnal way to do this is as follows. lt is obvious that there are 
exactly N pushes. Moreover, there corresponds one pop toeach push, since the 
stack is ernpty initially and upon terrnination. Therefore, the nurnber of pops is 
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also exactly N. A more formal way to prove that the repetition is unfolded 2N 
times is by means of a bound function (see program annotation). The bound 
function m + 2( N -n) is decremented in each step. Since, its initial value is 2N 
and its final value is 0, there are 2N steps (hence, the program terminates). 

We consider both of the above ways inadequate for the purpose of analyzing 
GCL programs. The first approach because it is informal and ad hoc, the second 
because it also enta.ils a termination proof which we consider part of the correct
ness proof of a program. In general, we analyze only correct (hence terminating) 
programs. 

Given that the program terminates, a formal, but simpler way to analyze it 
is as follows. We introduce a fresh variabiet to count the number of unfoldings 
of the repetition and establish an invariant of the form t = E: 

m,n := 0,0; t := 0 
{ invariant: t = 2n - m } 
; don f- N- m,n := m+1,n+1; t := t+1 

D m f- 0- m := m-1; t := t+1 
od. 

From the annotation in this program we conclude that t = 2N holds as post
condition. Note that we count one unit of cost for each stack-operation, except 
for the initialization of the stack (initialization t := 1 gives a more realistic 
measure). 

The problem with the last approach is that we have to invent an exact 
relation for t, viz. t = 2n - m. Although this relation is not that complicated, 
it is in many cases difficult to find an exact relation. Often we must content 
ourselves with an upper bound fort. As we will explain below, the principle of 
amortization helps to achieve a better separation of concerns in such analyses. 
A key point in the following amortized analysis is that we exploit the fact that 
it is clear that the first alternative of the repetition is executed exactly N times 
(and that it is not so clear that the second alternative is also executed exactly 
N times). 

In addition to variabie t, the (accumulated) actual costs, we introduce vari
abie a, the ( accumulated) amortized costs. We see to it that u pon termination 
a = t by taking 2 as amortized costs for a push and 0 as amortized costs for a 
pop. This choice for the amortized costs is guided by the observation that the 
accumulated number of pushes is simply equal to n, while an expression for the 
accumulated number of popsis more complicated (viz. n- m). In this way, we 
obta.in a simp Ie rel at ion for the amortized costs, viz. a = 2 * n + 0 * ( n- m ): 

m, n := 0,0; t,a := 0,0 
{ invariant: a = t + m 1\ a 2n } 
; do n f- N- m, n := m+1, n+1; t,a := t+1, a+2 

0 m f- 0 - m := m-1; t := t+1 
od. 
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The analysis can now be divided into two parts, each part corresponding to a 
conjunct of the above invariant. The fint part shows that upon termination 
a = t, that is, the amortized costs are equal to the actual costs in the end. The 
second part gives a simple relation for the amortized costs. Proving each of the 
parts is simpler than proving the invariance of t = 2n-m in one go, but taken 
together the amortized analysis is of course more laborious. However, in more 
complicated applications of amortization this degree of disentanglement is really 
fruitful. 

lnstead of defining the amortized costs of each step of a repetition directly 
( which corresponds to the banker's view of amortization ), there is also an indi
rect way ( corresponding to the physicist's view). Then the amortized costs are 
de:fined in terms of a potential function, a function de:fined on the state space of 
the program ( cf. a bound function in the In varianee Theorem). The potential of 
a state can be thought of as the accumulated difference between the amortized 
costs and the act u al costs. The potential function, often called <P, corresponding 
to the choice of amortized costs in the above analysis is m: 

m,n := 0,0; t 0 
{ invariant: t + <P = 2n; potential <P: m } 
; don f:- N-+ m,n := m+l,n+l; t := t+l 

0 m :f. 0 -+ m m-1; t :=Hl 
od . 

In genera), t + <P equals the accumulated amortized costs, and the change in this 
quantity per step equals the amortized cost of a step. Notice that the potential 
mis nonnegative, which means that there is always a surplus: the accumulated 
actual costs do not exceed the accumulated amortized costs. 

Potential m ( "size of stack, queue, etc.") is a natural potential function. 
However, since the initia) value of m equals its :final value, any real-valued func
tion of m will do, for example <P = -m or <P = 0. In the :first case, the amortized 
costs of a push are zero and a pop costs two units, so we count the pops. This 
approach is not so good when the number of pops is possibly less than the 
number of pushes; then some pushes are never counted. The second case gives 
an analysis in which the amortized costs equal the actual costs, so this does 
not help. Some potentials even lead to negative amortized costs (like <I> 2m, 
which gives 1 as amortized cost fora pop, and 3 fora push), or to nonconstant 
amortized costs (like <P = m 2). 

In general, we choose an invariant of the form t + <P = E, and we choose 
potential <I> such that a simple expression E for the amortized costs results. 
Often it is convenient to have a nonnegative potential, since this guarantees 
that t s; E at any point in the program. Sometimes we must content ourselves 
with an upper bound for the amortized costs. The form of the invariant is then 
t + <P ::; E, as in the following program. This program has been obtained from 
the previous program by substituting N for m+L 
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m,n := 0,0; t := 0 
{ invariant: 0 ~ m A t + ~ ~ n( N + 1 ); potential ~: m } 
; don :f:. N-+ m,n := N,n+l; t := t+l 

D m ::/:- 0-+ m := m-1; t := t+1 
od. 

It follows that t ~ N 2 + N upon termination (which is a tight bound). 

We conclude this sec ti on with a more complicated application of the "poten
tial technique". 

Example 3.2 
Kaldewaij derives in [20, Section 12.3] the following program for the computation 
of the lengthof a shortest segment of array X in which the maximum value on 
that segment occurs exactly twice: 

n,r := l,oo 
; don :f:. N -+ 

od 

s := n-1 
; do s :f:. 0 A X[s] < X[n] -+ s := f[s] od 
; /[n] := s 
; if X[s] = X[n] -+ r := rmin(n+l-s) 

D X[s] ::/:- X[n] -+ skip 
fi. 

; n := n+l 

Here, integer array X of length N, N?.l, is the input array and the output is 
stored in integer variabie r. 

The problem with the analysis of this program is that the number of steps 
of the inner repetition per step of the outer repetition is difficult to determine. 
Instead, we therefore perform an amortized analysis in which wedetermine the 
total number of steps of the inner repetition. 

To this end we concentrate on the variables n, J, and s. For the analysis, the 
relevant invariant for the outer repetition reads: 

P : 0 < n A (V i : 0 < i < n : 0 ~ /[i] < i), 

hence statements := f[s] decreases the value of s and proper termination of the 
inner repetition is guaranteed. To avoid counting the number of steps of this 
repetition per step of the outer repetition, we choose the potential such that the 
amortized costs per step of the inner repetition are zero. That is, since a step 
of the inner repetition consistsof s := f[s], we take as potential ili = #s, with 

#0 0 
#i 1 + #(![i]) 
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for 0 < i < n. The invariance of 0 ~ s < n A P guarantees that this potential 
is well-defined. 

The amortized analysis is now completed by showing that the following an
notation is correct, using that the invariance of P ( and O~s<n for the inner 
repetition) has already been shown in [20]. We use one potential for each repe
tition: 

n := 1; t 0 
{invariant: P A t + 4i = n-1; potential 4i: #(n-1)} 
; don f: N --+ 

od 

s := n-1 
{invariant: 0 ~ s < n A P A t + W = n-1; potential W: #s} 
; do s f: 0 A ... _. s := f[s]; t :=Hl od 
; f[n] s 
; n := n+l 

The definition of potential 4i has been obtained by applying the substitution 
rule for s := n-1 to the definition of W. The invariance of t + W = n-1 for 
the inner repetition is trivial, and it is matter of straightforward verification to 
show the invariance of t + 4i = n-1: 

((t + #(n-1) = n -1)~+ 1 )~[n:=•l 
{ see definition of #' below } 

t + #'n n 
{ #'n = 1 + #'s = 1 + #s, since 0 ~ s < n } 

t + #s = n l, 

where # 1 is given by 

# 10 0 
#'i = 1 + #'(f[n:=s][i]) 

for O<i<n+l. The last line of this derivation may be written ast+ W = n-1, 
which is a postcon dition of the inner repetition. 

Since 4i is nonnegative, we have that t ~ N -1 upon termination. Hence 
the program is linear in N, since the outer repetition is unfolded exactly N 1 
times. 
0 

3.2 Abstract views of amortization 

In [31, Section 2], Tarjan describes two views of amortization, called the banker's 
view and the physicist's view, and he states that these views are "entirely equiv
alent". There is however no precise framework to support the meaning of this 
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m 

3 t 

2 

0 
0 2 3 -n 

Figure 3.1: An abstract algorithm with s = (0, 0). 

statement, let alone to justify it. Based on Tarjan's description, Mehlhorn and 
Tsakalidis also mention two views of amortization in [24, p.304] but here the 
equivalence is trivial: they speak of "a function bal which maps the possible 
configurations of the data structure into the real numbers" when descrihing the 
banker's view, but this is precisely the idea of a potential function. 

What is not pointed out in [24] and what is not clear in Tarjan's explanation 
is that the essential point about potential functions is that they depend on the 
current state (of the data structure) only, whereas a more general notion of 
amortization (based on the banker's view) may take the entire history (of the 
data structure) into account. By recording the history of the data structure, it 
is of course possible to simulate a banker's analysis by a physicist's analysis, but 
this we consider pointless. In the sequel we will show how a banker's analysis 
may be simulated by a physicist 's analysis without extending the state of the 
data structure. 

Before we present an abstract view of amortization, we introduce an abstract 
view of algorithms. 

Definition 3.3 
An abstmct algorithm is a quadrupte (V, E, s, t), in which V is a set of states, 
E Ç V x V (steps), sE V is the initia! state, and tEE--+ ReaJ ((actual) casts 
per step). Furthermore, all states should he reachable from s, where the graph 
terminology applies to the directed graph (V, E). 
0 

No te that it is not required that V ( or E) is fini te. Neither it is required 
that (V, E) is acyclic, or that vertices in (V, E) should have a finite number 
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(=0) (=0) (=0) (=0) 

false<=> true 

0 
(-1) (-1) 2 (-1) 3 

Figure 3.2: Abstract algorithms conesponding to algebras ( Bool I false,-,) and 
(Nat I 0, ( =0), ( +1), ( -1) ). 

of predecessors and successors. An exarnple of an abstract algorithm is given 
in Figure 3.1; it corresponds to all possible executions of the program in the 
previous section for N =3. The cost function t is the all-one function in this 
case. 

One may ask why we do not exclude cyclic graphs in the above definition, 
since at first sight this corresponds to non-terminating programs. However, the 
state of an abstract algorithm does not necessarily correspond to the entire state 
of a program; it may also cortespond to a projection of the state. For instance, 
projecting the diagram in Figure 3.1 on variabie m gives a cyclic abstract algo
rithm. What is more, as depicted in Figure 3.2, algebras typically correspond to 
cyclic abstract algorithms in which the initia! state is reaebabie from all states. 

The fact that an abstract algorithm has only one initia! state is not really 
a limitation. For example, algebras with several constauts can be viewed as 
abstract algorithms with initial state ..l and the respective constauts ;ts succes
sors of 1... Furthermore, if there are several transitions between two states with 
different costs, this can be modelled in an abstract algorithm as a single step 
whose cost is the largest cost of these transitions. (If this is not satisfactory 
one must distinguish these transitions by distinguishing more states.) Another 
issue is that algebras often provide binary operators, like addition of natural 
numbers. In such circumstances one cannot just take a single natural value 
as state ( cf. Figure 3.2) but, for instance, a bag of naturals is required. This 
phenomenon is particularly relevant for implementations of mergeable priority 
queues (Chapter 9) and for implementations of similar algebras that are efficient 
in the arnortized sense only. 

Now that we have defined an abstract notion of algorithms, we are ready 
to introduce an abstract notion of amortization. As shown in the previous 
section, an amortized analysis of an imperative program consists of a choice of 
the amortized costs for each step of the program such that for all paths from 
the initia! state to the fin al state( s ), the act u al costs are bounded from above 
by the amortized costs of these paths. Since an abstract algorithm does not 
necessarily have fin al sta.tes ( states without successors ), we have to be a little 
bit more careful: 
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Definition 3.4 
An abstract amortized analysis is a quintuple (V,E,s,t,a), in which (V,E,s,t) 
is an abstract algorithm and a E E ---+ Real ( amortized costs per step). Further
more, for each vertex x there should exist a vertex y reachable from x, for which 
the actual cost of every finite path1 from the initial state s to y is at most its 
amortized cost. 
0 

We call a( x, y) - t( x, y) the surplus of edge (x, y ). The surplus of a path is the 
sum of the surpluses of the composing edges. A pluspoint is a vertex for which 
the surpluses of all paths from s ending in it are nonnegative. By definition, 
each vertex has a pluspoint within its reach. Note that a cycle cannot have a 
negative surplus, for this would lead to unbounded negative surpluses for paths 
from s to vertices on the cycle; this contradiets with the requirement that every 
vertex has a pluspoint within its reach. Also note that the initial state is a 
pluspoint, because the empty path has surplus zero and all cycles ending in the 
initia! state have nonnegative surpluses. 

We now distinguish a special kind of amortization, in which the amortized 
costs are defined in terrus of a potential function. This corresponds to the 
physicist's method of Sleator and Tarjan [31]. 

Definition 3.5 
An abstract amortized analysis (V, E, s, t,a) is called conservative, when there 
exists a function ~ E V---+ Real such that a(x,y) = t(x,y) + ~.y- ~.x. Such a 
function is called a potential (!unction). 
0 

Note that the surplus of edge (x, y) equals potential difference ~.y- ~.x. Fur
thermore, any cycle has surplus zero in a conservative analysis. The pluspoints 
of a conservative analysis are those states x for which ~.x 2:: ~.s. 

The physicist's method seems less powerful but we will show that it is as 
powerful as the banker's method ("as powerful as" in the sense of the theorem 
below). The problem with the physicist's metbod is that the amortized costs of 
a step have to be defined in terms of a function on the vertices, whereas in the 
banker's method amortized costs can be allocated separately to each edge. 

Theorem 3.6 
Let A = (V, E, s, t, a) be an abstract amortized analysis. Then there exists a 
potential fundion ~. for which the conservative analysis A' (V,E,s,t,a') of 
the sameabstract algorithm, with a'( x, y) = t(x, y) + ~.y- .P.x, satisfies 

(a) A' has the same set of pluspoints as A, and 

(b) for each step, the amortized costs in A' are at most the amortized costs in 
A. 

1Throughout this section, paths are finite. 
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Proof The definition of iP is as follows: for each x E V, iP .x is defined as the 
infimum of the surpluses of all paths from s to x. Before we show that (a) and 
(h) hold, we must first convince ourselves that iP is indeed a function from V to 
Real, that is iP.x :f. -oo for all x E V. For this we use that A is an amortized 
analysis, which means according to Definition 3.4 that for any state x, there 
exists a pluspoint y reachahle from x hy a path with surplus 8, say. Since y is 
a pluspoint, all paths from s to y have a nonnegative surplus. Hence all paths 
from s to x have a surplus that is hounded from helow by -8. So, iP.x 2:: -8. 

Now, it is easy to show (a). First we observe that in A' the surpluses of the 
paths from s toa state x are all equal to iP.x. So the pluspoints in A' are those 
states for which the potential is nonnegative. But this means, hy the definition 
of iP, that the surpluses of all paths from s to x in A are nonnegative, hence 
that x is a pluspoint in A. (Note, in particular, that sis a pluspoint in hoth A 
and A'.) 

Finally, (h) means that a'( x, y) $a( x, y) must hold for each edge (x, y). By 
the definition of a' ahove, this may he written as iP.y $ iP.x +a( x, y)- t(x, y). 
This is dearly true hecause iP.y is at most the surplus of any path from s to x 
foliowed hy (x, y). 
0 

The intuition hehind the definition of iP is that the least surplus determines 
the potential of a state. It is easy to see that iP is nonnegative whenever all 
paths starting in s have nonnegative surpluses. Of course, when all surpluses 
are hounded from helow by a negative constant C, say, then we mayalso ohtain 
a nonnegative potential hy increasing iP by -C. It is however important to note 
that the infimum of the potentials of all states may he -oo, since the surplus 
over all paths startingin sis not hounded from helow. Because of this fact it is 
not always possihle to use a nonnegative potential in an amortized analysis (see 
Chapter 7). 

It should he noted that the proof of the ahove theorem does not give a nice 
description of the potential. To ohtain the potential of a state we have to deter
mine an infimum over all paths leading to that state. Fortunately, paths with 
cycles can he ignored, for adding cycles toa path cannot decrease the surplus. 
For the example program in the previous section, potential m corresponds to 
the potential defined in the theorem. In practice, the banker's method can he 
used when defining a potential hecomes too complicated. 
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lmplementation aspects 

In this chapter, we introduce the program notation that we will use to de
scribe implementations of algebras. According to Definition 2.1, a program 
notation defines the borderline between abstract and concrete programs. Usu
ally, the borderline is chosen such that concrete programs can be translated 
relatively easily into machine code by a compiler program. The compilation of 
the programs presented in this thesis is, however, of no concern to us. For our 
purposes it is important that the program notation is a well-chosen compromise 
between a high-level mathematica! notation and a }ow-level machine language: a 
mathematically-oriented notation facilitates the correctness proof of programs, 
whereas a machine-oriented notation facilitates the definition of realistic cost 
measures for programs. Relying on some common knowledge of functional and 
imperative languages (and their implementations), we will confine ourselves to 
an informal description of the notation. 

In favour of the mathematica! part, we shall start with a purely-functional 
program notation. This goes well with the fact that we are primarily interested 
in monoalgebras-whose operations are functional, after alL We will use this 
notation in a restricted way only, so that eager evaluation suffices as simple and 
e:fficient evaluation method for our programs. For instance, the notation is used 
in a first-order fashion only, which means that there will be a clear distinction 
between the data on the one hand and the programs operating on the data on 
the other hand. In this way, realistic cost measures are easily defined for our 
programs. 

In addition to the usual algebras provided by functionallanguages, we will 
also use algebras involving arrays and pointers-as provided by most imperative 
languages. For reasons of efficiency, operations of these algebras are implemented 
destructively. As a consequence, the usage of these algebras must be restricted to 
what will be called linear usage ( cf. {36]) so as to guarantee that they behave as 
specified. To facilitate the use of arrays and pointers, the program notation will 
be extended with some "imperative features". This is illustrated by a number 
of pointer implementations for list algebras like stacks and queues. 
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4.1 Functional program notation 

Our functional program notation is based on the notation of [17], which in turn 
finds its roots in SASL [33]. We confine ourselves to an informal introduetion 
of the notation, which will suffice to understand the programs in the sequel. 
Program Mergesort on page 61 shows ( almost) all of the features of the notation 
described below. 

In our notation, a functional program is a function definition of the form 
f.x = F, in which fis the function's name, x is the name of the parameter and 
F is the defining expression. Here, expression F may refer to x, but also to J; 
in the latter case, the definition is recursive. The function's domain is defined 
informally or left implicit. 

The expression in the right-hand si de of a function definition is built from the 
operations of a number of predefined algebras. As simple algebras, we use the 
data types Bool, Nat, and Int, along with the usual operations. Furthermore, 
the algebra of stacks is assumed to he available which provides a "kemel" for 
the list operations ( cf. Example 1.5). A simHar algebra in volving binary trees is 
also assumed to he concrete ( cf. Section 1.1.4): 

( (T) I ( ),(=( )),(·,·,·),/,m,r), 

where operation (·, ·, ·) E (T)xTx(T} ~ (T} is used to construct nonempty 
trees; it satisfies (/.x, m.x, r.x) = x for nonempty x. (The standard pointer 
implementations of these algebras are presented in Section 4.3.) 

To support case analysis, we use conditionat expressions. The alternatives of 
a conditional expression are separated by 0 's. For example, a frequently occur
ring form is (E, B 0 F, C), in which BandCare boolean expressions, .called the 
guards. Usually, Band C exclude each other because they are complementary, 
but we will sometimes write programs that violate this rule in order to retain 
symmetry. For example, we prefer to leave a program like 

J.(x,a,y) = x ,a$ 0 

0 y ,a~ 0 

nondeterministic; strengthening one of its guards with a =fi 0 is "left to the 
reader". 

To support modular design, expressions may contain so-called where-clauses. 
A where-clause consists of one or more function definitions enclosed by the pair 
I[ and ]1. Where-clauses are often used to abbreviate subexpressions that occur 
more than once; for instance, we write x* xl[x =a* b- ajb]l insteadof (a* b 
ajb) *(a* b- ajb). 

In the left-hand side of a function definition it is allowed to use patterns 
instead of narnes as parameters. Patterns are restricted forms of expressions, 
which are useful in shortening a function definition. For instance, using the 
patterns 2*a and 2M+1, integer division by 2 may he defined by d.(2*a) a 
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and d.(2*a+l)::::: a. Patterns are particularly useful in definitions of operations 
on structures like lists and trees (see also Chapter 6). lnstead of using the 
pattern (x, y) when the domain of a function is a cartesian product of the form 
X X Y, we usually write f.x.y as abbreviation for f.(x,y), and so on. 

Merely for the sake of brevity, we will also use o (functian campasition) in 
our programs. For example, a definition like h.x ::::: g.(f.x) is abbreviated to 
h = go f. Because of this restricted use, it is no problem that o is a higher-order 
function. 

The remaining features of our program notation are supposed to be well
understood. In Section 4.3 the program notation will be extended with some 
imperative features. Programs written in the notation introduced in the present 
section will be called purely-functional programs. 

4.2 Eager evaluation 

In this section we consider a number of aspects related to the execution of 
functional programs. A basic understanding of these aspects is assumed in the 
performance analyses in later chapters. We emphasize that many other aspects, 
such as "lazy evaluation", "infinite lists", and "input/output processing", are 
ignored, simply because they do not play a role in the programs considered in 
this thesis. 

Central to the execution of functional programs is the notion of reductian 
( or evaluatian) of expressions. In fact, the execution of a program f, given an 
input value x from the domain of f, boils down to the rednetion of expression 
f.x. More generally, execution of the programs considered in this thesis gives 
rise to the rednetion of expressions of the form f.E. For these programs the 
following simple reduction method suffices to reduce f.E: first E is reduced, 
and subsequently f is applied to the value of E. This reduction method is 
known as eager evaluatian (see, e.g., [27]), and it is applied until the expression 
is free of function applications. The result of the reduction is then the value of 
the expression-where we assume that the reduction indeed terminates. Here is 
a simple example of a rednetion (cf. Example 1.4): 

suc.(suc.zero) 

{ unfold definition of zero } 

suc.(suc.[]) 

{ unfold definition of suc } 

suc.[1] 

= { unfold definition of suc, using [1]=[ ]-11 } 

suc.[ ]-i 0 

= { unfold definition of suc, using [1] -10=[1,0]} 

[1, 0], 
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in which we have focused on the unfoldings of ( the definitions of) zero and suc. 
The reduction of suc.( suc.zero) takes place in the context which defines zero 
and suc. This is common practice, and in the sequel an expression is always 
understood to have a context that defines its constituents. 

In the next chapter, we discuss the analysis of the time complexity of func
tional programs. Since we will concentrate on cost measures that count unfold
ings of user-defined functions, we have to motivate that those cost measures are 
indeed realistic. Therefore, we discuss the execution of our functional programs 
in more detail. 

For instance, an important fact is that all operations of the predefined al
gehras mentioned in Section 4.1 have 0(1) time complexity. Furthermore, we 
rely on the fact that one unfolding of a user-defined function definition f.x = F 
takes 0(1) time, since it merely amounts to the suhstitution of the value for 
x in expression F; the result then has to he red u eed further, which may give 
rise to more unfoldings. For conditional expressions, we assume that only the 
relevantpartsof the expressionare evaluated. The evaluation of (E, B D F, -,B), 
for instance, comprises one evaluation of B, foliowed hy the evaluation of either 
E or F, depending on the value of B. 

In the presence of where-clauses of the form J[x = E]J, it is important that 
multiple evaluation of E is avoided. The value of E should he shared by all 
occurrences of x in the expression to which the where-clause is attached. So, 
although x E may he written in the general form x.l.. =.E of a function defini
tion, evaluation of these definitions proceeds differently for reasons of efficiency. 
For example, evaluation of x+ xJ[x = EJJ consists of a single evaluation of E, 
foliowed hy an unfolding of+. However, a where-clause of the form J[f.x = E]J 
attached to an expression F gives rise to as many unfoldings of f as there are 
applications of fin F, since these applications will in general he quite' different. 

So much for the time complexity of our programs. As for space complexity, 
we assume the existence of an ideal garbage collector, which recycles memory 
cells as soon as they hecome "garbage", therehy minimizing the maximal numher 
of cells ever required during the execution of a program. Space complexity 
is particularly relevant for algebras with structured data types. In the next 
section we present a pointer implementation for stacks, in which each application 
of f- occupies an extra cell, and an application of tl possihly releases a cell, 
namely when the application removes the last reference to the cell. For instance, 
evaluation of tl.( af- s) will first occupy an extra cell and then the application of 
tl will release this cell again hecause it removes the only reference to this cell. 

4.3 Pointer implementation of stacks 

In Example 1.8 we presented an algebra for pointers. In that algebra, the mem
ory is explicitly represented hy an element of type f!r.T. In pointer notations of 
imperative languages, however, the memory is usually not explicitly mentioned. 
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In the example below, we will introduce a Pascal-like notation for pointers in 
which the memory is also left implicit. 

The example concerns the standard representation for finite lists used by 
implementations of functional languages. For fixed type T, we consider the 
algebra of stacks: 

S=([T]I [],(=[]),1-,hd,tl), 

for which we give arefinement at pointer level with signature: 

( L I empty, isempty, cons, hd, tl ). 

To allow for an eflicient implementation of this algebra, a list of type [T] is 
represented by aso-called singly-linked list. That is, type L is defined by 

L = A(a:T, r:L). 

This definition of L expresses that elementsof type L \ {nil} are pointerstopairs 
of type TxL. Moreover, it implies that pA= (pA.a,pA.r), for p E L\{nil}. The 
abstraction function is given by 

[nil] [] 

[p] pA.a1-[pA.r] ,pf:.nil, 

and to guarantee that the range of[-) consistsof finite lists only, the domain of 
[-] is defined by 

dom[·] ={plpEL A (3i:O$i:p(A.r);=nil)}. 

Remark 4.1 
The above is an example of the use of partial abstraction functions. In this 
case we have defined the domain of[·] explicitly, but often the domain is clear 
from the context: since [·] is a partial function with range [T], it follows that, 
for instance, a pointer p satisfying p = pA .r cannot he in the domain of [·]; 
the domain of[-] is the largest subset of L for which the above definition of [-D 
defines values in [T]. 
0 

To facilitate the manipulations of pointers in functional programs, we extend 
the program notation as follows. Insteadof an expression, the right-hand side of 
a function definition is allowed to he an imperative statement. This statement 
defines the function value by means of a call to proeed ure return; each execution 
of such a statement should give rise to exactly one call to return. The notation 
used for statements is supposed to he self-evident; procedures new and dispose 
are used in a Pascal-like manner in these statements. 

Using this notation, the stack operations may be programmed as follows: 
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empty = nil 

isempty.p p nil 

cons.a.p = ![var h:L; new(h); hl\:= (a,p); return(h) ]I 
hd.p = pA.a 

tl.p = pl\.r. 

Note that the program for cons is not functional: the value of cons.a.p is not 
determined hy the values of a and p, hecause operation new is not a function. 
Ho wever, the value of ( cons.a.p )I\ is a function of a and p, and this is the value 
that matters: [p] depends on the value of pi\ only, for p i= nil. 

In Section 4.1 we have assumed that the following algebra involving binary 
trees is also part of the functional program notation: 

T = ( (T) I (),(=()),(·,·,·),l,m,r). 

This algebra is in essence the same as algebra S, and therefore we confine our
selves toa briefdescription of its implementation. The appropriate pointer type 
is 

B = 1\(l:B,a:T,r:B), 

for which we have as corresponding abstraction: 

[nîl] = ( ) 
[p] = ([pA.l],pA.a, [pA.r]]) ,p :f: nil. 

With this representation each of the operations of T can he supported in 0(1) 
time. 

4.4 Destructivity 

Mainly for two reasons, purely-functional programming languages do notprovide 
arrays and pointers. The first and minor reason is that the underlying algebras 
for arrays and pointers involve nonfunctional operations, viz. operation ? for 
arrays ( cf. Example 1.7) and operation new for pointers ( cf. Example 1.8). 

The second and major reason is, ho wever, that efficient implementations of 
array and pointer operations are destructive. For instance, evaluation of a[i:=x] 
in general destroys the representation of a hecause the value of a[i] is simply 
overwritten so as to achieve 0(1) time complexity. To guarantee that these oper
ations hebave in accordance with their specifications, the use of these operations 
must he restricted. For instance, an expression like ( a[O:=ll] ,a[0:=13]) should he 
avoided because evaluation ofthis expression results either in (a[O:=ll],a[O:=ll]) 
or in ( a[0:=13],a[0:=13]), depending on which component of the pair is evaluated 
first. 
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Destructivity is related to the fact that parameters of structured types such 
as arrays and lists are passed by reference rather than by valv.e. A pass-by
reference mechanism has to be used for these types to achieve the desired time 
complexity. For instance, to achieve 0(1) time complexity for an operation that 
operates on structures of size N, a pass-by-value mechanism cannot be used, for 
this already requires O(N) time to copy the parameter. 

Yet, destructivity is not a necessary consequence of the use of a pass-by
reference mechanism. For instance, in the implementation of stacks in the pre
vious section none of the operations is destructive, although all list parameters 
are passed by reference ("reference pis passed insteadof value p""). Phrased 
differently, all parameters can he thought of as being passed by value, although 
they are actually passed by reference. Therefore, this implementation of stacks 
can he used in implementations of purely-functional programming languages. 
Only after addition of dispose(p) to the program for tl.p is a destructive imple
mentation obta.ined: 

tl.p = return(p".r); dispose(p). 

This particular implementation of stacks has the advantage that cells are recy
ded explicitly so that no garbage collection is required. The price to he pa.id 
is that, for instance, (q,q) l[q tl.p]l and (tl.p,tl.p) arenotequivalent anymore: 
evaluation of the former expression yields two references to tl.p, whereas evalu
ation of the latter one fails because evaluation of either of the two occurrences 
of tl.p disposes of the cell to which p points, and this blocks the evaluation of 
the rema.ining occurrence. To prevent such problems, this implementation may 
he used in a linear fashion only, as will he explained in Section 4.6. 

4.5 Queues and concatenable deques 

For fixed type T, we now present destructive implementations for two more 
algebras operating on lists of type (T]. In these implementations we shall use 
well-known techniques such as circularly-linked lists and doubly-linked lists. The 
operations of these implementations all have 0(1) time complexity. 

First, we consider the algebra of queues: 

Q = ( [T]I [],(=[]),hd,tl, -1 ), 

for which we give two destructive refinements at pointer level. We use the 
following signature: 

( Q I empty, isempty, hd, tl, snoc ). 

In our first refinement, two pointers are used, one of them pointing to the 
head of a singly-linked list and the other one to the last cell in that list (if 
present). More precisely, we take Q = LxL, with L = "(a:T, r:L} (as in Sec
tion 4.3), and we take as coupling 
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s ê:'.:' (p,q) = s list.p /\ (s :f; [] =? q = p(A.r)#s-1), 

where 

list.nil = [ 1 
list.p = pA.at-list.(pA.r) ,p:f; uil. 

Note that s list.p implies p(A.r)#• =uil. This coupling leads to the following 
programs: 

empty 

isempty.(p, q) 

hd.(p, q) 

tl.(p, q) 
snoc.(p, q).a 

(uil, uil} 

p =uil 
pA.a 

return( (pA.r, q) ); dispose(p) 

= ![var h:L; new(h); hA:= (a,nil} 

ll· 

( return((h, h}) , p = uil 
0 qA .r := h; return( (p, h}) , p :f; uil 
) 

Note that remaval of dispose(p) from the program for tl does not turn this 
implementation into a nondestructive one, because evaluation of snoc.(p, q).a 
mutilates the list represented by (p, q}. 

The above implementation requires 2+#s pointers to represent queue s. 
Another implementation that uses l+#s pointers is obtained by using so-called 
circularly-linked lists. The idea is to exploit the fact that, according to the above 
coupling, pointer qA.r is equal to uil when p :f; uil. To that end, the value of p 
is stored in qA .r, that is, we take Q L and wedefine the coupling by [ 1 ê:'.:' nil 
and for nonempty s: 

s ê:'.:' q :::::: #s =(Min i: 1 $i: q(A.r)i=q) /\ s = list.(qA.r)i#s. 

Hence, q points to the representation of the last element of s. The programs 
are: 

empty = nil 

isempty .q = q = uil 

hd.q qA.rA.a 

tl.q = ![var p:L; p := qA .r 

ll 

( q :=uil , p q 
0 qA.r := pA.r , p :f; q 
) 
return(q); dispose(p) 
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snoc.q.a = l[var h:L; new(h) 
( h" := (a, h) 
D h" := {a, q" .r}; q" .r := h 
) 

; return(h) 
Jl. 

, q = nil 
, q :f:. nil 

The use of circularly-linked lists pays off when, for example, N queues with a 
totallength of N are to he represented; then circularly-linked lists require only 
2N pointers, whereas singly-linked lists require 3N pointers. 

lt is left to the reader to verify that both pointer representations for queues 
allow 0(1) implementations for operations * and ft ("last"). However, extend
ing the repertoire of operations with operation ft ("front") requires a change 
of representation to achieve the desired degree of efficiency. The algebra that 
supports these additional operations is called the algebra of concatenable deques 
( "concatenable double-ended queues"): 

CDQ = ([T] I[],(=[]),!·], *,hd,tl,lt,ft). 

As signature for the refinement of CDQ we use 

( D I empty, isempty, single, cat, hd, tl, lt, ft). 

To accommodate manipulations at both endsof listsof type [T], we now use 
doubly-linked liststorepresent these. That is, pointer typeDis defined by 

D "(l:D, a:T, r:D}. 

Like a pointer of type L, a pointer p of type D represents list list.p. To enable 
an efficient implementation of ft, the coupling is defined as: 

s-:::=p 

Note that p(" .l)#s p for p :f:. nil, hence the I-links form a circular list and 
p" .l points to the cell corresponding to the last element of list.p. Note also that 
p(".r)#s nil, hence the representation is notsymmetrie in land r. Of course, 
we could have. chosen for a representation symmetrie in l and r but, since we 
want to use only one pointer that either points to the first or to the last cell 
in the doubly-linked list, the symmetry is broken anyway. The corresponding 
programs are also asymmetrie: 

empty = nil 

isempty.p = p = nil 

single.a ![var h:D; new(h); h" (h, a, nil); return(h) Jl 
cat.p.q q ,p nil 

0 p ,q=nil 

0 p".l".r := q; p".l,q".l := q".l,p".l; return(p) 
, p :f:. nil 1\ q :f:. nil 

hd.p p".a 
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tl.p nil ,p".r = nil 
0 p".r".l := p".l; return(p".r); dispose(p) ,p".r f:. nil 

lt.p p".l".a 

ft.p nil ,p".r = nil 
0 l[var h:D; h := p".l; p".l := h".l 

; h".l".r := nil; return(p); dispose(h) 

ll ,p".r f:. nil . 

Clearly, this implementation is destructive. 

4.6 Linear usage of destructive monoalgebras 

We call an algebra destructive if at least one of its operations is destructive. To 
guarantee the correctness of programs in which destructive algebras are used, 
certain conditions must be satisfied. Such restrictions are formally described by 
P. Wadier in [36]. Using his terminology, the use of destructive algebras must he 
linear. Roughly speaking, this means that in a program no multiple references 
("pointers") are created to variables that are subject to destructive operations. 

In this thesis, the idea of linearity is explained informally and illustrated by a 
number of examples. Fora more precise description we refer to [36]. We discuss 
restrictions on the use of x in function definitions of the form f.x = F, where the 
data type of x belongs to a destructive monoalgebra. As a first approximation, 
linear usage of x means in this case that 

each evaluation of F should give rise to at most one application of a 
transformation on x. 

Hence, the use of creations and inspections is not restricted by this rule. Such 
a transformation is either a transformation of the algebra to which x belongs 
or a user-defined one. For instance, the identity on the data type of x is a 
user-defined transformation, which implies that definition dup.x =(x, x) is not 
allo wed. We say that this defini ti on contains a fork in x, since (x, x) contains 
two applications of the identity function. Clearly, when x is used linearly there 
are no forks in x, and vice versa. Note that conditional expresslons may contain 
more than one transformation on x. For instance, (x, B U x, -,B) contains two 
transformations, but its evaluation gives rise to only one of these. 

We illustrate the notion of linearity by some examples of linear and nonlinear 
usage of the destructive implementation of stacks: 

empty = nil 

isempty.p p = nil 

cons.a.p l[var h:L; new(h); h" := (a,p}; return(h) ]I 
hd.p p".a 

tl.p return(p".r); dispose(p). 
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Clea.rly, the use of tl must be restricted because it is destructive. The use of 
the other transformation cons is also restricted because evaluation of cons.a.p 
creates an extra reference to p ( and to a). Th ere are no restrictions for creation 
empty and inspections isempty and hd. 

To show how these operations can be used in a correct way, we consider the 
program: 

ft·P = cons.(hd.p ).( tl.p ). 

Exploiting the fact that eager evaluation does not prescribe the order in which 
the arguments of cons are to be evaluated, hd.p can be evaluated before tl.p. 
Hence, there exists a safe evaluation order so that execution of this program 
indeed establishes (11 .pD = [p]--as desired. Since tl.p destrays p, function !I is 
also destructive. 

A safe evaluation order does not exist when two or more destructive opera
tions are to be performed on the same variable, as in 

h .p = cons.(hd.p ).( cons.(hd.( tl.p) ).( tl.( tl.p)) ). 

Evaluation of either the first or the second occurrence of tl.p destrays p, hence 
the remaining occurrence cannot be evaluated anymore; this definitîon contains 
a fork in p. Since, in this case, the same destructive operation is applied to p, 
the fork can be removed using a where-clause: 

!J.p = cons.(hd.p).(cons.(hd.q).(tl.q)) l[q tl.p]l. 

To show that it is necessary to bound the number of transformations in the 
right-hand side of a fundion definition rather than the number of destructive 
operations, we consider: 

f4·P = (tl.p, cons.a.p). 

In this case, evaluation of tl.p destrays p, hence also cons.a.p is mutilated. The 
problem is that transformation cons.a.p creates an extra reference to p, and 
therefore its use is also restricted. 

The necessity of restricting transformations other than tl and cons as well, 
follows from the following refinement of !4: 

fs·P = (tl.q,cons.a.r) I[ (q,r) = (p,p) ]1. 

In this definition no stack-operations are applied top. Nevertheless, evaluation 
of f 5 .p does not yield the desired result. The problern is that pis duplicated in 
the where-clause by rneans of two applications of the identity function. Another 
exarnple of this phenornenon is 

f6·P = (tl.q,cons.a.p) I[ q p ]j. 

This definition also contains a fork in p. 
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Remark 4.2 
To obtain programs without forks for the above functions, duplication can be 
programmed as follows: 

dup.p = ( empty, empty) , isempty.p 
0 ( cons.(hd.p ).q, cons.(hd.p ).r) 

I[ (q, r) = dup.(tl.p) Jl , -,isempty.p. 

This operation is a destructive transformation, hence its usage must be restricted 
as well. 

Another approach is to define operation copy which refines the identity on 
[T]: 

copy.p nil ,p nil 
0 ![var h:L; 

; new(h) 
; h" := (p".a, copy.(p".r)}; return(h) 
]I ,p =f:. nil. 

The use of copy need not be restricted because the value of pis merely inspected, 
not altered. In other words, although the type of this operation is Lr.,L, copy 
should not be considered as a transformation, but as an inspeetion foliowed by 
a creation. Note that copy cannot he programmed nondestructively in terms of 
stack operations because tl is destructive. 
0 

Finally, we present two examples involving conditional expressions. As a 
rule, transformations should not be used in guards of conditional expressions, 
but guarded expressions may contaln one transformation per variabie each. 

Example 4.3 
The following program for list reversal is nondestructive when the nondestructive 
implementation of stacks is used: 

rev.x = h.x.[} 
I[ h.x.y y , isempty.x 

0 h.(tl.x).(cons.(hd.x).y) , -,isempty.x 
]I. 

Ho wever, si nee both x and y are used in a linear Cashion in the definition of h, this 
program also allows for the use of a destructive implementation of stacks. This 
yields a destructive implementation of list reversal, which is in fact an in-situ 
implementation, since the cell disposed by tl can be recyded by the operation 
new invoked by cons. 
0 

Example 4.4 
Let IXl denote the operator that merges two ascending lists of integers into a 
single ascending list. With this operator at our disposal we can write a version 
of mergesort that uses linear recursion only: 
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Mergesort = go f 
I[ /.[] == empty 

f.( a 1- s) = snoc.(f.s ).[a] 
g .x = [] , isempty.x 

0 ( hd.x , isempty.y 
0 g.(snoc.(tl.y).(hd.x Mhd.y)) , -.isempty.y 
) I[ y = tl.x 11 , ...,isempty.x 

]I. 

To aJlow for the use of a destructive implementation of queues, variabie y has 
been introduced to see to it that x is used in a linear way. Note that function f 
creates a queue and that g destructively inspects a queue. 
D 

The last example shows that our rule for linear usage is not adequate in general, 
since it does not restriet the use of inspeetion g, although it is destructive. A 
better rule for a definition f.x = F seems to be that evaluation of F gives rise 
to at most one application of a transformation or a destructive inspeetion to x. 
This is however a little bit too restrictive, as we shall see in the next section. 

4. 7 Benevolent side-effects 

Crucial for the efficiency of some data structures is that inspections "rearrange" 
their argument so that later operations take less time. These rearrangements 
are harmless in the sense that the abstract value represented by the argument 
remains the same. Such inspections are said to have benevolent side-effects [16]. 

As a somewhat contrived example of such an inspection, we consider the 
following version of the stack-operation hd: 

hd.p = return(pA.a); l[var h:L; new(h); hl\:= pi\; dispose(p); p := h ]1. 

Note that the value of p is altered by hd.p, but that the value of [p] remains 
intact. A possible advantage of this version of hd is that by selection of an 
appropriate cell by new(h), the cells in use can be kept in a more contiguous part 
of memory. In Part II we willencounter more appealing examples of inspections 
with benevolent side-effects (e.g., operation memberin Section 11.2.1 on splay 
trees). 

To discuss the correctness of inspections with side-effects, we associate with 
each inspeetion g E C -.. T a function g' E C -> T x C such that g'.c = (g .c, d), 
where d equals the value of c after evaluation of g.c. With the corresponding 
abstract inspeetion f E A -.. T we associate function f' E A -.. TxA with 
f'.a = (!.a, a). Then fis said to be data-refined by g under coupling :::= when 
f' is data-refined by g' under coupling :::=. Hence, an inspeetion with benevolent 
side-effects is a mixture of an inspeetion and a transformation. 
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Since inspections with benevolent side-effects do not alter the abstract value 
of their argument, they can be treated as nondestructive inspections. In sum
mary, we thus have the following restrietion on the usage of a parameter that 
belongs to a destructive algebra. 

Fora function definition of the form f.x = F, x is said to be used in 
a linear fashion when each evaluation of F gives rise to at most one 
application of a transformation or a destructive inspeetion to x, not 
counting inspections with benevolent side-effects. 

As before, this rule refers to transformations and inspections that are either 
operations of the algebra or user-defined functions. 
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Analysis of functional 
programs and algebras 

As programs are designed in a modular way, we wish to analyze them in a 
modular way as well. In particular, we want to determine the complexity of 
a program from the complexities of the operations of the algebras used in the 
program. For instance, given the complexities of zero and suc, we want to deter
mine the complexity of sucn.zero as a function of n. We call this a compositional 
way of analyzing programs, which-in essence-means that the complexity of a 
composition 9 of, say, can he expressed in terms of the complexi ties of f and 9. 

Since it is often difficult-or even infeasible-to determine the exact com
plexity of a program, it is customary to work with approximations. Traditionally, 
worst-case bounds are used for this purpose, but this approach does not give 
satisfactory results in all circumstances: the worst-case complexity of 9 of may 
he considerably "better" than the sum of the worst-case complexities of f and 
9· In other words, worst-case complexity is not compositional. As explained 
in Chapter 3, we will therefore use amortized casts instead of actual casts to 
describe the efficiency of implementations of algebras. 

To guarantee that the amortized cost of a program is the sum of the amor
tized costs of the operations used by it, the corresponding algebras should be 
used linearly-in the same way as destructive algebras should be used linearly to 
guarantee the correctness of a program. This conneetion between destructivity 
and amortization leads to interesting trade-offs, as will be shown at the end of 
this chapter. 

5.1 Cost measures 

As explained in Section 4.2, execution of a functional program f on an input 
x boils down to the rednetion of expression f.x. Such a reduction requires 
time as well as space and it is the goal of an analysis to quantify the use of 
these resources. More concretely, the goal of an analysis of a program f is to 
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express, as a function of x, the costof evaluating f.x. Here, the cost depends 
on the choice of a cost measure, which is chosen beforehand. Since execution of 
functional programs amounts to the rednetion of expressions, our cost measures 
will he mappings from expressions to the real numbers. 

There are two-usually conflicting-demands that determine the suitability 
of a cost measure: it should he realistic for the intended purpose, and it should he 
manageable, i.e., not overly complicated. For instance, cost measure N, defined 
by N(E)="the total number of unfoldings needed to evaluate E", is in general 
a realistic measure but often much too complicated. For a sorting program, a 
measure like "the number of comparisons needed to evaluate E" is probably 
more suitable; this measure counts the number of unfoldings of the predefined 
operation <, say. 

Once a suitable cost measure has been defined, the program can he analyzed. 
We want to do so by analyzing the auxiliary functions, which constitute the 
program, one at a time. To support such a modular analysis, we introduce the 
"cost of a function". 

Definition 5.1 
A cost measure is a mapping from expressions to the real numbers. Fora func
tional program /, the costof f with respect to cost measure T is the mapping 
T[!] defined by 

T[!](E) T(J.E) T(E), 

for E E dom/. 
0 

The important property of mapping T[·J is that it satisfies the composition 
rule, which enables us to decompose the analysis of compositions likego f. 

Property 5.2 ( composition rule for T[·]) 
If T((g o f).E) T(g.(J.E)), then 

T[g o J](E) = T[f](E) + T[g](J.E). 

Pro of 

0 

T[g o /](E) 
= { Definition 5.1 } 

T((g o f).E) T(E) 

{ above proviso } 

T(g.(J.E))- T(E) 

{ arithmetic } 

T(g.(f.E)) T(J.E) + T(J.E)- T(E) 
{ Definition 5.1 } 

T[g](f.E) + T[!](E). 
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The proviso in this property is rather weak; it is satisfied by all cost measures 
that we use for our programs. This has to do with the fact that we use o as 
an abbreviation mechanism only, and therefore we do not want that expressions 
(go !).E and g.(!.E) are distinguished by our cost measures. Fancy cost mea
sures that do not satisfy this proviso, such as "the length of expression E" or 
"the number of occurrences of o in E", will not he used. 

At first sight one might think that another property of T[!] is that T[f](E) 
depends on the value of E only, not on the shape of E, but this is not true 
in generaL Take, for instance, cost measure S defined by S(E)="the maximal 
amount of storage space in use during the evaluation of E". Since the maximal 
amount of storage space in use during the evaluation of f.E is either in use 
before f is unfolded, in which case S(!.E) = S(E), or only after f has been 
unfolded, in which case S(!.E) > S(E), we observe that S[f](E) may he zero 
as wellas positive, depending on the shape of E. 

In the sequel, however, we will concentrate on cost measures that are related 
to the amount of time required for the evaluation of expressions. We call these 
distributive cost measures. The class of distributive cost measures will not he 
defined explicitly: we only postulate some distribution rules which are satisfied 
by such cost measures. 

One of the most important distribution rules for a cost measure T is that 
for a function definition of the form f.x = F: 

T(!.E) = T(E) + c,(val(E)) + T(F:at(E)), 

where val(E) denotes the value of E, and c, E dom f -+Real describes the actual 
cost of unfolding f's definition for each possible value. Since eager evaluation of 
f.E amounts to the evaluation of E, foliowed by the unfolding of f's definition, 
which in turn gives rise to the evaluation of F with x replaced by the value 
of E ( cf. Sec ti on 4.2), we see that the cost of f.E equals the sum of the costs 
of these three phases for distributive cost measures. Hence, the value of E is 
computed only once and shared by all occurrences of x in F. A consequence of 
this distribution rule is that 

T[!](E) = T[!](val(E)), 

since val(val(E)) = val(E). 

In the applications in Part 11, all cost measures count unfoldings of (usu
ally recursive) user-defined functions and/or unfoldings of predefined operations. 
Since we assume that our programs are executed according to the eager evalu
ation scheme (Section 4.2), these cost measures enjoy some nice distributivity 
properties. Below, we will present these properties for an extreme memher of 
this class, viz. the previously introduced cost measure N, which counts all un
foldings of predefined operations and user-defined functions. 
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Distribution rules for N 

1. The first rule is an instanee of the above distribution rule for T(J.E), 
where f is defined by f.x = F: 

N(J.E) = N(E) + 1 + N(F:ai(E)). 

2. With respect to o, we have ( cf. Property 5.2): 

N((g o J).E) = N(g.(J.E)). 

3. For conditionat expressions the following rule is appropriate: 

N((E, B 0 F, -.B)) N(B) + { N(E) ,B 
N(F) , -.B, 

which expresses that in case of complementary guards, only one of these 
is evaluated, and that, subsequently, only the relevant expression is evalu
ated. 

4. As for where-clauses, we consider expressionsof the form Fl[x = EJI. These 
are reduced in the same way as f.E is reduced. Hence: 

N(F![x = E]l) = N(E) + 1 + N(F:ai(E)). 

5. Another simple rule is that for a predefined binary operator EB, say, we 
have 

N(E EB F) = N(E) + N(F) + 1, 

which reflects the fact that N counts unfoldings of predefined operations. 

6. In conneetion with the use of patterns in the left-hand sides of function 
definitions, we consider a definition of the form 

f.!J = F 
f.(a!-s) G. 

For this definition we have the property that 

.r .r {N(F) ,E=[] 
;v (J.E) = JV (E)+1+1+ 1+ 1+ ''(Ga,s ) E ...t. [] 

JV val(hd.E),val(ti.E) ' ï · 

It may be interpreted as follows: first E is evaluated and it is determined 
whether E is empty or not, ~hich requires one unfolding of ( =[ ]). Sub
sequently f's definition is unfolded, which gives rise to evaluation of F or 
to evaluation of G with a and s replaced by the values of hd.E and tl.E. 
The latter case requires one unfolding of hd and one of tl. 
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7. Finally, there is the triviaJ but useful property that evaluation of an ex
pression terminates as soon as it has been reduced to its value, which is 
reflected by the rule 

N( val(E)) = 0. 

These rules hold for all cost measures T that count unfoldings of user-defined 
and/or predefined functions, except that the "+1 terms" in the equations for 
T(f.E), T(E 6 F), and T(FI[x = EJI) are absent for those unfoldings that are 
not counted by T. 

To facilitate the definition of distributive cost measures, we use dots on top 
of the =-signs in function definitions to mark the unfoldings that are counted 
by the measure. In case a function definition consists of several alternatives the 
dot marks all the alternatives. For example, the cost measure T defined by 

bubble.[] 
bubble.[a] 
bubble.( a 1- b 1- s) 

[] 
= [a] 
- a 1- bubble.( b t-s) 
D bt-at-bubble.s 

,as b 
,a> b 

satisfies 'T(E)="the number of unfoldings of the recursive alternative of bubble 
neerled to evaluate E", and also 'T(E)="the number of unfoldings of s (or >) 
neerled to evaluate E". 

The distribution rulesforT enable us to derive relations for 'T[/] that follow 
the structure of the definition of f. In case f's definition is recursive, this gives 
rise to recurrence relations for T[f]. For example, using Definition 5.1, we have 
as recurrence relation for T[bubble]: 

T[bubble]([]) 

T[ bubbl e ]( [a]) 

T[bubble](a 1- b 1- s) 

0 

= 0 

1 + { T[bubble](bl-s) ,aS b 
T[bubble](s) ,a> b. 

U sing the distri bution rul es, this recurrence relation may actually be derived, but 
this is too laborious and therefore omitted. Note that it suffices to investigate 
T[bubble](s) for all values s because T is distributive. 

5.2 Worst-case analysis 

It seems that we have already reached our goal now that we have introduced 'T[·J, 
since it satisfies some nice composition and distribution properties when T is 
distributive. Unfortunately, however, an explicit formula for 'T[/] camwt always 
be given, and in such a case we must content ourselves with approxirnations of 
T[f]. A cornmon metbod of approxirnating the cost of a function f is to use 
up per bounds for 'T[/]( x) that depend on the "si ze" of x only. In these so-called 
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worst-case analyses, the input values are partitioned into classes of equal-sized 
inputs, and the worst-case complexity of a function fis then determined for each 
possible si ze N. Th at is, with #x denoting the si ze of x, 

(Maxx:xEdom/ 1\ #x=N:T[f](x)) 

is determined as a function of N. For program bubble, for example, the worst 
case occurs when s is ascending; the salution of the recurrence relation then is 
T[bubble](s) = (#s-1)max0. 

In many cases it is even too complicated to find an explicit formula for the 
worst-case complexity. Insteadof an exact formula wethen give an up per bound 
like #s for T[bubble](s), or we simply say that T[bubble](s) is 0( #s) when we are 
only interested in the asymptotic cost. The problem with such approximations 
is that they are not compositional in the sense that a tight up per bound for the 
worst-case complexity of T[g o /] cannot he obtained from tight upper bounds 
for the worst-case complexities of T[/] and T[g]. This is illustrated by the next 
example. 

Example 5.3 
We analyze a binary implementation of ( Nat I 0, ( + 1) ). The concrete data type 
is [{0, 1}] and the concrete operations are 

zero - [I 
suc.[] - [1] 
suc.(O I-s) 11-s 
suc.(ll-s) - 0 I- suc.s. 

The cost measure defined by the dots is called T, which could also be done in 
words by T( E)= "the number of unfoldings of zero and suc needed to evaluate 
E". Our goal is to derive a tight bound for T[sucn .zero] as a function of n. 

To this end we first analyze zero and suc in isolation. Clearly, T[zero] = 1, 
and for T[suc] we have the following recurrence relation: 

T[suc]([]) = 1 
T[suc](OI-s) = 1 
T[suc](ll-s) = 1 + T[suc)(s). 

A tight upper bound for T[suc](s) in termsof #s thus is l+#s. 

Repeatedly applying the composition rule for T[·J yields 

T[sucn.zero] = T[zero] +(Ei: 0::; i< n: T[suc](suci.zero)). 

In order to use the upper bound for T[suc], we observe that list suci .zero has 
length at most 1+log2(i+l). Therefore T[suc)(suci.zero) is at most 2+log2(i+l), 
and we obtain an 0( n log n) bound for T[sucn .zero]. 

However, T[ sucn .zero] is 0( n ), as will be shown in Example 5. 7; the fact that 
T[suc]( s) ::; #s ( and that this bound is tight) cannot be used to prove this. 
0 
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5.3 Amortized cost of functions 

Suppose that our goal is to determine the worst-case complexity of r as a 
function of n. As demonstrated in Example 5.3, the worst-case complexity 
of f does not, in general, provide a clue to the worst-case complexity of fn. 
Instead, we will use amortized costs for f and fn, which are defined in terms 
of a potential function. In the functional setting, a potential function is-likè a 
cost measure-a mapping on expressions. Unlike a cost measure, however, the 
potential of an expression depends on its value only, not on the way in which 
this value is expressed. This corresponds to the idea bebind potential functions 
in Chapter 3: in the imperative setting, a potential function depends on the 
value of the state only, not on how the state has been reached. 

Definition 5.4 
A potential function ~ is a mapping from expressions to the real numbers satis
fying 

~.E ~.val(E). 

The amortized cost of f with respect to cost measure T and potential ~ is the 
mapping A[f] defined by 

A[f](E) T[f](E) + ~.(f.E)- ~.E, 

for E E dom/. 
0 

In an amortized analysis, the potential function is defined for the relevant valnes 
only, e.g., for the data type of an algebra. For other values, the definition of the 
potential is extended in a straightforward way. In conneetion with the use of 
tuples, for example, the potential of the empty tuple ..L is usually defined equal · 
to 0. For constant f, Definition 5.4 then yields 

A[/] T[/] + ~.f. 
Also, in conneetion with the use of pairs, ~ .( E, F) is usually defined equal to 
the sum of ~.E and ~.F, so that 

A[J]((E,F)) T[f]((E,F))+ ~.(f.E.F)- ~.E- ~.F 

for functions f on pairs. 
Since ~.E ~.val(E), A[·] inherits a number of properties of T[·]. For 

instance, the composition rule is inherited. 

Property 5.5 (composition rule forA[·]) 
If 

T[g o f](E) T[f](E) + T[g](f.E), 
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then also 

A[g o J](E) = A[f](E) + A[g](J.E). 

Pro of 

0 

A[g o f](E) 

{ Definition 5.4 } 

T[g o f](E) +~.((go J).E) ~.E 

= { above proviso and restrietion on ~ in Definition 5.4 } 

T[f](E) + T[g](J.E) + ~.(g.(J.E))- ~.E 

= { arithmetic } 

T[g](J.E) + ~.(g.(J.E))- ~.(J.E) + T[f](E) + ~.(f.E) ~.E 

= { Defini ti on 5.4 } 

A[g](J.E) + A[!](E). 

Also "in dependenee of the shape of E" is inherited by A[!}( E). 

Property 5.6 
If T[J](E) = T[f](val(E)), then A[f](E) = A[J](val(E)) as well. 
0 

There is however a crudal difference between A[·] and T[·]. To discuss this 
difference, we introduce cost measure A: 

A(E) = T(E) + ~.E. 

Then the amortized costof f w.r.t. Tand~ (cf. Definition 5.4) equals the costof 
f w.r.t. A (cf. Definition 5.1). Since A inherits the common properties of Tand 
~. Properties 5.5 and 5.6 are readily seen to be valid. However, distributivity 
of T does not imply distributivity of A because ~ is not distributive! 

Now, since T is usually distributive, it is not difficult to obtain a relation 
forT[/] basedon the structure of f's definition. But A is not distributive, and 
therefore arelation forA[!] cannot be obtained in general by substituting A for 
Tin the relation for T[J]. Consider, for instance, function dup defined by 

dup.x = (x,x). 

Assuming that T is distributive and that ~ distributes over pairs, hence that A 
distributes over pairs (i.e., A((x, y)) =A( x)+ A(y)), we observe for value x: 
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T[dup](x) A[dup](x) 

= { Definition 5.1 } = { De:finition 5.1 } 

T(dup.x)- T(x) A(dup.x)- A(x) 

{ definition dup } { de:finition dup } 

1 + T((x, x))- T(x) 1 + A((x,x))- A( x) 

= { T is distributive } = { A distributes over pairs } 

1 + T(x) + T(x)- T(x) 1 + A(x) +A( x)- A(x) 

{ T(x) = 0} { T(x) = 0, hence A(x) = tP.x} 

1, 1 + tP.x. 

Hence, T[dup](x) = 1 but A[dup](x) = 1 + tP.x. Similarly, when x is tripled, the 
difference becomes 2tP.x, and so on. On the other hand, for function sink, with 
sink.x: ..1., we have that T[sink](x) 1 and A[sink](x) = 1- tP.x. 

In genera!, fora definition of the form f.x = F, there will he no difference 
between the relations for A[f] and T[f] when x occurs exactly once in F (and 
T is distributive). This is reflected by the difference between 

. T[f](E) = CJ( val(E)) + T(F:al(E)), 

and 

A[f](E) = CJ( val(E)) + A(F:al(E)) tP.E. 

(Note that the equality for T[JJ(E) implies the equality for A[f](E).) To rewrite 
T(F:al(E)) into a formulain terros ofT[·], as many terros T( val(E)) can he used 
as necessary (since T(val(E)) = 0), but to rewrite A(F:al(E)) into a formula in 
terros of A[·], only a single term tP.E is available. 

In Section 5.5 we will present a simple metbod to ensure that the relations 
for T[·] are inherited by A[·]. 

5.4 Amortized analysis 

Consider a function f for which rngf Ç domf. Suppose that the worst-case 
complexity of r (as a function of n) cannot he determined from the worst
case complexity of j. Then we perfarm an amortized analysis, which typically 
proceeds as follows. For the sake of convenience we assume that #(J.x) =#x. 

Having de:fined cost measure T, our aim is to bound T[rJ(x) in terros of 
#x and n. To this end we repeatedly apply the composition rule forA[·] (Prop
erty 5.5) to A[r], where 

A[rJ(x) = T[rJ(x) + tP.(r.x) -tP.x. 

This yields the following equation: 
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(1) T[r](x) =(~i: o $i< n: A[f](Ji.x)) + c).x- c).(r.x), 

frorn which we obtain a tight bound for T[rJ(x) by choosing a suitable potential 
1). But, ju st as it is difficult to find an explicit formula for T[/]( x), it is, in 
general, difficult to findan explicit forrnula for A[/](x). Therefore, we use the 
worst-case approximation of A[/] by consirlering the following bound for T[rJ 
derived frorn (1 ), using that #(f.x) = #x: 

T[rJ(x) $ n * (Maxy: #y =#x: ..4[/J(y)) + c).x c).(f".x). 

The object is now to choose I) such that (Maxy: #y=#x : ..4[/](y)) is min
irnized, thereby keeping in mind that c).x- 1).(/".x) may not be too large as 
wel I. 

As for the latter requirement on 1), it is often convenient to choose a non
negative function for 1). The above upper bound then simplifies to 

T[r](x) $ n * (Maxy: #y =#x: A[f](y)) + c).x. 

By keeping c).x small with respect to #x, a tight upper bound for T[rJ(x) in 
terms of #x is obtained. 

This above metbod of amortized analysis is applied in the next example to 
improve the analysis of suc" .zero in Example 5.3. 

Example S.7 (see Exarnple 5.3) 
The amortized costs for zero and suc are 

A[zero] 

A[suc](s) 

= T[zero] +!).zero 

= T[suc](s) + c).(suc.s)- c).s, 

where I) E [{0, 1}]->Real is the potential function. Since 

A[suc".zero] = T[suc".zero] + c).(suc".zero), 

the composition rule forA[·] yields 

T[suc".zero) A[zero] +(~i: O$i<n: .A[suc](suci.zero))- c).(suc".zero). 

This equality yields an 0( n) bound for T[suc" .zero] provided I) is nonnegative, 
and A[zero] and A[suc](s) are both constant. 

By definition, we have that A[zero] = 1 + !).[], hence constant. To keep 
A[zero] smalland I) nonnegative, we take!).[]= 0. Then A[zero] = 1. 

Similarly, we have that A[suc]([]) is 0(1), independent of the definition of 1). 
To derive a suitable definition for I), we first observe for the second alternative 
of suc: 
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A[suc](OI-8) 

{ definition of A[suc] } 

T[suc](OI-8) + <t>.(suc.(OI-8))- <1>.(01-s) 

{ recurrence relation for T[suc], definition of suc } 

1 + ({) .( 1 1- s) - ({) .( 0 1- 8) 

{ simplify by choosing <I>.( b 1- s) <p.b + <I> .s } 

1 + <p.1 <p.O. 

By the introduetion of <p, A[suc](OI-s) becomes independent of s, hence 0(1). 
To obtain a suitable de:finition for <p we proceed with the last alternative of suc: 

A[suc]( 11- s) 

{ de:finition of A[suc] } 

T[suc](11-s)+ <t>.(suc.(11-8)) <1>.(11-s) 

{ recurrence relation for T[suc], de:finition of suc } 

1 + T[suc](s) + <1>.(01-suc.s)- <1>.(11-8) 

{ de:finition of A[suc] } 
A[suc](s) + 1 + <1>.(0 1-suc.s) <t>.(suc.s) (<1>.(11-s)- <t>.s) 

{ <I>.( b 1- s) <p.b + <I> .s, see previous derivation } 

A[suc]( 8) + 1 + <p.O- <p.l. 

The term 1 + <p.O <p.1 may he interpreted as the amortized cost of unfolding 
suc.( 1 1- s ). 

To ensure that A[suc] is 0(1), <p should he chosen such that 1+<p.O <p.1 $ 0. 
To obtain a nonnegative and small <1>, we take <p.O = 0 and <p.1 1 (hence, 
1 + <p.O- <p.1 = 0). As potential we thus obtain: 

({). [ 1 
<l>.(bl-8) 

0 
b + <1>.8, 

hence <l>.s equals the number of 1 'sin s. From this de:finition for <1>, it follows by 
induction that A[suc]( 8) 2. The above equation for T[sucn .zero] then yields 

T[sucn .zero] 1 + 2n - ({) .( sucn .zero), 

from which we conclude that T[sucn.zero] is O(n), since <I> is nonnegative. We 
remark that the upper bound 1 + 2n is as good as tight (T[sucn .zero] 2n when 
n is a power of two ). 
D 

In this example, the potential has been derived in a calculational way. In par
ticular, the fact that <p.b = b is a suitable de:finition directly follows from the 
derivation. The systematic derivation of potential functions is an important 
topic in the case-studies of Part IL 
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5.5 Amortization and linearity 

At this point it should he clear that worst-case amortized complexities should 
he used instead of worst-case actual complexities as a general way to descrihe 
the efficiency of implementations of algebras. But, as explained at the end of 
Section 5.3, a problem with the use of amortized costs is that fora function defi
nition ofthe form f.c = F, say, the relations forT[/] are not necessarily inherited 
by A[!]. Recall, for example, that A[dup](c) = 1 + li).c whereas T[dup](c) 1 
for dup.c :::: ( c, c ). To achieve that the relations for T[f] are in deed inherited 
by A[f] some restrictions must he imposed on expression F. Below we will de
scribe these restrictions under the assumption that A[·] is defined according to 
the following scheme. 

Let C be a (concrete) monoalgebra with data type C. Let T denote a cost 
measure for the programs of C, and let I) be a potential function defined on 
C. In accordance with Definition 5.4, the amortized costs of creations and 
transformations are defined as follows. 

(a) Fora creation g of type T--+ C: 

A[g](x) = T[g](x)+ l).(g.x). 

(b) Fora transformation g of type CxCr>.C: 

A[g](c, d) = T[g]( c, d) + l).(g.c.d)- li).c- l).d. 

Toobtain (a) as instantiation ofDefinition 5.4, we take li).x = 0 for x ET. Doing 
the same for inspections, however, yields a not so useful definition. Instead, we 
distinguish two types of inspections. 

( c) For an inspeetion g of type C -. T: 

(i) A[g](c) = T[g](c), or 
(ii) A[g](c) = T[g](c) -li).c. 

Here, (ii) can be obtained as instantiation of Definition 5.4, again with li).x = 0 
for x E T. In most cases, however, (i) is the appropriate definition for A[g]: 
defining A[g]( c) = T[g](c) means that the costs of inspections are not arnortized. 

If A[·] is defined according to the ahove scheme, the restrietion on f.c = F 
is that each evaluation of F should give rise to at most one application to c of 
a transformation or an inspeetion of type (ii). In that case, A[/] inherits the 
relations for T[f]. No te that the use of inspections of type (i) is not restricted by 
this rule. This is essential because inspections are typically used in combination 
with a transformation, and this would be impossible when the potential played 
a role in the amortized costs of both. 

Inspections are allowed to have benevolent side-effects. In that case the 
potential of c may be altered hy the evaluation of g.c, and this change in poten ti al 
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may be necessary to amortize the costof g. To analyze such an inspection, we 
consider function g' E C -+ Tx C with g'.c = (g.c, d), where d equals the value 
of c after evaluation of g .c ( cf. Sec ti on 4. 7). The amortized costs of g' are defined 
as follows: 

A[g'](c) = T[g](c) + 4>.d- 4>.c. 

In Part 11 we will see some examples of inspections with benevolent side-effects 
that are efficient in the amortized sense only (e.g., operation member in Sec
tion 11.2.1 on splay trees). In the above rule, such an inspeetion may be treated 
as an inspeetion of type (i). 

Calling an inspeetion of type (i) a nondestructive inspeetion and an inspee
tion of type (ii) a destructive one, the restrietion on f.c = F coincides with the 
notion of linearity defined at the end of Chapter 4. Therefore we shall say that 
an algebra which is effident in the amortized sense only must be restricted to 
linear usage in order to ensure that the amortized costs add up in the same way 
as the actual costs. An important observation is now that an algebra which is 
either destructive or efficient in the amortized sense only might as well be both. 
This leads to interesting trade-offs, as we will show in the next section. 

5.6 Purely-functional deques 

In Chapter 7 of bis Ph.D. thesis [17] Hoogerwoord derives an efficient implemen
tation fora symmetrie set of list operations. The idea bebind his design is based 
on an efficient implementation of queues in LISP (see e.g. [13, pp. 250-251]). In 
this section, we first cast this design in our style, after which we go on to ex
periment with the amortized analysis of more advanced operations programmed 
in terms of the symmetrie list operations. In this way we gain some experience 
with the computation of the amortized costs of composite functions from the 
amortized costs of the constituent parts. 

5.6.1 Specification and implementation 

Using the algebra of stacks 

S = ( [T] I [ ], ( =[ ]), 1- , hd, tl ), 

whose operations all have 0(1) actual cost, we present an implementation of the 
algebra of deques ("double-ended queues") 

DQ=([TJI [],(=[]),!-,hd,tl,-t,lt,Jt,ret•), 

with signature 

52 = (X I empty, isempty, cons, hd, tl, snoc, lt, ft, rev ), 
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such that all operations of 52 have 0( 1) amortized cast. Apart from the symmet
rical counterparts of the last three operations of 5, we have induded operation 
rev, hecause any program for rev in terms of the other operations of DQ is 
hound to he linear, while it is a simple 0(1) operation in the representation 
used for [T] below. Hence, rev cannot he programmed withoutlossof efficiency 
in termsof the other operations of DQ. 

The definition of 52 is as follows (see [17] for a solid derivation). Set X 
is a subset of [TJx[T] and 52 refines DQ under abstraction [·] with [(s, t)] = 
s -1+- rev.t. To allow for an efficient implementation of hd and lt, set X is defined 
as follows: 

X= {(s,t} I (s =[I => #t :5: 1) 1\ (t [J => #s :5: 1)}. 

Using the operations of 5, the operations of 52 are programmed as follows: 

empty = ([],[]) 

isempty.(s,t) = s=[]A t=[] 

cons.a.(s, t} = (a 1- s, t} , t f:: [] 
0 ([a], s) , t = [] 

hd.(s, t) = hd.s ,sf::[] 

a hd.t ,s [ l 

tl.(s, t) ([],[]} ,#s = 0 

D (rev.(t!k), tjk} I[ k = #tdiv2]1 ,#s = 1 

a (tl.s, t} ,#s ~ 2 

snoc.(s, t).a = (s,al-t) ,sf::[] 

D (t, [a]} , s = [] 

lt.(s, t) hd.t ,tf:-[1 
0 hd.s , t = [ 1 

ft.(s, t} = ([],[]) '#t 0 

a (sjk, rev.(s!k)) I[ k #sdiv2]1 '#t = 1 
D (s, tl.t) ,#t ~ 2 

rev.(s, t) (t, s) . 

In the programs fortland ft some list operations are used which are nat provided 
by algebra 5. We assume that these operations are implemented in termsof the 
operations of 5 such that rev.s and #s take 0( #s) time, and, sjn and s!n take 
0( n) time-as usu al. Furthermore, an expression like #s~2 is just short for 
sf:: [] cand tl.sf::[], soit takes only 0(1) time to evaluate it. 
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Now, note that all operations are 0(1), except that evaluation oftl.(s, t} takes 
0( #t) time in case #s=1 (and similarly for ft). Therefore we count 1+#t units 
for such an unfolding of tl, 1+#s time units for the corresponding unfolding 
of ft, and in all other cases we just count one time unit per unfolding of an 
operation of 52. This defines cost measure T. The potential function is defined 
as 4>.(s, t) = l#s #ti, and the amortized costs of the operations are all 0(1), 
with: 

A[empty] T[emptyJ + 4> .empty 

A[isempty]( x) = T[isempty]( x) 

A[cons]( a, x) = Tfcons](a, x)+ 4>.( cons.a.x) 4>.x 

A[hdJ(x) = T[hd](x) 

A[tl](x) = T[tl](x) + 4>.(tl.x)- 4>.x 

A[snoc](x,a) T[snoc](x,a) + 4>.(snoc.x.a) 

A[lt](x) = T[lt](x) 

A[ft](x) T[ft](x) + 4>.(ft.x)- 4>.x 

A[rev](x) T[rev](x) + 4>.(rev.x) 4>.x. 

In the analyses in the next section, we shall use that () satisfies O:S:4>.x:S:#[x], 
for all xEX. 

To give an idea of how the correctness of the above results can he proved, we 
end this section with a treatment of case #s = 1 for tl.(s, t). The correctness of 
the program for this case follows from (rev.(t!k ), tfk) E X (since k = #tdiv 2), 
and 

[tl.(s, t)] 

= { definition of tl } 

[(rev.(tlk ), tlk}] 
= { definition of[·] } 

rev.(tlk) -tt- rev.(tlk) 

= { property of rev; tfk -tt- t!k = t } 

rev.t 

= { #s = 1} 
tl.( s -tt- rev.t) 

= { definition of [-] } 

tl.[(s, t)]. 

The 0( 1) bound for the amortized cost follows from ( using T[tl]( (B, t)) = l+#t): 

A[tl]( (s, t)) 

= { definition of A[tl] } 

T[tl]( (s, t)) + 4>.(tl.(s, t))- ill.(s, t) 
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{ definitions of Tand tl } 

1 + #t + I( #t k) - kl 11 - #ti 
< {arithmetic(k #tdiv2)} 

1 + #t + #t mod 2 + 1 - #t 
< { arithmetic } 

3. 

5.6.2 Some applications and their analyses 

In this section we perfarm a series of amortized analyses of more complicated 
list operations. Each example emphasizes a partienlar issue of amortized anal
ysis. Given the choke for X in the previous section, all these operations are 
implemented without loss of efficiency, so there is noneed to add any of these 
to the algebra of deques. 

Catenation - a simple amortized analysis 

For * we have as obvious refinement: 

cat.x.y = y , isempty.x 
0 cat.(ft.x ).( cons.(lt.x ).y) , -.isempty.x. 

Since the costs of the operations of 52 dominate, we charge the cost of each 
unfolding of cat to the applications of these operations. Thus, we leave the 
definition of T unchanged and define 

A[cat]( x, y) = T[cat]( x, y) + q'l,( cat.x.y) - q, .x - q, .y, 

since -tt- is a transformation. Then the definition of cat is linear, so we have as 
recurrence relation for A[cat]: 

{ 

A[isempty]( x) 
A[cat]( x, y) = A[cat ](ft.x, cons.(lt.x ).y) + A[ft]( x)+ 

A[ cons](lt.x, y) + A[lt]( x)+ A[isempty]( x) 

from which we infer that A[cat]( x, y) is 0( #[x]). 

,[x]=[] 

'[x] :/:- [ ], 

Of course, one can alsodesigna program for cat.x.y with cost 0( #[y]). By 
choosing the cheapest program, we obtain an implementation of cat for which 
cat.x.y takes 0( #[x] min #[y]) time, provided that we see to it that #[x] and 
#[y] can be determined in 0(1) time. 

Length - introdudng an auxiliary definition 

Operation # may be refined by the following function: 

len .x = 0 , isempty .x 
0 1 + len.(tl.x) , -.isempty.x. 
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Since # is an inspeetion operation, we define: 

.A[Ien ](x) = T[len ](x). 

However, in order to analyze len, we introduce the following auxiliary definition: 

.A'[Ien](x) = T[len](x)- ().x, 

for which we have the following recurrence relation: 

.A'[I ]( ) _ { .A[isempty]( x) - ().x , [x] [] 
en x - .A'[Ien](tl.x) + .A[tl](x) + .A[isempty](x) , [x] ::f []. 

Since ().x~ 0, it follows that .A'[Ien](x) is O(#[x]), and, since ().x::; #[x], we 
have that .A[Ien](x) is O(#[x]) as welL 

From the above analysis we conclude that lt is sometimes necessary to in
troduce a different definition for the amortized cost of an operation in order to 
perform the analysis of its program. In this case we need the term -().x in 
the definition of .A'[Ien](x) to amortize the cost of the applications of tl in the 
recursive alternative of len. Subsequently, the bounds for () enabled us to derive 
a bound for A[len](x ). 

Take and drop - extending the delinWon of T 

ForT ("take") and ! ("drop") we have as refinements 

and 

take.x.O 
take.x.(n+l) 

= empty 
cons.(hd.x ).( take.(tl.x ).n ), 

drop.x.O = x 
drop.x.(n+l) drop.(tl.x).n. 

With Tas defined so far we have T[drop](x,O) 0, which is evidently not 
realistic. Therefore, we extend the definition of T as follows: we count one unit 
per unfolding of the nonrecursive alternative of drop. The amortized costs of 
these transforrnations are 

.A[take](x, n) = T[take](x, n) + ().(take.x.n) ().x 

.A[drop](x, n) = T[drop](x, n) + ().(drop.x.n) ().x. 

A straightforward analysis gives 0( n) bounds for the amortized costs of take.x.n 
and drop.x.n. 
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Element selection - less efficient than expected? 

We have elt.x.n as refinement for [x].n, where 

elt.x.O 
elt.x.(n+l) = 

hd.x 
elt.(tl.x ).n. 

Operation elt is an inspection, hence 

A[elt](x, n) = T[elt](x, n). 

In order to amortize the costof the applications of tl, we introduce the following 
auxiliary definition: 

A'[elt]( x, n) = T[elt]( x, n) - (>.x, 

for which we have as recurrence relation: 

A'[elt](x,O) 

A'[elt](x, n+l) 

= A[hd](x)- (>.x 

= A1[elt](tl.x, n) + A[tl](x). 

Since (>.x ~ 0, A'[elt](x, n) is O(n), but for A[elt](x, n) we can only conclude 
that it is 0( #[x]), using that 4>.x $ #[x]. Now, given the choice for X in the 
previous section, this bound for A[elt](x, n) is tight; the worst case occurs when 
the secondelementof [(s,t}] is selected and #s = 1, or when the last but one 
element of [ (s, t)] is selected and #t = 1. So, element selection for deques is not 
as efficient as for stacks. 

Splitting lists - an avoidabie fork 

As a kind of inverse of cat we consider operation split, which splits a list into a 
prefix of specified length and the remaining suffix: 

split.x.n = (take.x.n,drop.x.n}. 

Since split is a transformation with two outputs, we have 

A[split](x, n) = T[split](x, n) + (f>.(split.x.n.O) + 4>.(split.x.n.l)- 4>.x. 

Now reeall that the definitions of A[take](x, n) and A[drop](x, n) both contain 
term -{f>.x, and observe that this term occurs only once in the definition of 
A[ split]( x, n ). This gives rise to a fork in x: 

A[ split]( x, n) = A[ take]( x, n) + A[drop](x, n) +(>.x. 

Si nee (>.x$ #[x], the best we can conclude from this relation is that A[split](x, n) 
is O(#[x]), using that A[take](x,n) and A[drop](x,n) are O(n). However, by 
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tupling the programs for take and drop, we obtain an algorithmic refinement of 
split for which .A[split](x, n) can be shown to be O(n): 

split.x.O = (empty, x) 

split.x.(n+l) (cons.(hd.x).y,z) I[ (y,z} = split.(tl.x).n ]1. 
As in the previous program, x occurs twice in the right-hand side of the second 
alternative, but now only one transformation ( viz. tl) is applied to it. Therefore, 

.A[split]( x, 0) = .A[empty] 

.A[split](x,n+l) = .A[split](tl.x, n) + .A[hd](x) + .A[tl](x) 

+.A[cons](hd.x, split.(tl.x ).n.O), 

which yields an 0( n) bound for the amortized costs of this program for split. 
From this example we draw the important condusion that it may be neces

sary to consider a more detailed refinement of a program in order to avoid forks. 
In this case, we were able to avoid a fork, but in the next example we encounter 
a situation in which we cannot. 

List of all prefixes - unavoidable {orks 

Let function J, f E X---+ [X], be defined by 

f.x [x] , isempty.x 
0 xl-f.(ft.x) ,•isempty.x. 

Then f.x is the list of all prefix es of x (in decreasing order of length ). Since f 
transfarms a deque into a list (more precisely, a stack) of deques, the amortized 
casts of f are defined as follows: 

A[!]( x)= T[f](x) + if?•.(J.x) if?.x, 

with iJ?•.[] = 0 and iJ?".( x 1- xs) = iJ? .x + i'J?*.xs. Ju st as in the previous section 
there is a fork in the recursive alternative of J, which gives rise to the term if?.x 
in the following recurrence relation: 

A[!]( x) { 
.A[isempty](x) ,[x] [] 
.A[f](ft.x) + .A[ft](x) + .A[isempty](x) + if?.x , [x]=/:[]. 

Since if?.x is at most #[x], it follows that .A[f](x) is 0(( #[x ])2 ). Now, in contrast 
with the previous example, we cannot give an algorithmic refinement of f such 
that .A[!] is linear; we even conjecture that it is impossible to refine f such that 
A[!] is linear1 • This result seems somewhat disappointing when one realizes 

1 As a. motiva.tion for this conjecture, we briefly describe a failing at tempt of ours: we assume 
that X and <11 are defined as in Hoogerwoord's refinement. To achleve linearity of A(f](x ), we 
aim at linearity of T(f)(z) and (1•.(/.:z;). This suffices beca.use <11 is nonnegative. A sirnple way 
to esta.blish linea.rity of (1•.(/.:z;) is to keep the <11-values 0(1) for allelementsof f.x. This rneans 
tha.t the two components of all elements of f.x should be roughly of equal length. Hence, f.x 
should be a list of #[x)+l "balanced pairs". From a study of this list, we condude that it is 
im possible to generate it in linea.r time. 
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that T[f] itself is linear: with A'[f](x) = T[f](x)- éP.x, we have that A'[!]( x) is 
O(#[x]), and, consequently, T[f](x) is O(#[x]) (using éP.x ~#[x]). However, 
as we will argue in Section 5.6.3, it is not so bad that A[/] is quadratic. 

Deque of all prefixes- nested deques 

The following data refinement of f is also an instructive example: 

g.x = cons.x.empty , isempty.x 
0 cons.x.(g.(ft.x)) , -,isempty.x. 

Hence, g.x is a deque of deques. In such a case we use the abstraction function 
in the definition of the amortized costs: 

A[g](x) = T[g](x) + éP.(g.x) + éP*.[g.x] éP.x. 

Compared to f the additional amortized costs are linear and, therefore, we have 
that A[g](x) is also O((#[x])2 ), while T[g](x) is O(#[x]). 

5.6.3 Comparison with doubly-linked list representation 

In this section we compare the "pair of stacks" representation (Section 5.6.1) 
with the doubly-linked list representation (Section 4.5), which we call S2 and 
D, respectively. 

First, some important differences: 

(a) Algebras using S2 are efficient in the amortized sense only, whereas alge
bras using D are efficient in the worst-case sense. 

(b) Algebras using D are destructive, whereas algebras using S2 are destruc
tive only if the destructive implementation of stacks is used. 

( c) Representation D uses a bout twice as much pointers as representation S2. 

(d) Representation D supports an 0(1) implementation for *, whereas rep
resentation S2 does not. Furthermore, selection of the n-th element of a 
list of length N takes O(n) time for representation D, but it takes O(N) 
arnortized time for representation S2.2 

Now, focusing on (a) and ( c ), we observe an interesting trade-off between time 
and space: representation S2 requires less space than representation D, but 
algebras using S2 are efficient in the arnortized sense only whereas algebras 
using D are efficient in the worst-case sense. Thus, one can save space by 

2 Representation S2 supports asirnple 0(1) irnplernentation for rev. Representation D does 
not, but it can be easily extended to do so because of the syrnrnetry in the I-links and r-links: 
by interchanging the role of these links the reverseis obtained; the present rneaning of the links 
can be recorded by a boolean. 
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cantenting oneself with amortized costs, which is as good as actual costs when 
one is interested in linear usage only. 

In the previous section we have seen that the fact that S2's operations are 
effi.cient in the amortized sense only may leadtostrange results for the amortized 
costs of programs with forks. For instance, the amortized costs of program 
J, which computes the list of all prefixes of its input list, are higher than its 
actual costs: A[f](x) is quadratic in #[x] while T[f](x) is linear. The fact 
that A[!]( x) is quadratic is ho wever not so bad when we consider the cost of an 
implementation of f using doubly-linked lists. In that case, correct evaluation 
of f requires that the value of x is copied in each unfolding of J.x, which takes 
time quadratic in # [x] ( cf. Remark 4.2 ). Similarly, the amortized costs for the 
nonlinear program for split.x.n are higher than desired, viz. O(#[x]) insteadof 
0( n ). But, again, when doubly-linked lists are used, execution of this nonlinear 
program requires that the value of x is copied one time to supply it once to 
take and once to drop. Hence, evaluation of split.x.n takes 0( #[xD time, which 
equals the bound for A[split](x,n). So, the results for the amortized costs of 
these programs are not so strange after all. 
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More on lists and trees 

In many data structure designs, lists and trees play a vital role as interface 
between specifications in terms of sets or bags on the one hand and implemen
tations in termsof arrays or pointers on the other. The use of lists and trees in 
these designs is often explained by means of pictorial descriptions, but-for our 
purposes-this approach has two major drawbacks. 

A first problem is that correctness proofs of data structures basedon pictures 
of lists and trees tend to be rather sloppy. We regard this as a consequence of 
the informal status of the pictures in such proofs, their meaning being vague or 
ambiguous. Moreover, pictorial descriptions are often incomplete because the 
pictures do not cover all cases. In this way, only an intuitive explanation of the 
implementation (in terms of arrays or pointers) is provided. 

A more serious drawback is that the use of pictures does not support the 
calculational way of amortized analysis we have in mind. To be able to derive 
potential functions in a systematic way, we will use patterns--as formal coun
terpart of the use of pictures-to program operations of data structures. Using 
the appropriate pattems, the essential effect of a program on the structure of 
its arguments can be expressed formally and concisely. For operations on lists, 
operators like 1-, -1, and * can be used to build pattems. For example, an 
operation may transform pattem 8 *[a]* tinto [a]* 8 * t. 

To build pattems for trees, however, we do nothave such an adequate set of 
operators. Iu formal definitions of operations on trees of type (T), for instance, 
a tree is either ( ) or of the form (t, a, u). This may be compared to a restricted 
view oflists in which a list is either [] or of the format- 8 (like listsin a functional 
language). Toprogram more advanced operations on trees of type (T), we see 
that the counterparts of -1 and * are missing. Therefore, we will introduce 
alternative tree types such that, for instance, swapping the subtrees of node 
a can be expressed as the transformation of pattem v -1 (t, a, u) into pattem 
v -1 (u, a, t). 

The goal of this chapter is to lay a foundation for the use of list and tree 
pattemsin Part II by presenting (pointer) implementations fortherelevant list 
and tree algebras. 
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6.1 Lists 

In the list algebras considered thus far, an important class of operations has 
been ignored, viz. operations that modify a list around a spedfied element of 
the list. Typical examples are insertion aftera specified element and deletion of 
an element, which may defined as follows for lists without duplicates: 

ins.b.a.( s *[a]* t) = s *[a, b] * t 

del.a.(s * [aJ * t) s * t. 

A more primitive operation of this kind is split, where 

split.a.(s *[a]* t) = (s, t), 

in terms of which ins and del can he defined without the use of parameter 
patterns: 

ins.b.a.x s *[a, b] * t I[ (s, t) split.a.x :11 

del.a.x = s*t I[ (s,t) = split.a.x ]1. 
Note that the effect of these operations on the structure of their arguments is 
made explicit by the use of parameter patterns; for instance, the first definition 
of del.a.s not only shows that a is removed from s but also that the order of the 
remaining elements is not altered. 

Although the definitions of these operations employ patterns built from [·] 
and * -instead of patterns built from [] and 1-, as is common for functional 
langnages-we wanttoregard these definitions as (functional) programs. What 
is more, we will assume in Part 11 that these programs have constant time com
plexity. This "advanced" use of list patterns, however, requires some restrictions 
on the use of lists. 

First of all, to he able to determine the position of an element a in list s in 
constant time, we will assume that 

• list elements are of type [O .. N), forsome fixed natural number N, and 

• lists do not contain duplicates. 

As will he shown inSection 6.1.1, these assumptions enable us to keep track of 
the position of elementsof [O .. N) in the linked structures representing the lists 
(by means of an array of pointers with domain [O .. N)). 

Furthermore, in case an algebra provides operations for combining and split
ting lists, such as * and split, we must guarantee that 

• each element of [O .. N) occurs in at most one list. 

This enables the use of one pointer array with domain [O .. N) fora collection of 
lists ( see Section 6.1.2). Because of the usage of arrays, these implementations 
are all destructive, hence these list algebras may he used in a linear fashion only. 
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6.1.1 Stacks with deletion 

For fixed N, N 2: 0, we consider the algebra of stacks with 1- replaced by I-; , 

and tl replaced by the above defined operation del: 

([[O .. N)]I [],(==[]), t.- ,hd,del). 

Operation I-; is a restricted version of 1- : a 1:- s is defined ( equal to a 1- s) only 
for a (/. s. Likewise, del.a.s is defined only if a E s. Consequently, the lists in 
the range of this algebra are free of duplicates. 

To obtain an 0(1) implementation of del, we represent a listoftype [ [O .. N)] 
by a pair consisting of a pointer to a doubly-linked list and an array. More 
precisely, the concrete type is 

D x ([O .. N)-+ D), 

where D = "(l:D, n:[O .. N), r:D). The coupling is then defined by [] ~ (nil, /) 
for all/, and (cf. Section 4.5): 

s ~ (p, /) ('v'i: 0:::; i< #s: f[s.i]".n == s.i) 

A #s==(Mini:l::;i:p(".r);=p) 

A s == list.pj#s 

A ('v'i: 0:::; i$ #s: p(".r); == p(".t)#s-i). 

for all nonempty s. That is, for a E s, f[a] points to the cell containing a, and 
both the I-links and the r-links form circular Iists. 

The following programs show how array f is used: 

empty 

isempty.(p,!) 

cons.a.(p, /) 

(nil, ?) 

p = nil 

l[var h:D; new(h) 

; ( h" :== (h,a,h) ,p == nil 
0 h" :== (p".l,a,p".r) 

; p".l".r,p".r".l :== h,h ,pI nil 
) 
return( (h, f[a:=h])) 

]I 
hd.(p,!) p" .n 

delete.a.(p,!) = ![var h:D; h := /[a] 

; h".l".r,h".r".l := h".r,h".l 

; (skip ,pI h D p := p".r ,p = h) 

; (skip,plh D p:=nil,p=h) 

; dis pose( h ); return( (p, /)) 

ll· 
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This implementation is clearly destructive. Note that tl.s can be expressed 
as del.( hd.s ).s for nonempty s. Hence, tl is refined by tl, with tl.(p, /) = 
delete.(p" .n ).(p, f). 

6.1.2 Partitions 

The representation used in the previous section also allows 0(1) implementations 
of operations like -:1 and lt, and even an operation like ins can be implemented 
in constant time (with ins.b.a.s defined only if a E s and b (/. s). However, 
addition of operations that combine or split lists give rise to complications. 

For example, suppose we want to use type D x ([O .. N) -+ D) as concrete 
type in a refinement of algebra 

([[O .. N)JII:J,(=[]),[·],*,hd,lt,del), 

where use of s * t is restricted to disjoint s and t so that the lists remain free of 
duplicates. To achieve 0(1) cost for *,we have to combine two representations 
(p, /) and (q, g), say, in constant time. But combining f and g into one array 
cannot be clone in constant time, unless f and g denote the same array! To 
support an efficient implementation of * , we therefore use a global array f for 
a collection of mutually disjoint lists. 

To describe implementations of algebras of this kind formally, we may con
sider algebras with l [ [O .. N)]) insteadof [ [O .. N)] as data type. Accordingly, the 
operations on [ [O .. N)] are then lifted to opera ti ons on l [ [O .. N)] J. For example, 
s * t is lifted to the operation which transforms B EB lsJ EB ltJ into B EB ls * t), 
thus keeping the bag elements mutually disjoint. To represent such a bag of 
mutually disjoint lists (a "partition of [O .. N)"), one array with domain [O .. N) 
can be used plus a pointer for each bag element. 

In this thesis we will however not pursue such a formal approach to the 
implementation of partitions. As a final remark on this subject, we mention 
that the use of [·] must be restricted as well: creation of singleton [a] is only 
allowed if a does not occur in any of the lists in use. 

6.2 Binary trees 

6.2.1 Top-down views 

Formal definitions of binary trees are often limited to, what we will call, top
down views. An example is type (T), which has been introduced inSection 1.1.4. 
Trees of this type are either () or of the form (t, a, u) with tE (T), a ET, and 
u E (T). That is, type (T) is the smallest solution of 

X: X= {()} U XxTxX. 

Another common top-down type of binary trees is the smallest solution of 
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X: X =TU X x X. 

Trees of this type are of the form a or (t, u}, hence the values reside in the leaves 
of the tree. (This tree type corresponds to the type of LISP objects, which are 
either atoms or pairs of LISP objects.) A top-down type with both internat and 
external nodes may he defined as the smallest solution of 

X : X = Te U X x T; x X, 

where Te corresponds to external nodes (leaves) and Ti to internat nodes. Of 
course there are many more top-down views around, but we will focus on type 
(T} in the sequel. 

Although these top-down views suffice-in principle-to define any opera
tion on binary trees, many operations cannot he described in a neat way. For 
instance, an operation that increments the value of the node which is last in the 
inorder traversalof a tree may he defined as follows in termsof type (T}: 

inc.(t,a,( }) 
inc.(t, a, u) 

(t, a+l, ( )) 
= (t, a, inc.u) , u :f. ( ). 

Formally, this definition is correct, but as starting-point for an efficiency analysis 
it has two drawbacks. One drawback is that it is not immediate from this 
definition that inc.t leaves the structure of t intact. In general, the effect of 
an operation on the structure of its tree argumentsis essential for its analysis. 
Moreover, suppose that we have a pointer representation for (T) in mind for 
which operation inc can he implemented by a simple 0(1) program. In that 
case, a recursive definition of inc is nota suitable starting-point for an efficiency 
analysis, because it does notlook like an 0(1) program. 

What we want is a description of inc that shows the relevant changes in the 
structure, just as the definition of list operation del shows that del.a transforms 
pattern s *[a]* t into pattern s * t. To enable such a description of inc, we 
will introduce a special tree type in the next section, where we will also present 
a pointer implementation of an algebra involving this tree type. Subsequently, 
we consider two tree types which are particularly suited for the definition of 
operations on subtrees of specified nodes. 

6.2.2 A skewed view 

Suppose we wish to perform a number of operations on binary trees that manip
ulate the rightmost path. To provide quick access to this path, we define type 
(T) 1 as the smallest solution of 

X: X [XxT]. 

J ust as we interpret elements of (T) as binary trees although they are just 
tuples, we interpret elements of (T}I as binary trees although they are just lists: 
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[] stands for the empty tree and (t, a) 1- u for a nonempty tree with left subtree 
t, root a, and right subtree u. Formally, this type is "isomorphic" to type (T) 
because, on the one hand, we have as abstraction function from (T) 1 to (T): 

[[]] = () 
[ (t, a) 1- u] = ([t], a, [u]), 

and, on the other hand, we have as representation function from (T) to (T)I: 

(()D = [J 
Q(t,a,u)D = ((tD,a)I-QuD. 

In addition, however, nonempty elementsof (T) 1 can be written in the form 
u -l (t, a), in which a is the last element of the inorder traversalof this tree. In 
terms of patterns of type {Th, opera ti on inc can thus be programmed as 

inc.(u-l{t,a)) = u-J{t,a+l). 

From this program it is immediate that the structure of the tree remains the 
same. Moreover, it looks like a program with constant time complexity-which 
is indeed the case, as will be shown shortly. 

Another nice property of type {Th is that its elements can be catenated: if 
t E (Th and u E (Th, then also t -tt-u E (T)t. This property can, for instance, 
be used to generate the inorder traversal in a simple way: 

io.[] = [] 
io.( u -l {t, a)) = io.( u* t)-l a, 

using that [t -tt-u] = [t] *[u]. This program is as good as tail recursive-in 
contrast with the definition of-: for type {T), which is noteven linearly recursive. 

To support the above-mentioned operations we implement algebra 

Tl = ((Th I [ ], ( =[]), [·], * 'hd, tl, lt, ft). 

Si nee {Th = [(Th x T], this algebra may be considered as an instanee of algebra 
CDQ (see Section 4.5): 

CDQ = ([U] I [],(=[]),[-], -tt- ,hd,tl,lt,ft), 

However, instantiation of the refinement of CDQ with U := (T) 1 x T does not give 
a concrete refinement of Tl because type (Th is not concrete. To get around 
this problem, we have to instantiate the refinement of CDQ with U := D x T, 
where D is the concrete type refining [U]. After renaming we thus obtain the 
following pointer type: 

R = A(l:R, a:RxT, r:R). 

The programs for the operations of Tl can now be obtained from the programs 
for CDQ. This yields a destructive implementation of Tl, for which all operations 
have constant time complexity. The price to be paid is an extra pointer per 
node, viz. three pointers instead of two for the standard implementation of (T) 
as described in Section 4.3. 

In Chapter 9 we will use algebra Tl toprogram bottorn-up skew heaps. 
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6.2.3 Root-path views 

Another example of an operation that is often supported in constant time is 
removal of a specified subtree. Assuming that a occurs exactly once, removal of 
the subtree with root a may he defined as follows in terms of type (T) ( using E 
to determine the location of a): 

rem.a.(t, b, u) 
D 
D 

() 
(rem.a.t, b, u) 
(t, b, rem.a. u) 

,a= b 
,a Et 
,a Eu. 

As before with the definition of inc, this definition of rem in terms of (T) is not 
what we want when rem corresponds toa simple 0(1) program at pointer level. 

We obtain a more appropriate definition for rem by defining it in terms of 
type (T) 2, which is the smallest solution of 

X: X= [X x TuT x X]. 

Although elements of this type are actually lists, they can he interpreted as 
binary trees according to the following abstraction function: 

I[[ J] 
[(t, a) t- u] 
[(a,u)H] 

= () 
([t], a, [u]) 

([t], a, [u]). 

Since [(t,a)t-u] = [(a,u)H], the sametree in (T) is represented by many 
different "trees" in (T}2. Consequently, a function definition in terms of type 
(T}2 does not necessarily induce a function on (T). A suftleient condition to 
ensure that a function f on (T}2 induces a function on (T) is that [f.t] = [f.u] 
should hold whenever [t] = [u]. 

In termsof type {T) 2 , removal of the subtree rooted in a can now he described 
as 

rem.a.(v*(t,a)t-u) = v. 

A similar, but more primitive operation is 

split.a.( v * (t, a) t- u) = ( t, v, u). 

In these definitions v represents more than a tree: it also records the loca
tion where the subtree with root a resided prior to removal. Or, formally: if 
split.a.x (t,v,u) then [x] [v* (t,a)t-u], which means that the tree repre
sented by x can he reconstructed from a and split.a.x. 

As counterpart of rem we have "catenation" of trees: for t and u in (T)2, 
also t *u denotes a tree in (T}2. In terms of type {T), catenation of t and 
u means that an empty subtree of a node in t is replaced by u; which one is 
replaced is determined by t. For example, catenation of [(t0 , a0 }, {ai. t1}, (a2 , t 2}] 
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and u corresponds to replacing the left subtree of node a 2-which is empty-by 
u. 

Note that rem is not defined for allelementsof (T)2; rem.a.( v *(a, u) 1- t), 
for example, is not defined. This is no problem as long as a function value 
is defined for at least one representation of each tree in (T). For a particular 
function we choose the elements of (Th that are best suited to define it. 

To define operations that manipulate specified subtrees, often a type like 

(T)3 = [(T) x TuT x (T)] x (T) 

suffi.ces instead of the more intricate type (T) 2 . An element of this type repre
seuts a tree according to the following abstraction: 

= x [([],x)] 

[((t,a)l-u,x)] = 
[((a,u)l-t,x)] = 

(t, a, [(u, x )]J) 
([(t, x)], a, u). 

In terms of type (T)3, a tree x in which a occurs can be decomposed in exactly 
one way as x = ( v, (t, a, u)). That is, this representation allows us to dissect 
tree x in the subtree rooted in a with left subtree t and right subtree u, and the 
remainder of x, called v, which eneodes the root-pathof a in x. This contrasts 
with type (T) 2 , for which these components are not uniquely determined. As 
programs for rem and split we now have 

rem.a.( v, (t, a, u)) 

split.a.( v, (t, a, u)) 

( v, ()) 

(([],t),(v, ()),([],u)). 

In Part II we willoften abbreviate ([],x) to x, and (v, ( )) to v. 

Pointer representations 

We briefly discuss a pointer representation of (T) that supports the kind of 
decomposition required for patterns of type (Th and (T)3 . The pointer type is 

P = 1\(l:P, a:T, u:P, r:P). 

The coupling ~ between (T) and P is defined as follows 

x~ p = x= tree.p 1\ DL.p 1\ pl\.u = nil, 

where 

tree.nil ( ) 

tree.p 

and DL.p expresses that p points toa "doubly-linked tree": 

DL.nil 

DL.p 

true 

(pi\ .l # nil => pi\ .[A. u = p) 1\ DL.(pl\ .l) 

1\ (pl\.r :j; nil => pl\.rl\.u = p) 1\ DL.(p1\.r). 
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As remarked before, an element v of [ (T} x T UT x (T)] represents more than 
a tree in (T). To represent v we use in addition to a pointer p to the root 
of v, a pointer q pointing to the last node of v (if v [ ], then q = nil). In 
this way, four pointers are used to represent triple (t, v, u), which is the result 
of split.a.x: two for v, one for t, and one for u. To obtain ·these pointers in 
constant time, we assume that type T is of the form [O .. N), and that trees are 
free of duplicates. As in Section 6.1, this enables us to use a global array f of 
type (O .. N) ..... P such that, given a, the pointers to the roots of t and u are 
f[a]".l and f[a]".r, respectively, and f(a]".u points tothelast node of v. Hence, 
given a and a pointer p to the representation of x, the representation of split.a.x 
can be obtained from array f in constant time. 

6.3 Trees and forests 

Insteadof binary trees in which each node has two subtrees, many data structure 
designs employ a view of trees in which each node has an unbounded (yet finite) 
number of subtrees. In the literature, a collection of trees is called a forest; in 
this terminology, a tree consists of a root node and a forest of subtrees. In the 
next section, we present some common types of trees and forests. Subsequently, 
we generalize the root-path views of binary trees defined in Section 6.2.3 to 
root-path views of trees and forests. 

6.3.1 Top-down views 

There are many top-down views of trees and forests. An important distinction 
between these views is whether the order of the subtrees is taken into account 
or not. In formal definitions of tree types, this corresponds to either a list or a 
bag/set of subtrees. Two such tree types are (T} 4 and (T} 5, defined as smallest 
solutions of equations 

X: X= T x [X], 

and 

X: X T x lXJ, 

respectively. An element (a, t} of (T)4, with a E T and t E [ (T)4], stands for 
a nonempty tree with root a a.nd the trees in list t as subtrees. Sîmilarly, an 
element (a, t} of (T}5 denotes a nonempty tree with root a and the trees in bag 
t as subtrees. Elementsof type [ (T}4 ] and l(T}5J are forests. 

In many data structures, trees are required to be free of duplicates, and also 
trees in a forest are required to be disjoint. Instead of type (T}5 , a type like 
(T}6 may then be used, which is defined as the smallest solution of 

X: X= T x {X}. 

The advantage over type (T}5 is tha.t standardized set notations ca.n be used to 
define operations on trees of type (T}G. 
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6.3.2 Root-path views 

In a similar way to that in Section 6.2.3, we now introduce root-path views 
of types (T) 4 and (T)6 to fa.cilitate the definition of operations that modify 
specified subtrees. 

We first consider the simpler type (T) 6 • Toprogram the remova.l of a specified 
subtree for this type, it suflices to introduce type 

A nonempty list of this type represents a tree in (T)6 according to the following 
abstraction: 

x [[x]] 

[(a,t)l-v]] (a,tl:J {[v]}) ,v ::/: []. 

(The empty list (of type (T)7) may be viewed as an empty tree.) In termsof this 
type, a tree in which a occurs exactly once can be written in the form v -i (a, t) 
in precisely one way. The program for removal is thus: 

rem.a.( v -i (a, t)) = v, 

in which v corresponds to the root-path of a. 

Next we consider type (T) 4 • In this case, a more intricate type is required to 
define rem because the order of the subtrees must be taken into account. The 
following type is appropria.te: 

(T)s = [ [(T)4] x T x [(T)4]] x (T)4. 

The abstraction function is 

[([],x)] 
[((t,a,u)f-v,x)] 

x 

(a, t * [[(v,x)]] *u). 

Hence, (v,x) represents the (#t + 1)-st subtree of a, located between those 
subtrees in t and those in u. In terms of type (T)8 , a tree in which a occurs 
exactly once can be written in the form v -i (a, t) in precisely one way, which 
leads to the following program for remova.l: 

rem.a.( v, (a, t)) = ( v, () ). 

Again, v eneodes the root-path of a. 

Pointer representations 

Pointer representations for types like (T)4 a.nd (T)6 are in essence much the 
same as those for binary tree types. An appropriate pointer type for (T)4 tha.t 
a.lso supports root-path view (T) 8 is, for instanee ( cf. type P in Section 6.2.3): 
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Q = 1\(a:T,u:Q,s:[Q]). 

For a pointer p of this type, pl\.u provides access to the "parent" node and 
pl\.s represents the forest of subtrees of node a. To support efficient deletion of 
arbitrary subtrees, a doubly-linked list representation can be used for type [Q]. 
This amounts to four pointers per node. 

In case T [O .. N) and access to subtrees must be supported in constant 
time, an array of type [O .. N) Q is required in addition (see Section 6.2.3). 
Then a total of five pointers per node is used. 

6.4 Overview of tree types 

Reeall that (p,x : P : E) denotes the smallest solution of x : P 1\ x = E. 
Throughout this chapter we have defined the following types of binary trees: 

(T) (p,X:()EX:XxTxX) 

(T)I (pX ::(X x T]) 

(Th, (pX :: (X x TU T x X]) 

(T)3 [{T) x TuT x {T)] x {T). 

Each binary tree of type (T) is represented by exactly one binary tree in (Th 
but by many different "binary trees" in {T)2 and (T)3. 

Furthermore, we have defined the following types of nonempty trees: 

(T)4 (pX :: T x [X]) 

(T}s = (p,X :: T x tXJ) 

(T}6 (p,X :: T x {X}) 

(T}ï [{T}6] 

{T)s [ [(T)4] x T x [{T)4]] x (T)4, 

where (T) 4 and (T)8 as well as (T)6 and {Th\ {[]} are isomorphic. 

In Part li we will use these tree types without botbering about their pointer 
implementations. We claim, however, that all basic tree operations used in 
Part I1 can be supported in constant time, using the techniques of this chapter. 



Part II 

Case Studies 



Chapter 7 

Tricky representations of sets 
and arrays 

As remarked at the end of Chapter 3, there are amortized analyses in which a 
potential function that is bounded from below by a constant cannot be used. In 
this chapter we provide a simple example of such a case (Section 7.4). Further
more, we show in this chapter hów arrays can be combined with a functional 
programming style. An important aspect of this combination is that the algebra 
of arrays (as defined in Example 1.7) is destructive, hence that arrays must be 
restricted to linear usage. This restrietion causes no problems, but the imple
mented algebras will be destructive too, so these algebras must be restricted to 
linear usage as well. 

The material in this chapter is inspired by the problem stated in Exercîse 2.12 
from [1]: 

Develop a technique to initialize an entry of a matrix to zero the 
fiiSt time it is accessed, thereby eliminating the O((#V)2 ) time to 
initialize an adjacency matrix. [Hint: Maintain a pointer in each 
initialized entry to a back pointer on a stack. Each time an entry 
is accessed, verify that the contents are not random by making sure 
the pointer in that entry points to the active region on the stack and 
that the back pointer points to the entry.] 

Although the practical significanee of this "trick" for avoiding initialization of 
large arrays may be small, it has been applied many times throughout the com
puting literature ([19] and [14] are just two arbitrary papers that refer to Exer
cise 2.12). Apparently, Mehlhorn recognized that this trick deserves more than 
the statusofan exercise, for he presents a solution in his hook on data structures 
and algorithms [23, pp. 289-290]. In this chapter we present two more solutions 
and compare them with Mehlhorn's solution. 

At first we interpreted Exercise 2.12 as a problem of set representation. 
Realizing that the adjacency matrix in the exercise represents the set of arcs of a 
directed graph~whose vertices are numbered consecutively~we considered the 
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problem of implementing an algebra with data type {[O .. N)}, fora fixed natural 
number N. Sets of this type can be generated from the empty set by means of 
operation El), a restricted version of insertion (as defined in Section 1.1.4). An 
element can be deleted from such a set by means of operation e. To solve the 
exercise we implement the following algebra of "bounded sets": 

BS = ( {[O .. N)} I {}, #, E, ED, 8 ), 

such that each operation is supported in 0(1) time. Operation # has been 
included instead of ( = { } ) because it can be implemented at no extra cost in the 
implementation of BS in Section 7.1. 

On second thoughts, however, another way to solve the exercise is to impie
ment the following algebra of arrays efficiently: 

AK = ( [O .. N) ...... T I K, lookup, update). 

The difference with the algebra of arrays defined in Example 1. 7 is that an 
arbitrary (but fixed) function K E [O .. N) ...... T is provided instead of relation 
?. Function f( serves as initial array value: for example, K.i = false is often 
an appropriate initial value when T = Bool. The problem is to support each 
operation of AK in constant time. In Section 7.2 we show how this can be done. 

7.1 A tricky representation of sets 

The problem is to implement BS by a concrete algebra with signature 

C = ( C I empty, size, member, insert, delete ), 

say, such that all operations of C have 0(1) time complexity. Although algebra 
BS is bijective-which enables us to use abstraction functions to describe its 
refinements- we will use a coupling ~. say, because this shortens the descrip
tions somewhat. 

As stepping-stone towards a solution for C, we first present two well-known 
refinements of BS. We do not provide correctness proofs for the operations; this 
amounts to instantiation of Definition 2.12, where it should be noted that ED and 
e are partial functions: S ED i and S 8 i are defined only if i rt S and i E S, 
respecti vely. 

Bit-vector 

A standard solution is to represent a subset of [O .. N) by an array of type B, 
where 

B [O .. N) __. Bool. 

In order to obtain an 0(1) program for operation size, we take C = B x [O .. NJ, 
and define the coupling relation by 
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8 ~ (b, n) = 8 = {i I b[i]} 1\ #8 = n. 

The operations are implemented as follows: 

empty (g.?.O,O) 

I[ g.b.i (g.b[i:=false].(i+l) ,i :f N IJ b ,i= N) Jl 
size.(b, n) 

member.i.(b, n) 

insert.(b, n).i 

delete.(b, n).i 

n 

b[i] 

= (b[i:=true], n+l) 

(b[i:=false], n-1). 

The only problem with this refinement is that operation empty takes O(N) time. 

Enumeration 

Another well-known way to represent a set is by enumeration of its elements. 
For this purpose lists are adequate, but we use an array type instead toprepare 
for the next refinement. We introduce array type 

E = [O .. N)-> [O .. N), 

and we take C = E x [O .. N]. The coupling relation is defined by 

8 ~ (e,n) 8={e[i]IO~i<n} 1\ #8=n, 

and the operations are defined as 

empty 

size.(e, n) 

member.i.(e, n) = 

(?,0) 

n 

g.O :f n 

I[ g.j (j ,i= e[j] IJ g.(j+I) ,i :f e[j]) ,j :f n 

. insert.(e, n).i 

delete.(e, n).i 

IJ n 

11 
(e[n:=i], n+ 1) 

(e[g.O:=e[n-1]], n-1) 

I[ g.j = (j ,i= e[j] IJ g.(j+1) ,i :f e[j]) ]1. 

,j = n 

This time, we see that empty takes 0(1) time, but member and delete take O(N) 
time in the worst case. 

Tricky representation 

From the previous refinement, we i.ow construct an efficient solution for C. We 
first concentrate on an 0(1) program for member. In the previous refinement 
we have that member.i.(e, n) is equivalent to (3j : 0 ~ j < n : i = e[j]). To 
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determine the value of this predicate in constant time, we abserve that segment 
e[O .. n) represents an injective function from [O .. n) to [O .. N). So, we can introduce 
an additional array /, say, of type E as "inverse" of e[O .. n) such that predicate 
(3j: 0::::; j < n: i= e[j]) is equivalent to 0::::; /[i]< n A i= e[f[i]]; this may 
he paraphrased as «/[i] equals the location of i in e[O .. n) (if present)". 

Thus, we take C Ex [O .. N] x E, and define the coupling relation by 

S ::: (e, n, f) S = {e[i] I 0::::; i< n} A #S = n 

A (V i : 0 ::::; i < n : f[e[i]] = i). 

In this definition the conjunct #S = n is actually redundant, but its presence 
reminds us that this coupling is an extension of the previous one. To prove that 
i E S is indeed equivalent to 0 ::::; /[i] < n A i = e[f[i]] when S::: (e, n, /), we 
observe: 

iE S 

{ definition of S } 
(3 j : 0 ::::; j < n : i = e[j]) 

{ condition (V i : 0 ::::; i < n : /[e[i]] = i) } 

(3 j : 0 ::::; j < n: i e[j] A /[e[j]] j) 

{ f is a function } 

(3 j : /[i] j : 0 ::::; j < n A i== e{j]) 
{ one-point rule } 

0 ::::; /[i] < n A i = e[f[i]]. 

The operations of BS are now refined by the following 0(1) programs, which 
should he compared with those in the previous refinement: 

empty = (?,0, ?) 

size.(e, n,!) == n 

member.i.(e, n, /) = 0 ::::; /[i] < n A i = e[f[ i]] 
insert.(e, n, /).i = (e[n:==i], n+ 1, /[i:=n]} 

delete.(e, n, /}.i == (e[/[i]:=e[n-1]], n-1, /[e[n-1]:=/[i]]). 

In the program for member we have exploited the fact that f is of type E: this 
means that 0 ::::; /[i] < N, hence /[i] is in the domain of e. 

The tricky thing about this implementation is that member always returns 
the desired value, despite the fact that evaluation of member.i.(e, n, /) may give 
rise to inspeetion of "uninitialized" elements of f ( and e ). 

7.2 A tricky representation of arrays 

Starting from the tricky representation of BS, we now design a similar imple
mentation of AK, for which we use as signature: 
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D = ( D I K, lookup, update). 

The idea is to represent an array of type [O .. N)-+ T by a quadruple (c, e, m, f) 
in which c is the actual representation of the array and (e, m, /) represents the 
set of "initialized" elements of c, as in the tricky representation of sets in the 
previous section. To implement this idea we de:fine data type D as 

D = ([O .. N)-+ T) x Ex (O .. N] x E, 

and coupling ::::= as 

a::::= (c,e,m,f) (Vi:iES:a.i c[i]) A (Vi:if/.S:a.i K.i) 

A #S = m A (V i : 0 :$ i < m : f[e[i]] i), 

w here S = { e[ i] I 0 :$ i < m}. The following programs are now easily found 
(note that P is equivalent to i E S): 

K = (?, ?,0, ?) 

lookup. ( c, e, m, f}.i = c[ i] , P 
0 J{.i ,..,p 

I[ P = 0 :$/[i]< m A i= e[f[i]JJI 

update.(c, e, m, f).i.x (c[i:=x], e, m, /) , P 
IJ (c[i:=x], e[m:=i], m+ 1, f[i:=m]) , -.P 

I[ P = 0 :$ /[i] < m A i = e[f[i]] ]1. 

In order that the program for lookup he concrete, a concrete program for /( 
should he available. Provided this program for J( has 0(1) time complexity, all 
operations of D have 0(1) time complexity as well. For example, if T = Nat, 
K could be de:fined as K.i = fl. As for space utilization we remark that this 
implementation of arrays has an overhead of 0( N log N) bits, and whether or 
not this overhead is negligible depends on T. 

7.3 Mehlhorn's tricky representation of sets 

On pages 289-290 in [23], we encountered a somewhat different solution than 
ours. On second reading of the hint in Exercise 2.12 we discovered that we did 
not follow it as closely as Mehlhorn did. Mehlhorn 's solution is more of a mixture 
of the bit-vector re:finement and enumeration. lndeed, his solution arises when 
we use algebra D to implement array b in the bit-vector refinement. 

To descri he his implementation of bounded sets (algebra BS), we take as 
concrete type C B x [O .. N] x E .x [O .. N] x E and as coupling relation: 

S ::::= (b, n, e, m,J) S ={i I b[i] A 0:$ /(i]< m A i e(f[i]]} 
A #S n A #{e[i]l 0:$ i< m} = m. 
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The opera.tions are implemented a.s follows: 

empty (?,0, ?,0, ?) 

size.(b, n, e, m,!} = n 
member.i.(b,n,e,m,!} b[i] 1\ o:::;f[i]<m 1\ i=e[f[i]] 

insert.(b, n, e, m, !}.i (b[i:=true], n+ 1, e[m:=i], m+1, /[i:=m]), -.p 

delete.(b, n, e, m, /).i 

0 (b[i:=true],n+1,e,m,/),P 

H P = 0:::; /[i] < m 1\ i = e[f[i]J 11 

= (b[i:=false], n-1, e, m,/). 

Note tha.t m is never decrea.sed in these programs a.nd tha.t m=N implies P. 
Hence, when m ha.s rea.ched its ma.ximal value N, Mehlhorn's solution red u ces 
to the bit-vector implementa.tion. Unfortuna.tely, this is ofno use beca.use refine
ment Cis only required in ca.se the tota.l number of set opera.tions is considera.bly 
less tha.n 0{ N) ( see next sec ti on). Hence, in typical a.pplica.tions m will not rea.ch 
value N. 

7.4 An unboundedly small potential 

Let us compa.re the bit-vector refinement with the tricky representa.tions of sets 
by consiclering program f E [ [O .. N)] ~ C, which converts a. listinto (a. repre
senta.tion of) a. set: 

f.[] 
f.(i f- s) 

empty 
= insert.c.i 
IJ c 

I[ c = f.s 11-

, -,member.c.i 
, member.c.i 

Note that algebra. C is used in a linear fa.shion, a.s required. Using a. tricky 
representa.tion of sets, computa.tion of f.s dea.rly takes 0( #s) time. For the bit
vector refinement this computa.tion takes 0( N + #s) time, which is 0( #s) when 
#sis fi(N), a.nd O(N) otherwise. Phra.sed differently, when a. sufficient number 
of set opera.tions ha.s been performed, the O(N) cost of empty is negligible, but 
otherwise it is better to use a. tricky representation of sets. 

It is interesting to perform an amortized a.na.lysis of program f in ca.se the 
bit-vector refinement is used. A realistic cost mea.sure T for this implementation 
of bounded sets is defined by pla.cing the dots a.s follows: 

empty = (g.?.O, 0) 

I[ g.b.i:::: (g.b[i:=false1.( i+ 1) , i :f N D b , i N) 11 
size.(b, n) - n 

member.i.(b, n) - b[i] 

insert.(b, n}.i .!.. (b[i:=true], n+l) 

delete.(b, n).i - (b[i:=false], n-1}. 
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Then T[empty] N + 1. We introduce amortized costs for algebra C according 
to the general scheme of Section 5.5: 

A[empty] 

A[size](c) 

= T[empty] + q,.empty 

T[size](c) 

A[member](i,c) = T[member](i,c) 

A[insert](c, i) 

A[delete]( c, i) 
= T[insert](c, i)+ q,.(insert.c.i)- q,_c 

T[delete](c, i)+ q,.( delete.c.i)- q,.c, 

where c E B x [O .. N]. Now, to obta.in constant amortized costs for empty we have 
to choose q, such that N + 1 + q, .empty is 0(1 ), and to obta.in constant amortized 
costs for thè rema.ining operations it su:ffices to take a constant function for q,_ 
Therefore, we take q, .c = - N, as a consequence of which the amortized costs of 
each operation of C is exactly one. To determine T[!], we now define 

A[f](s) = T[f](s) + q,.(f.s). 

Then A[!]([]) 1 and A[/]( i 1-s) S. 2 + A[f](s), and 

T[f](s) = A[f](s)- q,.(f.s) S. 1 + 2#s + N. 

This formally proves that the computation of f.s costs O(N + #s). 
So, in this analysis a negative potential function naturally arises. For fixed 

N this potentialis however bounded from below by -N, which enables us to 
apply a trick to change this into a nonnegative potential: view empty as a 
transformation from {.1.} to C, ànd define q,_J. = N and q,_c 0 for c E C. 
Furthermore, define 

A[empty] = T[empty] + q,_empty- q, . .l.. 

Then the potential is nonnegative and the amortized costs are all 0(1). (A 
drawback of this trick of defining q, . .1. unequal to 0 is that the analysis of f 
must he adftpted too: its amortized costs must bedefinedas A[f](s) T[f](s)+ 
q,.(f.s) q, . .l., which gives the same bound for T[f](s).) 

By "promoting" N toa parameter of algebra BS, however, this trick does 
not work anymore. By this we mean that data type {[O .. N)} is changed into 

{(n,{[O .. n)}) In E Nat}. 

Then empty gets a natural number as parameter such that empty.n creates a 
representation for the empty set of type {[O .. n )}. The appropriate potential is 
now q, .( n, c) -n, and since n ranges over all nat u ral numbers, this potentialis 
not bounded from below. From this we conclude that the des i re to achieve 0( 1) 
amortized costs for this modified algebra, a negative potentialis really needed. 
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7.5 Comparisons 

Algebras BS and AK are strongly related in the sense that an effident imple
mentation for BS is easily designed given an efficient implementation for AK, 
and vice versa. Comparing the two tricky representations of sets, we see, on the 
one hand, that our programs for member and insert are simpler than Mehlhorn's 
programs, and, on the other hand, that his program for delete is simpler than 
ours. A possible drawback of Mehlhorn's solution is that it requires a hoolean 
array. 

In summary, the results for the respective refinements of BS are: 

6 tricky Mehlhorn's 
bit-vector enumeration presentation solution 

{} O(N) 0(1) 0(1) 0(1) 
#S 0(1) 0(1) 0(1) 0(1) 

iE S 0(1) O(#S) 0(1) 0(1) 
s Efl i 0(1) 0(1) 0(1) 0(1) 
se i 0(1) O(#S) 0(1) 0(1) 

space (bits) N Nlog2 N 2Nlog2 N 2Nlog2 N + N 

This table suggests that the second refinement is hardly useful. However, com
pared to the bit-vector refinement, enumeration has the advantage that the 
elements of set S can he enumerated in 0( #S) time, while this takes O(N) 
time in the bit-vector refinement, regardless of the size of the enumerated set S. 

From the bottorn line of this table, we conclude that the price to be paid 
for the 0(1) initialization of bounded sets is the increase in space utillzation 
from O(N) to O(N log N) bits. As explained inSection 7.4, the O(N) initializa
tion should be avoided only when the total number of applications of the other 
operations in the rest of the program is significantly smaller than O(N), e.g. 
0( ..fN). An example of such a program is a simple recognition algorithm for 
so-called series-parallel graphs. The first part of this algorithm computes the 
adjacency matrix fortheinput graph, which normally takes 0(( #V)2 ) time ( cf. 
Exercise 2.12 at the beginning of this chapter). The number of accesses to this 
matrix in the second part of the algorithm is however linear in #V. Therefore it 
is worth while to use the tricky representation for the are set of the input graph, 
si nee it is given that the number of arcs is 0( #V), thereby reducing the time 
complexity of the entire algorithm to 0( #V). 

In practice, however, the implicit constant in the O(N) bound for the ini
tialization of arrays is very small, and, consequently, a tricky representation of 
sets is not worth the trouble for small values of N. 



Chapter 8 

Maintaining the minimum of 
a list 

In this chapter we show how inspeetion operation ! can be added to the list 
algebras from Chapter 4 in such a way that each operation still has constant
possibly amortized-time complexity. Using essentially the same method, we 
obtain a destructive solution for concatenable queues and purely-functional so
lutions for stacks, queues, and deques. An efficient implementation of concaten
able deques is ho wever beyond the scope of the metbod described in this chapter. 
We have found similar implementations of these list algebras in [10]. 

Throughout this chapter, T denotes a linearly ordered type. In Chapter 1, 
!s has been defined for nonempty s only. Here we extend it with ![] = oo, 
where oo is larger than any element of T. As announced in Example 2.26, we 
shall also discuss noninjective algebras which arise when inspections hd and lt 
are omitted from the above-mentioned list algebras. This give rise to simpler 
and more efficient implementations, as will be shown in Section 8.4. 

8.1 Stacks 

In this section we design an efficient purely-functional implementation for the 
algebra of minstacks: 

MS = ( [T] I [], ( =[]), f- 'hd, tl,! ). 

Sirree the algebra of stacks is the basic list algebra for functionallanguages ( cf. 
Chapter 4), this shows that inspeetion ! can be provided efficiently for any 
functional program. 

Informally, the problem is to maintain the minimum of a list under the 
transformations 1- and ti. Since !(a f- s) = a min !s , this can easily be done for 
1-. However, !(tl.s) cannot be determined from !s in each case: if hd.s = !s, 
there is no relation between the minima of tl..~ and s. Amoment's reileetion leads 
to the condusion that besides the minimum of the stack also the minimum of 
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the ta.il part a.fter the minimum must be ma.inta.ined. Repea.ting this observa.tion 
leads to the following definitions. 

As concrete data. type we use a. subset of type [[T] x T]. Lists of this type 
represent listsin [T] a.ccording to abstraction [-JI: 

[ [Jll = ll 
[(s,a)l-x] = s#[a]#[x]. 

For a. list x = [( s0 , a0 ), ( s1 , a.), . .. ] of this type, we ca.ll x the outer list a.nd the 
s;'s inner lists. List x is a. kind of "list pa.rtition" of [x]l. 

To expedite the retrieval of the minimum va.lue, these pa.rtitions are required 
to sa.tisfy condition P defined by 

P.[] true 

P.((s, a) 1-x) a::; !s /\ a< ![x] /\ P.x. 

The concrete type thus consists of those lists in [[T] x T] sa.tisfying P. The 
conesponding programs of 0(1) time complexity are: 

empty [] 
isempty.x x= IJ 
cons.b.x ([],b)l-x ,b < min.x 
cons.b.(( s, a) 1- x) (bl-s,a)l-x , b?. a 

hd.((s, a) 1-x) a ,s = [] 
0 hd.s ,si[] 

tl.((s,a)l-x) x ,s = [] 
IJ (tl.s,a)l-x ,si[] 

min.[] 00 

min.((s,a)l-x) a. 

Since the outer list a.s well a.s the inner lists are used a.s sta.cks, these programs 
are purely-functiona.l. In the worst case (when all inner lists are empty), a.bout 
2#x pointers are required for the representa.tion of [x] (instea.d of #x for a.n 
ordina.ry sta.ck, cf. Section 4.3). 

Note tha.t ea.ch list of type [T] ca.n be pa.rtioned in only one wa.y, a.s we have 
the following representa.tion function, which ma.ps [T] onto [[T] x T]: 

Q [JD = [] 
Qs#[a]#tD = (s,a)I-QtD ,a::;!s /\ a<!t. 

By writing a ::; !s /\ a < !t instea.d of a < !s /\ a ::; !t, a is the rightmost 
occurrence of the minimum of s *[a]* t instea.d of the leftmost occurrence; in 
this wa.y, the length of QsD is minimized. Computa.tion of UsD is ea.sily clone in 
linea.r time, using one a.pplica.tion of empty a.nd #s a.pplica.tions of cons. 

Remark 8.1 
The a.bove pa.rtioning ma.y be a.pplied to the inner lists a.s well. Instea.d of 
[[T] x T] we then get the smallest salution of 
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X:X = [XxT] 

as concrete type. This tree type has already been introduced in Chapter 6, 
where it was called (T)I. The corresponding representation function now yields 
a binary tree: 

[] 

(QsD,a)f-QtD , a~ ls 1\ a< lt. 

In terrus of type (T), this a tree satisfying the following heap condition: 

H.() 

H.(t, a, u) 

true 

H.t 1\ a~ 1t 1\ a< lu 1\ H.u, 

and heap x represents list x, the inorder traversalof x. These binary heaps are 
known as Cartesian trees [35] and have many applications (see e.g. [3, 9]). 
D 

8.2 Deques 

InSection 5.6.1 we have implemented an algebra of deques using a pair of stacks. 
From the observations in the previous section we conclude that algebra DQ 
extended with opera ti on 1: 

MDQ=([T]I [],(=[]),f-,hd,tl,-1,1t,jt,rev,l), 

can thus be implemented by means of a pair of minstacks. The program for min 
IS 

min.(s, t) = ls min lt, 

and the programs for the other operations can simply be copied from Sec
tion 5.6.1. This yields an efficient purely-functional solution which uses at most 
two pointers per list element. 

8.3 Concatenable queues 

As far as we know there is no implementation for algebra M DQ extended with * 
such that all operations have 0(1) time complexity. An efficient implementation 
of concatenable minqueues, ho wever, is possible: 

CMQ = ( [T] I [], ( =[ ]), [·], *, hd, tl, 1 ). 

As stepping-stone to an implementation of this algebra, we first give an alter
native implementation of minqueues: 

MQ=([T]I [],(=[]),-l,hd,tl,l). 
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This implementation is identical to the implementation of MS in Section 8.1, 
except that operation -1 is refined by 

snoc.x.b = f.x.([],b) 
I[ f.[J.(t,b) 

f.(x -1(s,a)).(t,b) = 
D 

]I. 

[(t, b )] 
x -1(s,a) -1(t,b) 
f.x.(s *[a]* t, b) 

,a< b 
, a 2: b 

In these programs the inner lists are used as concatenable queues. Since these 
lists are used in a linear fashion, the destructive implementation of concatenable 
queues described in Section 4.5 can be used. The outer list is used as a deque. 
Taking <)).x = #x as potential, the amortized costs of snoc ( and the other 
operations) are all 0(1). 

As implementation for *we have 

cat.x.y = g.x.y 

I[ g.[J.y Y 

Jl. 

g.x.[] x 
g.(x-1(s,a)).((t,b)f-y) = (x-1(s,a))*((t,b)f-y) ,a< b 

D g.x.((s*[a]*t,b)f-y) ,a2:b 

With the same potential as above, this program also has 0( 1) amortized cost. 
Note that the outer list is now used as a concatenable deque. 

8.4 N oninjective algebras 

There are applications of minqueues in which operation hd is not required. In 
those cases it suffices to implement the following algebra: 

MQ' = ([T]I [],(=[]), -1,tl,!). 

As explained in Example 2.26, this algebra is not injective because lists [1, 0] and 
[2, 0], for example, cannot be distinguished. To descri he an efficient implemen
tation of MQ' we use a representation function ~·D that maps [T] onto concrete 
type [Nat x T]: 

[] 

(#s,a)f-~tD , a:::; !s 1\ a< !t. 

Hence, instead of a list x of type [[T] x T], it now suffices to record the length 
of the inner lists. 

Accordingly, the programs are obta.ined by replacing the inner lists in the 
programs for minqueues by their length: 

empty = [] 
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isempty.x = x=[] 

snoc.x.b = f.x.(O,b) 

I[ f.[].(n,b) [(n, b)] 
J.(x -l(m,a)).(n,b) = x -l(m,a)-1 (n,b) ,a< b 

0 f.x.(m+l+n, b) ,a;?: b 

11 
tl.( ( m, a) 1- x) = x ,m=O 

0 (m-l,a)f-x ,m::j:O 

min.[] = 00 

min.((m,a)l-x)= a. 

As the outer list is used as a deque, it follows that there exists a purely-functional 
implementation of MQ'. 

Example 8.2 
As an application of algebra MQ', we consider an abstract version of the pagi
nation algorithm used in the pagination strategy MS in [22]. The problem is to 
determine, for fixed positive integer /(, a pair of elements of a given sequence 
that are no more than J( positions apart and that have minimal sum. More 
formally, the problem is to compute 

(Min i,j: 0 ~i< j < N 1\ j-K ~ i: X[i] + X[j]) 

for given integer array X of positive length N. 

Our salution relies on the fact that for 1 ~ n < N: 

(Mini,j: 0 ~i< j < n+l 1\ j-K ~i: X[i] + X[j]) 

= { split off j = n } 

(Min i,j: 0 ~ i< j < n 1\ j-K ~ i: X[i] + X(j]) 
min ((Min i : 0 ~ i < n 1\ n-K ~ i : X[i]) + X[n]). 

To compute the minimum expressed on the bottorn line we use a minqueue 
q satisfying [q] [i: 0 ~ i< n 1\ n-K ~ i: X[i]]. This yields the following 
O(N) program for the original problem: 

m, q, n := oo, snoc.empty.X[O], 1 
; don ::j: N -. 

od 

m := mmin(min.q + X[n]) 
; q snoc.q.X[n] 
; if n ;::: J( -. q := tl.q 

0 n < K -> skip 
fi 

; n := n+l 
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Clearly, operation hd is not used in this application, and therefore the above 
described implementation of minqueues suffices. 
0 

The algebra of minstacks without operation hd is also noninjective, and type 
[Nat x T] can he used to implement this algebra as well. The following algebra 
of mindeques without operations hd and lt is however injective: 

( [T] I [ ], ( =[]), 1- 'tl, -1 ,/t, !). 

If two lists of equal length differ in one position, both lists can he reduced by 
means of tl and ft to singleton lists conta.ining these elements ànd operation ! 
will then return different results forthese singleton lists. lmplementation of these 
mindeques using a pair of minstacks therefore requires the full set of operations 
of algebra MS. 



Chapter 9 

Skew heaps 

In this chapter we design and analyze functional programs for a number of 
priority queue operations. At the speci:fication level (Section 9.1) priority queues 
are considered as bags, whereas they are represented by pointer-structures at the 
implementation level (Section 9.5). In the major part of this chapter, however, 
priority queues will be described in terms of trees so as to achieve a suitable 
separation of concerns (Sections 9.2 and 9.4). 

The implementations of priority queues treated in this chapter are based 
upon the skew heaps of Sleator and Tarjan [30]. In terms of the appropriate 
tree types we are able to give concise programs for the various priority queue 
operations, and these programs form the starting-point fora formal performance 
analysis of skew heaps. Our systematic approach results in improvements for 
the programs as well as tighter bounds for the amortized costs thereof. The 
required potential functions will he derived as much as possible. 

9.1 Priority queues 

The problem under consideration is the design of efficient implementations of 
an abstract algebra of priority queues PQ to he de:fined below. The data type 
of PQ is Unt), and PQ should comprise all operations that pertain to bags in 
programs like sortO presented below. This program puts a list of integers into 
ascending order by means of a number of bag operations (sortO E [Int]-->[Int]): 

sortO = goJ 

I[ f.[J 

]I. 

f.( a 1- s) 
g.B 

lJ 
la) EB f.s 

[) ,B= lJ 
!B 1- g.(.JJ,B) , B =f lJ 

As a possible de:finition for PQ we propose an algebra with six operations: 

PQ = ( UntJ I lJ, U, EB, ( =lJ),!, .JJ, ), 
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where the last two operations both have domain UntJ\ {t J}. Si nee any bag can 
he constructed by means of the first three operations, and since any pair of 
distinct bags can he distinguished by means of the last three operations, algebra 
PQ is bijective. As explained in Section 2.5, any refinement of PQ may therefore 
he described by means of a (surjective) abstraction function. The problem is 
thus to design a concrete algebra with signature 

SH ( S I empty,single, union, isempty, min, delmin ), 

say, such that SH refines PQ under abstraction [-]. 

In comparison with [30], we haveinduded in PQ the operation t·J insteadof 
the abstract counterpart of operation insert E IntxS-.S, which satisfies 

[insert.a.p] = ta) E9 [p]. 

Of course, there is no essential difference between our notion of priority queues 
and theirs, because, on the one hand operation insert can he implemented as 

insert.a.p = union.(single.a ).p, 

and on the other hand single can he defined as 

single.a = insert.a.empty. 

We prefer to include single as a priority queue operation because it is simpler 
than insert. Note, however, that inclusion of insert insteadof single as operation 
in PQ would make operation union superfluous for the refinement of sortO. This 
operation is nevertheless included because it is an important operation in other 
applications (e.g., computation of minimum-cost spanning trees); some authors 
emphasize its preserree by using the term "mergeable priority queue". 

With algebra SH at our disposal, we readily obtain the following concrete 
program as refinement of sortO: 

sortl = go/ 
I[ f.[] = empty 

f.(a 1- s) = union.(single.a).(/.s) 
g.p = [] , isempty.p 

I] min.pl-g.(delmin.p) ,-,isempty.p 

11-

Of course, we are only interested in efficient refinements of PQ. Therefore, 
we end this section with a number of efficiency requirements. 

To begin with, we aim at a representation for priority queues that takes linear 
space, i.e., 0( #[p]) space to represent priority queue p. Next, we formulate some 
requirements for the time complexity of the operations, for which the amortized 
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costs are defined according to the scheme of Section 5.5: 

= T[empty] + 41.empty A[empty] 

A[single](a) 

A[union](p, q) 

A[isempty](p) = 
A[min](p) 

A[delmin](p) 

= T[single](a) + 41.(single.a) 

T[union](p, q) + 41.(union.p.q)- 41.p- 41.q 

T[isempty] (p) 

= T[min](p) 

T[delmin](p) + 41.(delmin.p) 41.p. 

We would like to have 0(1) bounds for the amortized costs of all priority queue 
operations. But, since we are able tosort with these operations (e.g., by means of 
program sortl ), we have to allow that some operations have logarithmic bounds 
for their amortized costs. In any case, however, we want the computation of 
sortl.s to take O(#slog #s) time. In addition we want the potential function 
to be nonnegative and smal! (e.g., 0 ~ 41.p ~ #[p]). 

9.2 Top-down skew heaps 

lt goes without saying that we try to keep the implementation of an algebra as 
simple as possible. We hope to achieve this by taking as our principal working 
hypothesis that-ideally-any design decision should be justly motivated by a 
phrase like "The simplest solution we can think of is now to ... ". 

Under this hypothesis, we shall derive a very simple implementation of pri
ority queues. Despite its simplicity, however, it is not easy to show that the 
efficiency requirements are met. In order to show that the amortized costs of 
the priority queue opera ti ons are sufficiently low, we try to derive-as much as 
possible-a suitable potential function. 

So, let us now see whether these intentions come to anything good. In order 
to get started, we first have to make a decision regarding data type S. In 
the previous section we have already conduded that abstraction [-] must be 
surjective, hence S should satisfy: 

(1) (V B: BE Unt): (3p: p ES: B [pE)). 

In view of this requirement the simplest concrete type for S we can think of is 
[Int], or a subset thereof. Unfortunately, as the reader may verify, it is not at 
all clear how the efficiency requirements can be met in this way. 

The next candidate for S is (Int). We decide to let S be a subset of (Int) 
that is, we require S to satisfy: 

(2) S Ç (Int). 

This restrietion on S enables us to define H already at this point, namely as 

[()] = u 
[(t,a,u)] = [t]jEJ)la)$[u]. 

This representation takes linear space. 
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9.2.1 Introduetion of IXl 

We now turn our attention to the operations of SH. "On the fly" we will derive 
additional restrictions on S and a suitable definition for S will be presented at 
the end of this section. 

First of all, we deal with the operations empty, isempty, and single, since 
their definitions are fixed by our choice for 1:-]. More precisely, ( ) is the only 
element of (Int) whose [-]J-value equals l ), so we have to define 

empty = () 
isempty.z = z = ( ). 

Similarly, since (a) is the only element in (Int) whose [-]-value equals la), we 
define 

single.a (a). 

These three programs all have constant time complexity. 
Next, we consider operation min. For this operation we propose the simplest 

0(1) program we canthink of, viz. 

min.(t,a,u) ==a. 

This program is correct if S satisfies the additional restrietion 

(3) (t, a, u) E S => a = !(t, a, u}, 

which expresses that the root should contain the minimum value. 
Of the remaining two operations, we first consider delmin. We derive, for 

(t, a, u) E S: 

[delmin.(t, a, u)] 
= { specification of delmin } 

.U.[(t,a, u)] 

= { definition of .U.} 

[(t, a, u)] e l!(t, a, u}) 

= { definition of[·]; restrietion (3) on S } 

([t] 9 laJ 9 [u U e laJ 
= { bag calculus } 

[t]@ [u]. 

Since union is required to satisfy [union.x.y] == [x]@ [y] as well, we can deal 
with delmin and union in a uniform way by introducing operator l><l ("meld") 
satisfying 

(4) l><l ESXS-+S 

(5) [xl><ly] = [x]Gl[y]. 
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The resulting programs are 

umon.x.y x 1><3 y 

delmin.{t, a, u) = t 1><3 u, 

provided that S satisfies 

(6) {t,a,u)ES ~ tES A uES. 

In order not to impose stronger conditions on the priority queue operations 
than necessary, we choose forS the largest set satisfying requirements (1), (2), 
(3), and (6). That is, we define 

S = {z I zE (Int) A H.z}, 

where H is the heap condition for trees, defined by 

H.() 
H.(t, a, u) 

true 

H.t A a :5 !t A a ~ !u A H.u. 

Notice that the above derivation hinges on the decision to iinpose restrietion 
(3) on S; from this decision it follows in a calculational manner that S becomes 
thesetof (binary) heaps. 

From H.( ) and H.(a) we infer that empty and single indeed satisfy their 
specifications, which leaves us with the problem of designing an efficient program 
for 1><3. 

9.2.2 Implementation of 1><1 

It is hardly surprising that a program for 1><3 will he recursive. In the inductive 
derivation of candidates for x 1><3 y below, we first focus on x, for which we distin
guish the cases x = ( ) and x I ( ). Since the specification of x 1><3 y is symmetrie 
in x and y, the corresponding cases for y can then he settled by interchanging 
the role of x and y. 

Case x ( ). The obvious candidate for ( ) 1><3 y is y. 

Case x I ( ). In this case we dissect x, say x= (t,a,u), but we refrain from 
dissecting y (ju st to keep it simple ). Si nee part ( 4) of the specification of 1><3 is 
too weak on its own, we have to consider part ( 5) first: 

[(t, a, u) 1><3 yJI 
= { (5); definition of[·]; ffi is associative } 

[t] ffi la) ffi [u] ffi [y] 
{ ffi is symmetrie ( choosing 1 out of 3 options: y, u or t separate) } 

([t~ ffi [uD) ffi laJ ffi [y] 
{ ind. hypothesis (5) (choosing 1 out of2 options: tMu or uMt)} 

[t 1><3 u] ffi laJ ffi [y~ 
= { definition of[-] (choosing 1 out of2 options: 1><3 leftor 1><3 right)} 

[{t Mu,a, y)]. 
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Thus, for the time being, we take (t 1><3 u, a, y} as one out of twelve candidates 
for x 1><3 y. For this candidate, we now consider part ( 4) of the specification of 

1><3 (the heap condition). Assuming that x E S 1\ y E S, hence that H.t 1\ a :$ 
lt 1\ a:$ lu 1\ H.u 1\ H.y, we derive inductively: 

H.(t 1><3 u, a, y} 

{ definition of H } 

H.(tl><lu) 1\ a :$l{t1><3u) 1\ a :$lY 1\ H.y 

{ ind. hypothesis (4), hence H.ti\H.u => H.(tl><lu); assumption} 

a :$ l( t 1><3 u) 1\ a :$ ly 

{ ind. hypothesis (5), hence [tl><lu] = [t]EB [u]; bag calculus} 

a :$ lt 1\ a :$ lu 1\ a :$ ly 

{ assumption; a = lx } 
lx :$ ly. 

For the other candidates we obtain the same condition to ensure that ( 4) is 
satisfied in all cases. 

So, we can solve the cases x = ( } and x ::f ( } 1\ !x :$ lY. By interchanging 
x and y in the above derivation, we also obtain solutions for the cases y = ( } 
and y ::f ( ) 1\ lY :$ !x. Hence, we are done because the case analysis is 
now exhaustive. There is even some overlap in this case analysis and we can 
limit the number of cases to three by removing some of this overlap: instea.d 
of the two cases x = { ) and y = { ) we take case x = { ) 1\ y = { ). (In 
Section 9.2.6 we will consider a slightly more complicated alternative.) In order 
to turn the above conditions into concrete guards, we introduce function m, 
satisfying H.z => m.z=lz, defined by 

m.() = oo 

m.(t, a, u) = a. 

As a result, we obtain linearly recursive programs of the form 

()l><l() () 
(t,a,u} 1><3 y ..!.. B ,a:$ m.y 

x 1><3 {t,a,u) ..!.. B' ,a:$ m.x, 

in which B is one of the twelve candidates for x 1><3 y mentioned above and B' is 
the corresponding candidate with y replaced by x. As for the possibilities for B, 
however, we can limit our attention to the following three candidates: 

(Y) (t 1><3 u, a, y) 
(U) (t 1><3 y, a, u} 
(T) (u 1><3 y, a, t}, 
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because, firstly, swapping the operands of lXI is of no use, since our tentative pro
gram for lXI is symmetrie, and, secondly, swapping the subtrees only exchanges 
the role of left and right, which cannot induce essentially different results. 

The cost measure defined by the dots in the above program scheme for lXI 

will be called N. Notice that N(E) is approximately equal to the number of 
integer camparisans performed in the evaluation of E ( counting one comparison 
for each unfolding of the second or third alternative of lXI , also counting the 
camparisans with oo ). 

The choice between (Y), (U), and (T) is motivated by the following obser
vations. Consider program h (cf. programfin sort1, Section 9.1): 

h.[] = () 
h.(af-s) == (a)IXIh.s. 

Then-as the reader may verify-N[h](s) ~ ~(#s)2 , if we take (Y) for Bands 
decreasing. Similarly, we have that N[h](s) ~ !(#s)2 , if we take (U) for Band 
s decreasing. It is even the case that the last alternative of the program for lXI 

is never applied in these computations of h. Hence, irrespective of our choice 
for B' candidates (Y) and (U) drop out. Fortunately, candidate (T) cannot be 
eliminated in this way. The remaining program for lXI reads: 

()lXI() {) 

(t,a,u) lXI y -'- (u!XIy,a,t) ,a::::; m.y 
x lXI (t,a,u) - (u!XIx,a,t) ,a::::; m.x. 

This program is almast the same as the program for top-down melding of skew 
heaps in [30J, and Sleator and Tarjan have shown-informally-that their pro
gram is efficient in the amortized sense. The fact that t and u are "swapped" 
in the last two alternatives is crudal for the efficiency. In the next section we 
perfarm a formal amortized analysis of the above program for lXI. Note that 
N[delmin](h.s) is approximately #(h.s) if sis increasing, hencesome applica
tions of delmin may take fl( #s) time during the evaluation of sortl.s; therefore 
an amortized analysis is really necessary. 

9.2.3 Analysis of [X] 

The amortized costs of lXI are defined by 

(7) A[IXI](x,y)=N[1X1](x,y)+41.(x!XIy) 41.x 41.y. 

In order to facilitate computations with potential 41, we introduce function <p 
and we choose the following recursive definition for 41 ( cf. the recursive structure 
of (Int)). 

41.{) 

41.(t, a, u) 

0 

41.t + <p.t.u + 41.u. 
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By writing <p.t.u insteadof <p.t.a.u, say, we make Cli.(t, a, u) independent of the 
value of a. This shortens the calculations involving 'P somewhat, and-as we 
shall see later on- this is a harmless design decision. (As a matter of fact, Cll.z 
will he independent of the values in z altogether hecause <p.t.u will he indepen
dent of the val u es in t and u.) 

Reeall that we want Cli to he nonnegative and small. In order to fulfill these 
requirements we have chosen Cli.() = 0. Moreover, we require 'P to be nonnega
tive and small. Our main goal is to define 'P in such a way that .A[ 1><1]( x, y) can 
he shown to he O(log(#x + UY)). Here, Rz denotes 1 + #z, hence it is positive 
and it makes sense to write things like log2 #zand Jx/UY-also when empty trees 
are not excluded. In the sequel we will often use that U satisfies the following 
recurrence relation: 

U() = 1 

U(t, a, u) = Ut+ ft u. 

As a first step, we derive a recurrence relation for .A[ 1><1]. 

Case x = ( ) A y = ( ). Then .Af[~><~]({),()) = 0, and 

.A[r><~]((),()) 

= { (7)} 
.Af[ 1><1] ( ( ) , ( ) ) + cp .( ( ) 1><1 ( ) ) - cp. ( ) - cp. ( ) 

= { definition of 1><1; Cli.() = 0} 
0. 

Case x= {t, a, u) A a::; m.y. Then.Af[r><~](x, y) = 1+.Af[ l><l](u, y), and x 1><1 y = 
(ur><~y,a,t), and 

.A[r><~](x,y) 

{ (7) } 

N[r><~](x,y)+ Cli.(xr><~y)- Cll.x- Cll.y 

{ definition of 1><1; definition of Cli } 

1 +.Af[ ~><~](u, y) + Cll.(u I><IY) + <p.( u r><~y).t + Cll.t Cll.t <p.t.u- Cll.u- Cll.y 

= { definition of .A } 

.A[ 1><1]( u, y) + <p.( u 1><1 y ).t + 1 - <p.t. u. 

By symmetry, we thus have: 

.A[r><~]((),()) = 0 

(8) .A[r><~]((t,a,u),y) = .A[r><~](u,y)+<p.(ur><~y).t+l-<p.t.u ,a:=;m.y 

.A[r><~](x,(t,a,u)) = .A[r><~](u,x)+<p.(ur><~x).t+l <p.t.u ,a::;m.x. 

U nfolding this recurrence relation several times and realizing that .A[ 1><1]( x, y) is 
defined in termsof x, y, and x 1><1 y ( cf. (7)), we aim at aresult of the following 
form (symmetrie in x and y ): 
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(9) A[tx~](x,y)= r.(xtx~y)+ó..x+ó..y. 

Functions r and 6. are now derived inductively. Since A[ tx1 ]( ( ), ( ) ) = 0, we 
take r .( ) = 0 and 6..{ ) = 0. With case x = (t, a, u) A a ::; m.y we deal as 
follows, using (9) as induction hypothesis: 

A[ tx1 ](x, y) 

= { (8) } 

A[ tx1 ](u, y) + tp.( u tx1 y).t + 1 - tp.t.u 

= { induction hypothesis (9) } 

r.( u t\<1 y) + ó..u + ó..y + tp.( u t\<1 y).t + 1- tp.t.u 

{ definitions of r and 6., see below } 

r.(u t\<1 y, a, t) + ó..{t, a, u)+ ó..y 

= { definition of tx1 } 

r.(x t\<1 y) + ó..x + ó..y. 

The remaining case follows by symmetry, hence (9) holds if wedefine 

r.() = 0 

r.(t, a, u) = f.t + tp.t.u + 1 

6..() = 0 

ó..(t, a, u) ó..u- tp.t.u + 6, 

with 1 and 6 constants to he chosen later on such that 1 + 6 = 1. 

A logarithmic bound for A[ tx1 ](x, y) follows from (9) if we can define tp and 
choose 1 and 6 such that 

(10) f.z $ logo ~z A ó..z $ log0 ~z, 

for some constant o:, o: > 1. To satisfy (10), we derive requirements on t.p by 
induction on z. 

Case z = ( ) . Trivial, since # ( ) = 1. 

Case z = {t, a, u). We derive for r and 6., respectively: 

f.{t, a, u) ó..{t, a, u) 

= { definition of r } { definition of 6. } 

f.t + cp.t.u + 1 ó..u cp.t.u+6 

< { ind. hypothesis (10) } < { ind. hypothesis (10) } 

logo ~t + t.p.t.u +I log0 #u- t.p.t.u + 6 

< { up per bound t.p in ( 11) } < { lower bound t.p in ( 11) } 

log<> #(t, a, u) log<> #(t, a, u). 

Hence, we require that t.p satisfies for any t and u, using #(t, a, u) = #t + ft u: 
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The existence of such a c.p is guaranteed if the lower bound never exceeds the 
up per bound. Therefore, we calculate ( m and n correspond to Ut and U u, respec
tively; hence, m and n are positive integers ): 

(V m n :: log aón < log mtn) 
' Ct m±n - Ct a'Ym 

{ monotonicity of loga (a > 1) } 

(V m n :: aón < m±n) 
' m±n - a'Ym 

= {1+6=1} 
(V m, n :: amn ~ ( m + n )2) 

{ } 
(Vm n ::a< 4 + (m-n)

2
) 

' - mn 

{ } 
Ct~ 4. 

Hence, for any a, 1 < a ~ 4, it follows from (9) and (10) that there exists a 
potential function for which 

A.[ l><l](x, y) ~ loga(Ux + UY) + loga Ux + loga UY· 

Thus, we have shown that A[ l><l](x, y) is O(log(Ux + UY) ). 
We are, however, not only interested in the asymptotic behaviour of A[l><l]. 

We obta.in a low up per bound for A[ l><l]( x, y) by choosing a as large as possible, 
viz. a = 4. Then 

This bound improves the bound of [30] by a factor 2. (In the next section we 
show that the bound can be reduced even further.) 

So much for the amortized costs of l><l. Next we try to define c.p such that 
it is nonnegative. Evidently, this requires that the upper bound for c.p in (11) is 
nonnegative. We observe: 

(V m, n :: 0 ~ log4 ':}":') 

{ monotonicity of log4 } 

(V m, n :: 1 ~ ':-y*":') 
{ } 

(V m, n :: 4"1 ~ m,;tn) 

{ } 
4"1 ~ 1 

{ monotonicity of exponentiation } 

I~ 0. 
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So, we have to take 1 :::;; 0 to ensure that I{) can he defined nonnegative. Fur
thermore, to obtain a small potential, we minimize the lower bound of 'Pin (11) 
by choosing 6 as small as possible under the constraints 1 + 6 = 1 and 1 :::;; 0. 
This yields 1 0 and 6 = 1. The smallest nonnegative choice for 'P thus is: 

4Uu 
<p.t.u = Io~-H -H- maxO 

~t +~u 

Then 0:::;; <p.t.u:::;; 1, and we have proved the following lemma. 

Lemma 9.1 
Let potential cP be defined by 

cP.{) = 0 

cP.(t, a, u) = cP.t + log4 ut!iu maxO + cP.u. 

Then 0:::;; cP.z:::;; #z, and the amortized costs of top-down melding satisfy 

0 

9.2.4 Refined ana)ysis of !><3 

As pointed out to us by D.D. Sleator, it is possible to rednee the constant in the 
bound for A[ 1><1} from ~ to approximately 1.44. To achieve this improvement, 
we refine the analysis of M by introducing independent constants in the bounds 
for f and .1.. That is, insteadof (10) we take 

(12) r.z:::;; logo #z 1\ Ll.z:::;; log,e #z, 

with a > 1 and (3 > 1. As may be gathered from the derivations in the previous 
section, these inequalities are satisfied if I{) satisfies ( cf. ( 11)) 

(36Uu Ut+ ~u 
( 13) log,e #t + #u :::;; <p.t.u :::;; logo a"Y#t . 

The existence of such a I{) is now guaranteed iffor any positive mand n (writing 
r:: = log0 (J): 

8 log lL:!!:_ < log mtn 
,8 m±n - a o"Ym 

= { log0 x=log,e xe; monotonicity of log,e ((3 > 1) } 

,8
8n < (m±n)e 

m±n- o"Ym 

{ ae (3 and 1 + 6 = 1 } 
I< < (m±n)e±l 
JJ- m~n 

{ } 
(lt.!!! )e±l 

(3 :::;; (~je 
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So, proceeding in terros of {3 and t (a: = (31fe), it suffices to choose {3 and t such 
that {3 > 1, t > 0, and 

(14) {3::;: (t+1r+l. 
ê 

· f t• (I+x)e+l · • · l t s1nce unc wn xli: 1s m1mma a x = t. 
lt is easily seen that such {3 and t exist, but we want to choose them such 

that we obtain a small bound forA[ t>4]. We have 

A[ D<l](x, y) 
{ (9) } 

r.(x t>4 y) +~.x+ ~.y 

::;: {(12)} 

log"' #(x M y) + log,e #x + log,e #y 
::;: { definition of# } 

loga(#x + #y) + 2log,a(Ux + #y) 
= { log2 a: (Iog2 {3)/ t } 

1%2/1 log2(#x + #y), 

and therefore we want to minimize ~ under constraint (14) over all {3 > 1 
Iog2 fJ 

and t > 0. For this purpose we may take equa.lity in (14), since, for fixed t, 

~ decrea.ses a.s {3 increa.ses. Using this equality gives 1og2p 

t+2 
(e+ 1 )log2(e+ 1)- dog2 t 

as quantity to minimize over all positive t. This gives l/log2 </> (:::::: 1.44) as 
minimal value at t = </> (:::::: 1.618), where </>is the golden ratio. From the equality 
in (14) we get {3 = <f><1>+2 (:::::: 5. 70) and the definition of t gives a: = <f>2<1>- 1 (:::::: 2.93). 
In the same fashion a.s in the previous section, the following lemma now follows. 

Lemma 9.2 
Let potential ~ be defined by 

~.(} 0 

~.{t,a, u) = ~.t + log,e uflttu maxO + ~.u, 
with {3 <f><1>+2. Then 0 ::;: ~.z ::;: #z, and the amortized costs of top-down 
melding satisfy 

A[ t>4](x, y)::;: log.p(#x + #y). 

0 

Since the above analysis does not leave much room for improvement, we 
conjecture that our bound for the amortized costs of D<l is tight; that is, we 
conjecture (V 11 : 11 < 1/log2 ~ : (3 x, y :: A[ D<l](x, y) > !J log2(#x + #y))), for 
any potential ~. 
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9.2.5 Results for priority queue operations 

We have derived the following programs for the priority queue operations: 

empty - () 
isempty.z - z = () 
single.a - {a) 

min.(t, a, u) - a 
union.x.y XMY 
delmin.(t, a, u) - tMU. 

The dots in these programs together with those in the program for M define 
cost measure T. As a result, we have that the amortized costs of empty, isempty, 
single, and min are 0(1). Furthermore, the amortized costs of union are loga
rithmic because A[union](x,y) = 1 + A[M)(x,y), and for delmin we have: 

A[delmin]( {t, a, u)) 

= { definition of A } 
T[delmin)((t,a,u)) + 4>.(delmin.(t,a,u)) 4>.(t,a,u) 

== { definitions of delmin, T, and 4.> } 

1 + N[ M ](t, u)+ 4.>.(t M u)- 4>.t- cp.t.u 4>.u 
{ definition of A } 

1 +A[ M](t, u)- cp.t.u 
< { cp is nonnegative } 

1+A[M](t,u). 

Hence, A[delmin]((t,a,u)) is O(logU(t,a,u)). Note that such a condusion can 
only be drawn ifcpis bounded from below by a constant (e.g., ifcpis nonnegative ). 

Thus-hiding the particular implementation of priority queue operations
we have as results for the amortized costs ( cf. Lemma 9.2): 

A[empty] is 0(1) 

A[ single]( a) is 0(1) 

A[union](p,q) < 1.44 log2(2 + #[p] + #[q]i) comparisons 

A[isempty](p) is 0(1) 

A[min](p) is 0(1) 

A[delmin](p) :::; 1.44 log2(1 + #[p]) comparisons. 

Moreover, there exists a potential function satisfying 0 S 4>.p S #[p]. 

9.2.6 Comparison with Sleator and Tarjan's results 

On page 54 in [30], Sleator and Tarjan describe top-down melding as follows: 
"we meld by merging the right paths of the two trees and then swapping the 
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left and right children of every node on the merge path except the lowest". Our 
program for lXI is simpler because it does not have such a strange exception. 

The potential function of Sleator and Tarjan for top-down melding is roughly 
given by 

!p.t.u { 
0 , #u :5; #t 
1 , #t < #u 

This potential satisfies bounds (11) if we take a 2, 'Y = 0, and 6 = 1. This 
potential is simpler, but the corresponding bound forA[ lXI] is more than twice 
as large: 

Sleator and Tarjan also discussed a "lazy" version of top-down melding that 
terminates as soon as one of the heaps is empty. This corresponds to the fol
lowing version for lXI, which also follows from our derivation in Section 9.2.2: 

() lXI y = y 
xiXI() =x 

(t,a,u) lXI y - (uiXly,a,t) 
x lXI (t,a,u) - (uiXlx,a,t) 

where m is only used for nonempty trees. 

, y ::f ( ) A a :5; m.y 
, x ::f ( ) A a :5; m.x, 

For this implementation of lXI one can derive that A[ lXI ]( ( ) , y) = 0 ::::; 
r.(() lXI y) + .ó..() + .ó..y, provided that rand 6. are nonnegative. Since 'Y = 0, 
6 = 1, and 0 ::::; 1p.t.u ::::; 1, functions r and ,ó. are indeed nonnegative. By 
induction it now follows that ( cf. (9)) 

A[IXI](x,y)::::; r.(xiXIy) + .ó..x + .ó..y, 

from which we infer that this alternative program for lXI is at least as good 
the previous one. However, for a decreasing list s we have that N[h](s) is 
Q( #s log #s) for function h defined in Section 9.2.2, so the amortized cost of lXI 

is stilllogarithmic. We conjecture that 1.44 log2(Ux + #y) is also a tight bound 
for A[IXI](x,y) in this case. 

9.3 Intermezzo on sorting 

As illustration of the usage of skew heaps, we analyze to what extent sort
ing can be done efficiently using skew heaps. One way is to use top-down 
skew heaps in program sortl (see Section 9.1), computation of sortl.s takes 
2.88#s log2 #s + 0( #s) comparisons in the worst-case. Ho wever, with a more 
sophisticated implementation of function fin sort1 we obtain a sorting program 
that uses at most 1.44#s log2 #s + 0( #s) comparisons. The idea is to see to 
it that in each application of union only priority queues of about equal size are 
united, so that computation of f.s takes 0( #s) time only. 
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PQsort goj 

I[!= ho Jo 
I[ fo.[] = [] 

Jo.( af- r) = fo.r -l single.a 
fd] = empty 
fi.(p] = p 
h .(p f- q f- ps) = fi.(ps -l union.p.q) 

ll 
g.p = [] , isempty.p 

D min.pf- g.(delmin.p) , --,isempty.p 

11· 

Remark 9.3 
Of course, PQsort is not intendedas a practical application of mergeable priority 
queues. If it is only for the above program, it is better to take thesetof ascending 
lists of integers as definition for S in Section 9.2.1. lmplementing union.p.q as 
the merge of lists pand q and implementing the other operations in the obvious 
way, the above program then reduces to Mergesort (see Example 4.4), which 
takes at most #s log2 #s comparisons. (By the way, merging ascending lists 
may he considered as a special case of melding heaps. This is reflected by the 
following program for merging: 

[] t><l [] [] 

(af- u) t><l y = af- u tx1 y , a ~ m.y 
x t><l (af- u) = af- u t><l x , a ~ m.x, 

where m.[] = oo and m.(af-u) =a. To compute xt><ly, however, this program 
takes 0( #x+ #y) time insteadof logarithmic timefortop-down skew heaps.) 
0 

It is not trivial that A[f](s), which equals T[f](s)+ éf>.(f.s), is linear in #s. 
To show this formally, we introduce amortized costs for the componentsof f: 

A[fo](s) = T[fo](s) + éf>*.(Jo.s) 

A[h](ps) = T[h](ps) + éf>.(fi.ps)- éf>*.ps, 

such that A[f]( s) = A[fo]( s) + A[h](J0 .s ). Here, potential Cf>* is defined for lists 
of priori ty queues by Cf>*. [] = 0 and éf>*.(p f- ps) = éJ> .p + éf>*.ps. 

Since it is easy to show that A[f0 ](s) is linear in #s, we focus our attention 
on A[h], for which we have the following recurrence relation: 

A[h]([]) 

A[h]([p]) 

A[h](p f- q f- ps) 

A[empty] 

0 

A[union](p, q) + A[h](ps -l union.p.q). 

In order that A[!I](s) is linear, it is important that in each application of union 
only priority queues of about equal sizes are united (more precisely, they differ 
at most a factor two in size). This fact is exploited in the following lemma. 
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Lemma 9.4 
For all natural k and l, 

A[h](ps)::; A[empty] + 1.44 2k (Ei: 1::; i::; k: (l + 1 + i)/2t 

provided ps satisfies: 

(i) #ps::; 2k 
(ii) (V i: 0::; i< #ps: #[ps.i]::; 21). 

Proof By induction on k. 

Case k = 0. Then A[fi](ps) is either A[empty] or 0, hence at most A[empty]. 

Case k = m+l. We consider l#ps/2J successive unfoldings of fi. The result 
of these unfoldings is called qs, and may be defined as follows. In case #ps is 
even, list qs satisfies #qs = #ps/2, and qs.i = union.(ps.(2i)).(ps.(2i+1)) for 
O::;i<#qs. In case #ps is odd, #qs = (#ps+1)/2, qs.O = ps.(#ps-1), and 
qs.( i+ 1) = union.(ps.(2i) ).(ps.(2i+ 1)) for o::; i<#qs-1. 

Now we may apply the induction hypothesis to qs, since #qs ::; 2m ( cf. (i)) 
and #[qs.i]::; 21+1 (cf. (ii)): 

0 

A[h](ps) 

= { unfold recurrence relation for A[h] l#ps/2J times } 

(Ei: 0::; i< l#ps/2J : A[union](ps.(2i),ps.(2i+l))) + A[fi](qs) 

< { bound for A[union], see Section 9.2.5 } 

(Ei: 0::; i< l#ps/2J : 1.44log2(2+#[ps.(2i)]+#[ps.(2i+l]))+A[fi](qs) 

< { (ii) and l 2: 0; l#ps/2J ::; 2m } 

1.44 2m(l+2) + A[JI](qs) 

< { induction hypothesis } 

1.44 2m(l+2) + A[empty] + 1.44 2m (Ei: 1::; i::; m: (l+2+i)/2i) 

= { calculus } 

A[empty] + 1.44 2m+1 (:Ei: 0::; i::; m: (l+1+i+1)/2i+l) 

= { k = m+1} 

A[empty] + 1.44 2k (:Ei: 1 ::; i::; k: (l+l+i)/2i). 

Instantiation of this lemma with k = flog2( #s+ 1 )l, l = 0, and ps = f0 .s yields, 
using #(!0 .s) = #s: 

A[h](fo.s)::; A[empty] + 2.88(#s+1) (:Ei: 1::; i::; flog2(#s+1)l: i;
1

). 

This implies that A[!I](f0 .s) is O(#s), since the summation has the sameorder 
of magnitude as f0

00 Wdx, which is 0(1). Hence, we have shown that A[f](s) 
is linearins (and also that T[f](s) is linear). 
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9.4 Bottorn-up skew heaps 

Reconsidering the derivation of the top-down skew heaps we condude that the 
decision to use binary trees as representations for bags is in fact the main design 
decision. Keeping matters as simple as possible, the introduetion of the heap 
condition and the operator M followed in a natura! way. The implementations 
derived for M both have logarithmic amortized costs and there seems to he no 
way to improve this. In [30], however, Sleator and Tarjan present the bottorn
up skew heaps as alternative implementation of priority queues. For bottorn-up 
skew heaps they achieve a logarithmic bound for the amortized costs of delmin 
and 0(1) bounds for the remaining operations; hence, the amortized costs of 
union are reduced to 0(1). How come? 

Well, Sleator and Tarjan still use binary trees to represent bags, but
formally speaking-they take a different view of binary trees. In the previous 
section we have introduced set (Int) in the common way, viz. as the smallest 
solution of 

X: X::;{()} u XxlntxX. 

This "top-down" view of binary trees forces us to dissect a nonempty tree into 
its left subtree, its root, and its right subtree, and in this way we are almost 
inescapably led to the programs found for M. It appears that the way one 
introduces binary trees constitutes an important design decision, for we have to 
take a special view of binary trees to arrive at the bottorn-up skew heaps. 

In case of bottorn-up skew heaps the following definition is appropriate. We 
de:fine set (Int)I as the smallest solution of 

X : X = [X x Int]. 

We have already described this tree type in Section 6.2.2, from which we reeall 
that elements of (Int )I are interpreted as binary trees in the following way: [] 
stands for the empty tree and (t, a) 1- u for a nonempty tree with left subtree t, 
root a, and right subtree u. In addition, we will use that nonempty elements of 
{Int )I can he dissected as u -l (t, a) ( where a is the last element of the i norder 
traversalof this tree). For the programs in the sequel the following algebra is 
appropriate: 

((Int )I I [ ], ( =[J), [·], *, hd, tl, lt, ft). 

As shown in Section 6.2.2, there exists a destructive implementation for this 
algebra that supports all operations in 0(1) time. 

Since there is a clear correspondence between (Int) and (Int)., we omit the 
de:finitions of functions like [·], m, and H for the latter type. However, doing 
the same for # would make #z ambiguous (for z E (Int)I). We resolve this 
ambiguity by interpreting #z as the length of list z. To denote the size of the 
tree associated with z we write #[z~. 

To obtain a definition of SH, we simply write the definitions for top-down 
skew heaps in terms of type (Int )I. This gives for S: 
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S = {z I zE {lnt)I A H.z}, 

and for the priority queue operations: 

empty ..!.. [] 
isempty.z ..!.. z = [] 
single.a - [ {[],a)] 

min.({t,a)f-u) - a 

union.x.y - xxy 

delmin.( {t, a) f- u) ..!.. t x u, 

where X ("bottom-up meld") is specified in the same way as [XI: X E SxS--+ S 
and [x X y] = [x] EB [y]. We have introduced X to distinguish top-down and 
bottorn-up implementations of melding in the sequel. 

9.4.1 lmplementation of X 

In this section we construct-in two steps-a bottorn-up version of melding 
which is almost the same as the algorithm described in [30, p.62]. 

In the first step we turn the (top-down) program for [XI into a tail-recursive 
(bottom-up) program. This transformation bears resemblance to the trans
formation prescribed by the following variation on well-known "tail-recursion 
theorema" from functional programming (see, e.g., [17, Theorem 6.2.0]). 

Theorem 9.5 
If function g is of the form 

g.[] 
g.(af-s) 

x 
G.a.(g.s) 

and function h is defined as 

h.[].x = x 
h.(s -Ja).x = h.s.(G.a.x), 

then 

h.s.X = g.s 

for all lists s. 
0 

In this theorem, function g is linearly recursive whereas function h is tail recur
sJve. 

In termsof type {Int)!, the program for [XI is: 
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[ 1 M [ 1 = [ 1 
((t,a)l-u) M y - (uMy,a)l-t , a::; m.y 

X M ( (t,a) 1- u) - {u Mx,a) 1-t ,a::; m.x. 

As in Theorem 9.5, we introduce a function F, say, with one more parameter 
than M, and we use a recursion pattern basedon -1 instead of 1- to define F. 
Then xMy = F.x.y.[] (see after Lemma 9.6), where 

F.[].[ 1.z z 
F.(u-l(t,a)).y.z -=- F.u.y.({z,a}l-t) ,a 2:: M.y 

F.x.(u-l(t,a}).z -=- F.u.x.((z,a}l-t) ,a 2:: M.x, 

with M defined by 

M.[] = -oo 

M.(u-l(t,a)) = a. 

(Note that, in general, M.z differs from the maximum of [z], for heap z.) The 
relation between F and M is expressed in Lemma 9.6, in which we use the 
following characterization of H for (Int )I -trees: 

(15) 
H.[] 
H.(u-l(t,a)) 

true 
H.u A M.u::; a A a::; m.t A H.t. 

Lemma 9.6 
For all heaps x,y, v, and w satisfying M.xmaxM.y::; m.vminm.w: 

F.x.y.(vMw) = (x-tt-v)M(y-tt-w). 

Proof Note that the premiss implies that x -tt- v and y -tt- w are heaps. The 
proof proceeds by induction on x and y, using the following exhaustive case 
analysis. 

Casex []A y=[]. BythedefinitionofF,F.[].[].(vMw) VMW. 

Case x = u -1 (t, a} A a 2:: M.y. Then M.x max M.y = a, and for all heaps v 
and w satisfying a::; m.v A a::; m.w we have: 

F.( u -1 (t, a} ).y.( v M w) 
= { definition of F (a 2:: M.y) } 

F.u.y.( (v M w, a) 1- t) 

{ definition of M (a ::; m. w) } 

F.u.y.(((t,a) 1- v) Mw) 

{ induction hypothesis (M.umaxM.y::; aminm.w, see below)} 

(u -tt- ( (t, a) 1- v)) M (y -tt- w) 
= { list calculus } 

((u-l(t,a))-tt-v)M(y-tt-w). 
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Since x is a heap, we have H.u 1\ M.u ~ a 1\ a ~ m.t 1\ H.t (cf. (15)). In 
conjunction with a~ m.v 1\ H.v, this implies H.((t,a}l-v). 

Case y u -1 (t, a} 1\ a~ M.x. This case follows by symmetry. 
0 

Instantiation of this lemma with v = [] and w = [] gives F.x .y.[] = x 1><1 y. 
Furthermore, we have N[F](x, y, []) = N[ l><l](x, y), where N denotes the cost 
measure for the above programs. So, the introduetion of F does not give an 
improvement. However, we are now ready for our second step in which we 
extend the base case for F.x.y.z from x=[] 1\ y [] to x=[] V y =[].As a 
result, we will obtain a program for X with 0(1) amortized costs, whereas the 
same extension applied to the program for 1><1 gives no essential rednetion (see 
Section 9.2.6). 

We observe that M.x maxM.y ~ m.z holds as precondition for all (recursive) 
applications F.x .y.z generated during the evaluation of F.x.y.[ ]. For x = [ ], this 
is equivalent to M.y ~ m.z, and consequently, y +1- z is a heap. Since we assume 
that +1- takes 0(1) time for (Int}I-trees, we simply take this for F.[].y.z. By 
symmetry, we take F.x.[].z x +1- z, and we obtain as program for X: 

xxy = F.x.y.[] 

I[ F.[].y.z = y+t-z 

- F.u.y.( (z, a} 1-t) , a~ M.y 1\ Y 1 [] F.( u -1 (t, a} ).y.z 

F.x.[].z 

F.x.(u-l(t,a)).z - F.u.x.( (z, a} 1-t) , a ~ M.x 1\ x 1 [] 
ll· 

In this program, M is used for nonempty trees only. 

Compared to the program for 1><1 , the program for x is more intricate and 
so will be its analysis. In a first, exploratory analysis we will strive for an 0(1) 
bound for the amortized costs of X. Unfortunately, this results in a linear bound 
for delmin, which is not what we are after. In Section 9.4.3 we will therefore 
combinetheresult of the next section with our approachtotop-down skew heaps 
so as to obtain a logarithmic bound for delmin. 

9.4.2 Bottorn-up analysis of X 

As before, we use N to denote the cost measure defined by the dots in the 
above program. This measure exactly counts the number of comparisons. The 
amortized costs for X are defined as usual. 

A[x](x, y) = N[x](x, y) +().(x h)- ().x (i.y. 

However, the pattem of the definition of the amortized costs for F, given by 

A[F](x,y,z) N[F](x,y,z)+().(F.x.y.z)-().x (i.y, 
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deviates from the general pattem used thus far. We have omitted "-i).z", for 
otherwise it is impossible-as far as we know-to define i) such that .A[F] is 
0(1 ). As a possible explanation, we remark that we u se F in such a way that 
z is merely an accumulation parameter, whereas x and y are input parameters 
and F.x.y.z is the result. 

From the program for X, it is immediate that .A[X](x,y) = .A[F](x,y,[]). 
Our goal is now to define i) such that .A[F] is 0(1). To achieve this, we change 
the above program for F a little bit because an analysis of this program along 
the same lines as below leadstoa potential function for which .A[F] is not 0(1). 
We shall therefore study the following equivalent program for F, which we have 
obtained by singling out the cases in which one of the first two arguments is a 
singleton list: 

F.[J.y.1:] 
F.[(t, a}].y.z 

= y 

..:.. Y*((z,a)l-t) ,a;?:M.yAy:j:.[] 

F.( u -l (t, a) ).y.z - F.u.y.({z,a)l-t) ,a;?: M.y A y =f:. [] A u =f:. []. 

The symmetrie counterparts of these alternatives are omitted. 

We first consider the recursive case for F, since this puts the strongest re
quirements on i) (u =f:. [ ]): 

.A[F]( u -l (t, a), y, z) 

= { definition of .A } 
N[F]( u -l {t, a}, y, z) + i).(F.( u -l {t, a) ).y.z)- ().(u -l (t, a))- i).y 

{ definitions of F and N } 
1 + N[F]( u, y, (z, a) 1-t) + i).(F.u.y.((z, a) H)) ().(u -l (t, a)) é).y 

= { definition of .A } 

.A[F](u, y, {z,a)l-t) + 1 + i).u- i).(u -l (t,a)). 

In order to obtain an 0(1) bound for .A[F] wedefine i) such that 1 + i).u
().(u -l (t, a)) ::;; 0. To keep i) as small as possible, we even take 

(16) ().(u-l(t,a)) = i).u+ 1, 

for u =f:. [ ]. 

Taking ().[] = 0 gives .A[F]([], y, []) 0, and for the remaining nonrecursive 
case we derive (y =f:. [ ]): 

.A[F]([(t, a)], y, z) 

= { definition of .A } 
N[F]([(t, a)], y, z) + ().(F.[(t, a}].y.z)- ().[(t, a)]- i).y 

= { definition of F and N } 
1 + ().(y * ((z,a) H))- ().[(t,a}]- i).y 

{ (16) implies ().(y* ({z,a)H)) = i).y + 1 + #t, for y =f:. []} 
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1 + 1 + #t- cJi.[(t,a)] 

{take cJi.[(t,a)] = #t + 1 (see definition cJi below)} 

1. 

Hence, A[F](x, y, z) ~ 1, if wedefine cJi as follows: 

cJi.[] = 0 

cJi.( (t, a) I- u) #t + 1 +#u, 

and, consequently, A[ X]( x, y) ~ 1. (We leave it to the reader to ascertain that 
a similar analysis of the program derived in Section 9.4.1 leads to potential 
cJi.z = #z, for which A[F] is not 0(1).) 

Remark 9.7 
The above derived potential cJi is reminiscent of the potential used by Sleator 
and Tarjan in their analysis of bottorn-up skew heaps. In their terminology, 
cJi.x equals the sum of the lengths of the major path and the minor pathof x. 
(The majorpathof x is the rightrnost pathof x, and the minorpathof x is the 
rightmost pathof x's left subtree) 
0 

With Tas defined fortop-down skew heaps, we now have 0(1) bounds for 
all priority queue operations, except that for delmin: 

A[delmin]( (t, a) I- u) 

{ definition of A } 
T[delmin ]( (t, a) 1- u) + cJi.( delmin.( (t, a) I- u)) - cJi.( (t, a) I- u) 

{ definitions of delmin and cJi } 

1 +N[x](t,u)+ cJi.(txu)- #t -1- #u 

= { definition of A } 
A[X](t,u)+ cJi.t- #t + cJi.u- #u 

< { bound forA[ x]} 

1 + cJi.t- #t + cJi.u- #u. 

Unfortunately, cJi.z - #z may be linear in the size of z, and therefore we can 
only conclude that A[delmin](z) is linear in the size of z. 

9.4.3 First top-down analysis of X 

To obtain a logarithrnic bound for the arnortized casts of delmin we analyze 
yet another (equivalent) program for X. In spired by the potential function of 
Sleator and Tarjan for bottorn-up skew heaps, we take a potential function of 
the following form: 

cJi.() 

cJi.(t, a, u) 

0 

W .(t, a, u)+ II.t + II.(t, a, u), 
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with 

w.() 0 
w.(t, a, u) w.t + t/J.t.u + w.u, 

and 

IT.() = 0 

ll.(t,a, u) 11'.t.u+ IT.u. 

The form of I) may be considered as a mixture of the form of the potentia.l 
function for top-down skew heaps (w) and the form of the potentia.l function 
found in the previous section (ll, twice). 

Remark 9.8 (see Remark 9.7) 
In the above form for I), the nocles on the major path and those on the minor path 
are treated as special-as is also clone in [30]. The term ll.(t, a, u) corresponds 
to the major path and IT.t to the minor path. 
0 

Our analysis of top-down skew heaps proceeded smoothly because the re
cursion pattern in the program of !Xl matched the recursive definition of the 
potential so well. In view of the above definition of I) we therefore decide to 
construct a top-down simulation (read "algorithmic refinement") of x. This 
simulation is based on the observation that x X y t * (u !Xl y) if m.x :$ m.y, 
where t and u satisfy t *u = x and M.t :$ m.y :$ m.u. Phrased differently, 
x X y can be computed in two stages: first compute t and then compute u !Xl y. 
This is encoded in the following program: 

() x () = () 
(t, a, u) x y (t, a, u <1 y) ,a:$ m.y 

x x (t, a, u) = (t,a,u<l x) ,a:$m.x, 

where 

() <I () () 
(t, a, u) <1 y = (t, a, u <1 y) ,a:$m.y 

x <I (t,a,u) ..!.. (u!Xlx,a,t) ,a:$ m.x, 

and where 

() (XI () () 
(t, a, u) (XI y ..:.. (u !Xl y, a, t) ,a:$ m.y 

x (XI (t, a, u) ..:.. (uMx,a,t) ,a:$m.x. 

Note that some of the above definitions are longer than necessary (e.g., the 
definition of X). The uniformity of the above definitions, however, turns out to 
he the basis for a smooth amortized analysis. The cost measure N for the above 
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program has been chosen such that it coincides with the cost measure for the 
bottorn-up program for X. 

To facilitate the calculations below, we introduce fundions 0 and 8, defined 
by 0.z = iJ!'.z + IT.zand lJ.t.u = 1/J.t.u + 1r.t.u. Then 

0.(} = 0 

0.(t,a,u) = iJ!'.t+lJ.t.u+0.u, 

and 

().() = 0 

().(t, a, u) 0.t + lJ.t.u + 0.u, 

as a consequence of which II and 1r become superfluous. Reeall that the amor
tized costs of X are defined as 

A[x](x,y) = N[x](x,y)+ ().(xxy)- ().x- ().y. 

In what follows, we will derive suitable definitions forA[<~] and A[l><l]. 

Six requirements on lJ and 1/J 

In order that () is nonnegative and small, we require that lJ and ·Ij; satisfy 

(i) 0 S lJ.t.u 

(ii) 0 S 1/J.t.u, 

and also that lJ and 1/J are small. In the sequel we will accumulate further require
ments on lJ and 1/J that ensure that A[ X] is 0(1) and A[delmin] is logarithmic. 

For A[X] we have A[x](( ),( )) = 0, and in case xxy = (t,a,u<J y), we 
derive: 

A[x](x,y) 

= { defini ti on of A[ X ] } 

N[x](x,y) + ().(xxy)- ().x- ().y 

= { definitions of N and ()(x= (t,a,u))} 

N[<~]( u, y) + 0.t + ll.t.( u <1 y) + 0.( u <1 y)- 0.t- ll.t.u- 0.u- ().y 

= { definition of A[ <1] ( see below) } 

A[<~](u,y)+ll.t.(u<J y)- lJ.t.u. 

The appropriate definition for the amortized cost of <1 is thus given by 

A[<~](x, y) = N[<~](x, y) + 0.(x <1 y)- 0.x- ().y. 

Simply turning the handle gives A[<~]( ( ), ( ) ) = 0, and for the case x <1 y 
(t, a, u <1 y): 
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A[<~](x,y) = A[<~](u,y)+ O.t.(u <l y)- O.t.u. 

In case x <l y = (u M x, a, t), we derive the definition of A[ M J as follows: 

A[<~](x, y) 

= { definition of A[<~] } 

N[<~](x, y) + e.(x <l y) e.x- 4>.y 
{ definitions of N a.nd e (y = (t, a, u)) } 

1 + N[ M ](u, x)+ IJf.( u MX) + O.(u Mx).t + e.t- e.x e.t- O.t.u e.u 

= { definition of A[ M J ( see below) } 

A[M](u,x) + 1 + O.(uMx).t- O.t.u, 

where the a.mortized cost of M is defined by 

A[ M ](x, y) = N[ M](x, y) + IJf.(x M y)- e.x- e.y. 

Omitting the calculations forA[ M], we thus obtain as recurrence relations: 

A[ x]((),(}) = 0 

A[x]({t,a,u),y) = A[<~](u,y)+O.t.(u<~ y) O.t.u , a ::5 m.y 

A[X](x,(t,a,u}) = A[<~)( u, x)+ O.t.( u <l x)- O.t.u , a ::5 m.x 

A[<~]( ( ) ' ( ) ) = 0 

A[<~]( (t, a, u), y) = A[<~](u,y)+ O.t.(u<~ y)- O.t.u , a ::5 m.y 

A[<~](x, (t,a,u)) A[M](u,x)+ 1 + O.(uMx).t O.t.u , a ::5 m.x 

A[M]((),()) = 0 

A[M]((t,a,u),y) = A[M](u,y) + 1 + 'lj).(uMy).t- O.t.u , a ::5 m.y 

A[M](x,(t,a,u)) A[M](u,x)+ 1 + 'lj).(uMx).t- O.t.u , a ::5 m.x. 

Solving A[ X] from this set of recurrence relations leads to at most one un
folding of the last alternative of A[<~]. In order tha.t A[ X] is 0(1 ), it is therefore 
sufficient to require that the term 1 + 0.( u M x ).t O.t.u is bounded, while the 
other terms are required to be nonpositive. Thus, we require tha.t, for some 
constant Î and for all t, u, x and y: 

(iii) O.t.( u <l y) ::5 O.t.u 

(iv) O.(uMx).t ::5 O.t.u + Î 
(v) 1 +'Ij).( u My).t ::5 O.t.u. 

If we succeed in fulfilling these five requirements, we may conclude from the 
above set of recurrence relations that A[X)(x,y) ::5 Î + 1. These requirements 
are, of course, easily met when we choose 'lj).t.u = 0 and O.t.u 1; then 4> 
coincides with the potentia.l function derived inSection 9.4.2. There is, however, 
a.n additional requirement to ensure a. logarithmic bound for delmin: 
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{ definition of A } 
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T[delmin]({t, a, u))+~.( delmin.(t, a, u))- ~.{t, a, u} 

{ definitions of T,delmin, and ~ } 

1 + N[&](t, u)+ ~.(t&u)- 0.t- O.t.u 0.u 

{ definition of A } 
1 + A[&](t, u)+ ~.t +~.u- 0.t- O.t.u 0.u 

:::; { above bound forA[ X];() nonnegative (requirement (i))} 

7 + 2 + ~.t- 0.t +~.u e.u 
:::; { ~.z- e.z:::; log.:. #z, see below} 

7 + 2 +log" #t + loga #u 
< { 4mn :::; ( m + n )2 } 

7 + 2 + 2log"(#t +#u) -loga 4. 

We choose 'Ij; and () such that ~.z- 0.z:::; loga #z, forsome constant a, a> 1. 
Evidently, this is true for z = ( ). For z {t, a, u), we have that ~.z- 0.z IT.t, 
and therefore we want II to satisfy 

(17) II.z:::; loga #z, 

for all z. To obtain a requirement in terms of 'Ij; and 0, we first translate this 
requirement on II into a requirement on 1r. We apply induction on z. 

Case z = ( ). Trivial, since #{) = 1. 

Case z = (t, a, u). 

II.(t, a, u} 
{ definition of II } 

1r.t.u + II.u 
{ induction hypothesis (17) } 

1r .t.u + loga #u 
< { see upper bound for 1r below } 

loga #{t, a, u). 

Hence, we require that 1r .t.u is bounded from above by loga UtRJu, or, in terms 

of () and 'Ij;: 

(vi) O.t.u 'lj;.t.u $ loga #ttJu. 

This concludes the derivation of six requirements on 1jJ and 0, which are suflident 
to ensure that the amortized cost of delmin is logarithmic and that the amortized 
costs of the other priority queue operations are 0(1). In addition, we obtain a 
nonnegative and small potential ~. provided 1jJ and () are srnall. 
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Construction of 8 and 'Ij; 

First of all, we remark that (i) is redundant, since it follows from (ii) and (v). 
Next, we do away with loga in requirement (vi) by introducing functions f and 
g and defining 

O.t.u loga f.Ut.Uu 

'lj;.t.u logag.Ut.Uu. 

Apart from the removal ofloga, the introduetion of f and g embodies the decision 
to let O.t.u and 'lj;.t.u depend on the sizes of t and u only-this simplifies the 
formulation of the requirements and fortop-down skew heaps we also found that 
!.p.t.u depends on the sizes of t and u only. The corresponding requirements on 
f and g then read ((i) is redundant; constant /3 replaces a(Y): 

(i) 1 :::; f.k .l 

(ii) 1 :::; g.k.l 

(iii) f.k.m:::; f.k.l 

(iv) f.m.k :::; /3 f.k.l 

(v) a g.m.k :::; f.k.l 

(vi) f.}.i<kfl g - , . 

for all positive k, l, and m such that l 5 m (a > 1 and /3 > 0). 

In our next step, we get rid of m in requirements (iv) and ( v ). Firstly, we 
ma.y repla.ce (iv) by (iv'), with 

(iv') f.l.k 5 /3 f.k.l , 

beca.use (iv') is not wea.ker than (iv) on account of (iii): 

f.m.k 

< { (iv') } 

/3 f.k.m 

< { (iii) } 

/3 f.k .l, 

for any k, l, a.nd m with l 5 m. On simila.r grounds, (v) ma.y be replaced by 
(v'), where 

(v') a g.l.k :::; f.k.l. 

Now we observe tha.t it is necessary that a $ /3, since it is required tha.t for 
all k and l: 
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Q 

< { ( v') } 

#i g 

< { (iv') } 

PH{ g .. 

< { ( vi) } 

P4-k· 
Since we want a to be as large as possible and P as small as possible, we take 
Q = p. 

As a further simplification we decide to eliminate g from the set of require
ments. To this end we define 

k1
_f.1.k 

g .. - , 
Q 

i.e., we choose equality in ( v'). This choice for g does not strengthen the re

quirements on f and a: requirement (vi) becomes a f:tt ::; k...fJ, but this 

already follows from (v') and (vi). Taking k = 1 in (vi) then gives a ::; 2, so 
we take a= 2 (as large as possible). As a result, we obtain the following set of 
requirements for J, where we have swapped k and 1 in (III) to let it resembie 
(IV): 

(I) 2 ::; f.k.1 ::; 4 

(11) f.k.m ::; f.k.1 

(lil) f.k.1::; 2 f.l.k 

(IV) f.k.1::; k .Ji 1 f.1.k, 

for all positive k, 1, and m such that 1 ::; m. In (I) we have added an absolute 
upper bound for f to make explicit how small we want f to be; we have chosen 
4 because (V k, 1 :: 2 ::; f.k.1 ::; ó) implies (V k, 1 :: 41 ::; ó(k + 1)) on account of 
(IV), hence it is necessary that ó 2: 4. 

Requirements (I) through (lil) are satisfied if we take f.k.1 = 2, but then 
(IV) does not hold if k < 31. To arrive at a solution for J, we distinguish the 
cases k ::; 1 and k 2: 1 in the definition of f.k.1. By simply taking f.k.1 = 2 in case 

k ::; 1, we see that (IV) reduces to 2 ::; k .Ji 1 f.l.k. To satisfy this requirement 
we define f such that we have equality in (IV). The resulting f is then given by 

f k 1 = 2 k + k max 1 
. . k + 1 . 

The reader may now verify that this definition meets all requirements on f. 
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Remark 9.9 
By first taking f.k .l = 2 in case k ;::: l and subsequently taking equality in (IV) 
as above, we find: 

The choice for fin the text is preferred because it results in a smaller potential. 
0 

Thus we find (since g.k.l = J.l.k/2): 

•1, t u_ log üt maxUu + Uu 
'+'·. - 2 fit+ fiu log2 ut!iu maxO), 

and O.t.u = 1 + '1/J.u.t. Since 0 :$ '1/J.t.u :$ 1, potential 4l satisfies 0 :$ 4l.z :$ 2#z. 

With this potential, each priority queue operation except delmin has 0(1) 
amortized costs. The amortized costs of the latter operation satisfy 

A[delmin]( (t, a, u)) 

< { see page 135 } 

Î + 2 + 2log"'(ttt + Uu) -log"' 4 

= { a = 2, fJ 2, and Î = loga fJ = 1 } 

1 +2log2 U(t,a,u), 

which completes the proof of the following lemma. 

Lemma 9.10 
Let potential 4l he defined by 

4l.() 0 

4l.(t, a, u) e.t + log2 #t1ûu max 1 + e.u 

with 

0.() 0 

e.(t, a, u) = IJI.t + log2 ftt1ftu max 1 + e.u 

IJl.() = 0 

IJI.(t, a, u) = IJI.t + log2 at!iu maxO + IJ!.u. 

Then 0 :$ 4l.z :$ 2#z, and the amortized costs of union and delmin satisfy 

0 

A[union](x, y) < 3 

A[delmin](z) < 1 + 2 log2 Uz. 
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Remark 9.11 (see Remark 9.7) 
In Sleator and Tarjan's analysis of bottorn-up skew heaps, a node with subtrees 
tand u contributes f'l,b.t.ul + 2f'lj!.u.tl if it is on the major or. minor path, and 
f'l,b.t.ul otherwise. Since f'l,b.t.ul + 2f'l,b.u.tl ~ 1 + 'l,b.u.t, this may be compared 
to our potential that counts 1 + 'l,b.u.t for nocles on the major and minor paths 
and 'l,b.t.u for the remaining nodes. 
0 

9.4.4 Second top-down analysis of K 

Although the 0(1) bound for union is a nice result, it is somewhat disappointing 
that the bound for delmin.p is as high as 21og2 ( #[p~ + 1 ). These bounds imply 
that at most 2Nlog2 N comparisons are needed tosort N numbers by means of 
bottorn-up skew heaps (since this requires N applications of delmin). As shown 
in Section 9.3, however, we have 1.44Nlog2 N as bound when top-down skew 
heaps are used, and we would like to have a similar bound for bottorn-up skew 
heaps. 

To achieve this, we allow logarithmic costs for K. For a > 1, we try as 
bound: 

(18) A[x](x, y) ~ 1 + logo-(Ux + b)-

To take advantage of the work done to analyze top-down skew heaps, we take 

O.t.u = 1, 

and we derive several requirements for the remaining function 1,&. This choice 
for 0 considerably simplities the recurrence relations for the amortized costs in 
the analysis of X in the previous section: 

A[x]((),{)) 0 

A[x]((t,a,u),y) A[4](u,y) ,a ~m.y 

A[X](x,{t,a,u)) = A[4](u,x) ,a ~m.x 

A[4]({),(}) 0 

A(4]( {t, a, u), y) A[<l]( u, y) , a~ m.y 

A[<l ](x, {t, a, u)) A[~]( u, x)+ 1 ,a~ m.x 

A[~]((),()) = 0 

.A[~]( (t, a, u}, y) = A[~](u,y)+ 'l,b.(u~y).t , a~ m.y 

A[~](x,{t,a,u}) A[~](u,x) + 'l,b.(u~x).t , a~ m.x. 

To solve (18), we fi.rst observe-as in our analysis of top-down skew heaps ( cf. 
(9))-that 
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A[1X1](x,y)== r.(x!Xly), 

where 

r.() == o 
r.{t, a, u) == r.t + 1/J.t.u. 

Si nee A[ X]( x, y) ::; 1 + A[ lXI]( x, y ), we see that ( 18) is satisfied when 

which is in turn satisfied when 

(i) 1/J.t.u ::; logo ötBtöu. 

To obtain logarithmic amortized costs for delmin, we want in addition-cf. 
(17)-that 

(19) II.z ::; log13 Uz, 

for some f3 > 1, which leads to the following requirement on 1/J: 

(ii) 1- 1/J.t.u::; log13 #tftJu. 
As shown in Section 9.2.4, the existence of a function 1/J satisfying (i) and (ii) 
(cf. (13) is guaranteed provided (cf. (14)) 

(e + 1)e+l 
(3 ::; Ee ' 

where E log0 (3. Moreover, we have shown that it is possible to define 1/J such 
that 0 ::; 1/J.t.u ::; 1. Since fJ.t.u = 1, we thus obtain a potential 4? satisfying 
0::; 4?.z::; #z. 

To obtain a small bound for delmin, we derive 

A[delmin]( {t, a, u)) 

{ see page 135 } 

1 +A[ x ](t, u) +4?.t + 4?.u- e.t- O.t.u e.u 

= { O.t.u = 1 } 

A[x](t,u) + 4?.t- e.t + 4?.u- e.u 
::; { (18); (19), using that 4?.z- 0.z = II.(l.z) for nonempty z } 

1 + log0 {öt +#u)+ Iog13 #t + log0 #u 
::; { 1og0 x = dog13 x } 

1 + (e + 2)log0 (ttt +#u). 

This proves the following lemma. 
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Lemma 9.12 
Let e > 0 and let potential ei> be defined by 

with 

ei>.() = 0 

cJ>.(t, a, u) 0.t + 1 + 0.u 

0.() 
0.{t, a, u} 

lP.() 

lP .(t, a, u} 

0 

IP.t + 1 + 0.u 
0 

IP.t + log11 ufl#u rnaxO + IP.u. 

Then 0 ~ «<>.z ~ #z, and the arnortized costs of union and delmin satisfy 

A[union](x, y) 

A[delmin](z) 

< loga(#x + b) + 0(1) 

< (e + 2) Iog11 #z + 0(1), 

where a = (J 1 fe: and (J = (é+if'+1
. 

0 

For each ratio of the nurnber of union's to the number of delmin's, a suitable 
choice for é in Lemma 9.12 can be made. For example, if this ratio is 1, we 
minimize ..E±1,. over all é > 0. This yields 2 as minimal value at é = 1. In 1og2 fJ 
this way, we get 2N log2 N as bound on the number of comparisons needed by 
program sortl to sort N numbers. Note that this bound for sortl also follows 
from Lemma 9.10. 

To obtain a good bound for PQsort, we minimize the bound for delmin. As 
shown in Section 9.2.4, minimizing .,....f:.±1." yields 

log2 fJ 

A[delmin](z) ~ logif> Uz + 0(1) 

for é = 4> ( ~ 1.618) and (J = rpH2 ( ~ 5. 70). The corresponding bound for union 
is 

A[union](x,y) ~ loga(#x + b) + 0(1), 

with a= rp2<f>-l (~ 2.93). Compared to the bounds fortop-down skew heaps, 
this bound for union is lower whereas the bounds for delmin are equal. So, 
according to these bounds, bottorn-up skew heaps are at least as good as top
down skew heaps. 
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9.4.5 Results for priority queue operations 

With T as defined for top-down skew heaps, we have derived in Section 9.4.3 
the following bounds for bottorn-up skew heaps ( cf. Lemma 9.10): 

A[empty) is 0(1) 

A[single](a) = 1 comparison 

A[union](p, q) < 2 comparisons 

A[isempty](p) is 0(1) 

A[min](p) is 0(1) 

A[delmin](p) ~ 2 log2(1 + #[p]) comparisons, 

fora potential function satisfying 0 ~ 4.>.p ~ 2#[p]. These bounds for union and 
delmin improve the bounds obtained by Sleator and Tarjan by a factor 2. 

The analysis in Section 9.4.4 yields as bounds (instantiate Lemma 9.12 with 
t = 4>): 

A[empty] is 0(1) 

A[single]( a) = 1 comparison 

A[union](p, q) < 0.64 log2(2 + #[p] + #[q]) comparisons 

A[isempty](p) is 0(1) 

A[min](p) is 0(1) 

A[delmin)(p) ~ 1.44 log2(1 + #[p]) comparisons, 

fora potential function satisfying 0 ~ 4.>.p ~ #[p]. These bounds for union and 
delmin cannot he compared with the bounds obtained by Sleator and Tarjan, 
since the bound for union is not 0(1) but the bound for delmin is better. 

9.5 Pointer implementations 

Top-down skew heaps 

In the implementation of top-down skew heaps we have used algebra 

((Int} I {},(=(}),(·,·,·),l,m,r). 

A purely-functional implementation of this algebra, which supports all opera
tions in 0(1) time, is described in Section 4.3. The only disadvantage of this 
implementation is that the recycling of cells is not trivia!. This can be made 
trivia.l by disposing cells explicitly, like we did in the destructive implementation 
of stacks in Chapter 4. This yields a destructive implementation of top-down 
skew heaps. 

A next step is to recycle cells in-line to obtain an in-situ version of top
down skew heaps. That is, we avoid a call to new by using the cell which is 
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disposed by a nearby call to dispose; e.g., for the destructive implementation of 
stacks, cons.a.(tl.p) is equivalent top" .a := a; return(p). This gives the following 
destructive implementation of top-down skew heaps at pointer level: 

empty nil 

isempty.p p = nil 

single.a I[ h:B; new(h); h" := (nil,a,nil); return(h) ]I 

where 

mm.p = p".a 

umon.p.q pl><lq 

delmin.p return(p".ll><lp".r); dispose(p), 

0 
IJ 

q 
p 
( return(p); p".l,p".r := p".rl><lq,p".l 

0 return(q); q".l,q".r := q".rl><lp,q".l 

) 

,p = nil 
,q = nil 

, p" .a S: q" .a 

, q" .a S: p" .a 
, p i- nil/\ q i- nil. 

Strictly speaking, the program for l><l is not in-situ yet because it is recursive. It 
is ho wever a simple form of recursion, and therefore it is not difficult totransfarm 
it into an iterative program. We leave this to the interested reader (see [30] for 
more details). 

Bottorn-up skew heaps 

The algebra used in the programs for bottorn-up skew heaps on pages 127 
and 129 is algebra Tl from Section 6.2.2: 

Tl= ( (Int)I I [],(=[]),[·], * ,hd,tl,lt,ft). 

Operations 1- and -l have been omitted because they are redundant in the 
presence of operations [·] and * (e.g., (t, a) 1- u = [(t, a)]* u). It turns out that 
we must-as far as we know-content ourselves with a destructive refinement 
of Tl to achieve all operations have 0(1) time complexity. As a consequence, 
the bottorn-up skew heap implementation of PQ will also be destructive. (See 
Sec ti on 6.2.2.) 

The programs are: 

empty 

isempty.p 

single.a 

mm.p 

umon.p.q 

delmin.p 

nil 

p = nil 

I[ h:R; new(h); h" := (h,(nil,a),nil); return(h) Jl 
p" .a.1 

p&q 

(skip ,p".r = nil 0 p".r".l := p".l ,p".r i- nil) 

; return(p".a.O&p".r); dispose(p). 
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We do notpresent arefinement of the program for X (page 129) at pointer level. 
A destructive implementation for X is readily obtained from the implementation 
of Tl described in Section 6.2.2. For further-more interesting-refinements to 
an in-situ version of X we refer to [30); the above described representation of 
{Int)t is called the ring representation by Sleator and Tarjan. 

9.6 Concluding remarks 

In a systematic and formal way we have designed and analyzed various imple
mentations of priority queues. We have improved upon the results of Sleator 
and Tarjan by deriving somewhat simpler programs, and, more importantly, by 
deriving roughly twice as low upper bounds for the amortized costs of top-down 
melding and bottorn-up melding. Moreover, we have shown that bottorn-up 
skew heaps are at least as good as top-down skew heaps. The following table 
summarizes these new results. 

top-down bottorn-up skew heaps 
skew heaps lst result 2nd result 

[union](p,q) 1.44log2(m+n) 0(1) 0.64log2(m+n) 

delmin](p) 1.44log2 m 2log2 

where m #[pD + 1 and n = #[q] + 1. An interesting fact is that 1.44log2 m 
is an approximation of logt/> m with 4> = (I + ../5)/2. So, instead of a base-2 
logarithm we get a base-4> logarithm. 

As for the top-down skew heaps, we are very satisfied with the derivation 
of the program for lXI as well as with its analysis; we consider them to he 
highly calculational. Our program for lXI precisely captures the essence of this 
operation, and we have shown that it may he refined either by a nondestructive 
or a destructive program at pointer level. The treatment of the bottorn-up skew 
heaps is less calculational, but still rather systematic. We obtained the program 
for X by first transforming a version of lXI in terms of type {lnt}t into a tail
recursive one, and subsequently modifying this tail-recursive version a little bit. 
Applying well-known implementation techniques for lists, we finally constructed 
a destructive program for bottorn-up melding at pointer level. In the analysis of 
bottorn-up melding, however, we used a "top-down simulation" of the derived 
program for X in order to amortize the costs of the steps of bottorn-up melding 
in a suitable way. 

An interesting observation is that V' can he defined equal to its upper bound 
in (11) in the analysis of top-down skew heaps. This yields as potential (for 
a = 4 and 1 = 0): 

<P .{ } 0 

<P.{t,a,u} = <P.t+log4 ätUu+<P.u. 

That is, <P.z is approximately equal to the sum of the logarithms of the sizes 
of all right subtrees of z. This potential can thus he seen as a variation of the 
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well-known potential for splay trees (see [29] ancl Chapter 11), which is the sum 
of the logarithms of the sizes of all subtrees. 

Finally we woulcl like to remark that cleletion of an arbitrary value from a 
priority queue can be supportecl as well. To clelete a from a skew heap, subtree 
(t, a, u}, say, is replaced by t !XI u, resp. t X u. This replacement not only affects 
the potentlal of the nocles in t ancl u, but also the potential of the nocles on 
the root path of a. In all cases, however, the amortizecl casts of cleletion can be 
shown to be logarithmic ( see also [30]). 



Chapter 10 

Fibonacci heaps 

The following algebra of priority queues plays a central role in important graph 
algorithms such as Prim 's minimum spanning tree algorithm and Dijkstra's 
shortest path algorithm: 

PQ' ({Int} I {},(={}),{-},l:J,remin,deckey). 

Compared to algebra PQ of Chapter 9, algebra PQ' involves sets instead of bags. 
Note that union of sets is restricted to disjoint set union by means of operation 
l:J. Another difference between these algebras is that operations ! and JJ. have 
been combined into one operation remin: remin.S = (!S ,Jj.S) for nonempty S. 
In this way, the implementation of algebra PQ' is somewhat simplified, whereas 
its applicability is only slightly reduced. Moreover, it is not difficult to adapt 
the implementation presented in this chapter in such a way that ! is available 
as inspeetion operation. 

The important difference with algebra PQ is, however, that algebra PQ' 
provides deckey ("decrease key") of type IntxNatx{Int}r-..{Int} as additional 
operation, which is defined by 

deckey.a.k.S =: S\{a} l:J {a-k}, provided a ES and a-k f/. S\{a}. 

Using skew heaps, an implementation of deckey of logarithmic amortized com
plexity is easily constructed as a deletion followed by an insertion. The problem 
is that an implementation with 0(1) (amortized) time complexity is required to 
make the above-mentioned graph algorithms efficient. 

In this chapter we present an implementation of PQ' based upon the Fi
bonacci heaps invented by Fredman and Tarjan [8]. As signature for this imple
mentation we take 

FH = ( F I empty, isempty, single, union, remin, deckey ), 

and we will use an abstraction fun~tion [-] E F -+ {Int} to couple this algebra 
with PQ'. To enhance the clarity of exposition we first construct an imple
mentation in which operation deckey is ignored. The concrete algebra without 
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operation deckey is called LBQ ("lazy binomial queues"). Our solution for LBQ 
is based upon binomial queues, a data structure invented by Vuillemin [34]. 

The aim is to achieve O(log #[p]) amortized costs for remin,p and 0(1) amor
tized costs for the other operations. The amortized costs are defined according 
to the general scheme of Section 5.5: 

A[empty] 

A[isempty](p) 

A[single](a) 

A[union](p,q) 

A[reminJ(p) 

A[deckey](a, k,p) 

T[emptyJ + ~.empty 
= T[isempty](p) 

= T[single](a) + ~.(single.a) 
= T[union](p,q) + ~.(union.p.q)- ~.p- ~.q 

= T[remin](p) + ~.(remin.p.l) ~.p 

= T[deckey](a, k,p) + ~.( deckey.a.k.p)- ~.p. 

Deletion can then be implemented with logarithmic amortized cost as well, since 
S \{a} = ,ij.(deckey.a.oo.S)-using the extreme value oo as a trick to achieve 
this. 

10.1 Lazy binomial queues 

The starting-point for the definition of LBQ is that data typeFis a set of forests 
over Int. In contrast with skew heaps, the trees in these forests are not restricted 
to binary trees. Also the order of the trees in a forest is immaterial, so we have 

(1) F Ç {(Int}6}, 

where tree type (Int}6 bas been defined inSection 6.3.1 as the smallest solution 
of 

X: X= Int x {X}. 

Reeall from Chapter 6 that this means that an element (a, t) of this type denotes 
a nonempty tree with value a E Int attached to the root and the trees in forest 
t E { (Int) 6 } as subtrees of the root. 

A forest represents a set in {Int} according to abstraction H defined on 
{ (Int)6} by 

[{}] = {} 
[{(a, t}} I.:J n = {a} U [t] U [1]. 

To allow for efficient implementation of the operations, two restrictions are im
posed on F. The first one is that 

(2) (V I: f E F: (V x: x E I: x is a heap)), 

where 
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{a, t) is a heap a < ![t] A (V x :x E t : x is a heap ). 

In conneetion with operation remin, a second restrietion on F follows later on, 
but first we consider the other operations of LBQ for which programs with 0(1) 
cost are now easily obtained. 

For the first three operations, there is no choice: 

empty 

isempty.f 

single.a 

- {} 

f = {} 
- {{a,{})}, 

and for union we take the following simple program: 

union.j.9 ='= f U 9· 

The fact that-in contrast with the binomial queues in [34]-forests f and 9 
are simply united in this program for union, is the reason why we speak of "lazy 
binomial queues". As a consequence, the number of trees in f may be as large 
as#[!] for fin rng LBQ because f may consist of #J singleton trees. 

Remark 10.1 
As union refines l:J, it follows that [f] and [9] in the program for union.J.g are 
dis joint. Consequently, we have that for all f in the range of LBQ ( and FH): 

#[!] (~x:xEf:#x), 

which means that these forests do not contain duplicates. Moreover, this implies 
that f and 9 in the program for union.f.g are disjoint as well. In the sequel we 
will rely on these facts, for example when we u se that #U U g) = # f + #g. 
0 

The computation of remin.f involves the computation of ![J] and the com
putation of a representation for ~~[!]. As the trees in f are heaps, a search 
through the roots of f suffices to determine ![!], which takes time proportional 
to #f. Because of the lazy implementation of union, the worst-case complexity 
of remin is thus linear. 

To obtain logarithmic amortized costs for remin, the idea is to define remin.f 
such that the number of trees in the forest returned by this operation is small 
compared to #[!]. In this way, future applications of remin will be cheaper. To 
implement this idea, we take a program of the following form: 

remin.f ='= (a, t U g) I[ {{a, t)} U g condense.f , a < l[g] ]I, 

where condense should satisfy [condense.f] = [!]. The sole purpose offunction 
condenseis to reduce the number of trees inf. lt will be implemented such that 
the actual cost of remin.f is proportional to # f, and therefore we will define T 
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such that T[remin](J) = #J. With potential lP defined by IP.f = #f, wethen 
have 

A[remin](J) T[remin](J) + IP.(remin./.1)- IP.f 
#! + #(t u g) #! 

= #t + #g. 

N ote that with this potential, the amortized casts of the other opera ti ons are 
iudeed 0(1); in particular, A[unionJ(J,g) = 1 because #(/U g) = #J + #g. To 
achieve that A[remin] is logarithmic, we implement condense such that both #t 
and #g are O(log #[!]). 

Remark 10.2 
An alternative program for remin is: 

remin.f = (a,condense.(t U g)) I[ {(a, t)} U g = J ,a< J[g] ]1. 

That is, first the tree with minimum root is determined and its root is removed, 
and, subsequently, the remaining forest is "condensed". As actual costs for this 
program we take 1 + #t + #g. With the same potential lP, we now have 

A[remin](J) T[remin](J) + IP.(remin./.1)- IP.f 
= (1 + #t + #g) + #(condense.(t U g))- (1 + #g) 

= #t + #(condense.(t u g)). 

To guarantee that A[reminJ is logarithmic, condense should be designed such 
that both #t and #( condense.( t U g)) are O(log #[!]). 

In this way, virtually the same requirements for condense and bounds for 
A[remin] are obtained. The actual costs of the first program for remin are however 
smaller and therefore it is preferred; in other words, the first program is "lazier". 
0 

Application of function condense will combine trees of the forest to which 
it is applied. For this purpose we use operator M ("link"), which combines two 
trees into one under invariance of the heap order. Fortrees of type (Int)6 , this 
can be done by a simple nonrecursive program: 

(a, t) M (b, u) (a,tU{(b,u)}) ,a<b 
(b,uu{(a,t)}) ,b<a. 

Since a forest f can be reduced toa singleton forest {(a, t)}, say, by means of 
#/-1 links, we could now define condense.f = {(a,t)}. Then g {}in the 
program for remin.J, hence #gis evidently logarithmic in #[/]. The problem 
is that #t may he linear in #[!), when the trees of f are linked in an arbitrary 
order. Therefore, a more sophisticated methad of linking is required. 

To achieve that #t is logarithmic in #[/], the salution of Vuillemin [34] is 
to constrain the applications of M to trees of equal size. That is, #x = #y is 
taken as a precondition for x M y. As a result, in a forest constructed by means 
of the operations of LBQ, any tree x satisfies 
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(3) #x 

where tx denotes the rank of x defined by t(a, t) = #t, the number of subtrees 
of a. Indeed (3) holds for singleton trees, and with respect to linking we reason 
as follows. Let x and y satisfy (3) and assume that #x = #y. Then tx = ty as 
well on account of (3), and we observe: 

#(xMy) 

= { definitions of M and # } 
#x+#y 

{ x and y satisfy (3) } 

2tx + 2h 

{t(xMy)=tx+l ty+l} 
2t(XMY). 

What is more, this property is preserved by M for all subtrees of x and y as 
well. As a consequence, all trees in forests f E rng LBQ are binomial, where 

(a, t) is binomial #(a, t) = 2#t A (V x :x E t :x is binomial). 

The third and last restrietion on F now is 

(4) (V f: f E F: (V x: x E f: x is binomial)), 

and typeFis defined as the largest set satisfying (1), (2), and (4). This set may 
be paraphrased as thesetof forests of binomial heaps (without duplicates). 

Remark 10.3 
Binomial trees enjoy numerous nice properties. For instance, the height of a 
binomial tree is equal to its rank, and the number of nocles at depth d in a 
binomial tree of rank r --hence of height r as well-equals (;j), for 0 ~ d ~ r. 

The latter property explains the name of these trees and its straightforward 
proof relies on the identity (~!D = (~) + (d~ 1 ) · 
0 

We can now complete the program for remin. Due to the definition of F, tree 
(a, t) is binomial, hence #t, which is equal to log2 #(a, t), is at most log2 #[/]. 
To bound the size of g, condenseis programmedas follows: 

condense.f = f , S = {} 
0 condense.(f\{x,y}U{xMy}) l[(x,y)ES]I ,8-::f:{} 

I[S {(x,y)jx,yEf A xf:y A tx ty}]l. 

The idea is that condense combines trees until all ranks are different, so that 
forest condense.f contains notrees of equal rank. Since the rank of any tree in 
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condense.f is at most log2 #[!], it then follows that #( condense.f) is at most 
1 + log2 #[!], which implies #g ~ log2 #[!]. 

To implement this program such that condense.f takes 0( #!) time, we 
use the methad described in [8). This methad uses an array with domain 
[O . .log2 #[!]) and range Bool x (Int}6· Initially, all boolean components are 
false, indicating that the tree components are "free". Then the trees of f are 
inserted one by one at the position indexed by their rank (which is at most 
log2 #[!] for binomial trees). In case the tree component is free, the tree is 
inserted. Otherwise, this tree and the tree already occupying the position can 
be linked because they have the same rank, thereby emptying the position. The 
result is a tree whoserank is one larger, which must now be inserted at the next 
position, and so on. 

When all trees have been inserted, forest condense.f ca.n be extracted from 
the array, in the process determining the tree with minimum root. To avoid 
the O(log # [!)]) initialization of the array, the tricky representation of arrays 
(Section 7.2) can be used, which reduces the costof initialization to 0(1). The 
actual cost of remin.f is then proportional to #J-as assumed in the above. 
Another possibility is, however, to use O(log #[!)]) time for the initialization of 
the array. The actual cost is then 0( # f max log#[!]), hence the logarithmic 
bound for A[remin] is not affected. 

This completes the description of an implementation of remin.J whose amor
tized casts are bounded by 2log2 #[!Jl. Observing that cost measure T approx
imately counts the number of comparisons used by remin.J, we see that the 
amortized number of comparisons used by remin.J is also at most 2log2 #[f]. 
(The actual number of camparisans made by remin.f equals #f-1, namely 
#J -#(condense.f) camparisans by links and #(condense.f)-1 comparisons to 
determine the minimum tree.) From this observation we conclude that 2Nlog2 N 
is an asymptotic bound on the number of camparisans required to sort N num
bers by means of lazy binomial queues ( since this requires N applications of 
remin). In Section 10.3 we shall see that addition of operation deckey slightly 
increases this bound. 

10.2 Intermezzo on the precondition of linking 

In the previous section N is defined as 

(a, t) N (b, u} (a,tu{(b,u}}} ,a<b 
(b, u U {(a, t}}} , b < a, 

and application of N is restricted to trees of equal si ze ( or rank) so that (3) 
holds. Instead of (3), however, a more general approach is to bound the ranks 
by 

(5) atx ~ #x, 
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for some constant a larger than 1. Evidently, this condition is satisfied by 
singleton trees, and for x txl y, with x = (a, t) and y = (b, u), we observe for the 
case a< b: 

at(xpqy) :S #(xtxly) 

{ definition of txl; #(x txl y) = #x + #y } 
at(a,tu{(b,u)})::::; #x+ #y 

{ definition of t } 
al+tx ::::; #x + #y. 

Under the assumption that x and y satisfy (5), there are several ways to simplify 
this condition. For instance, we can head for a condition in terms of #x and 
#y: 

al+tx :S #x + #y 

{::: { u se a tx :S #x to eliminate t x } 

a#x :S #x+ #y 

{ } 
(a- 1)#x :S #y. 

By symmetry, we obtain (a - 1 )#y :S #x as condition for the case b < a. As 
precondition for x txl y in terms of sizes we thus get 

(6) 
#x 1 

a-1 <- < --. - #y- a- 1 

Another possibility is tolook for a condition in terms of tx and ty: 

al+tx :S #x + #y 

{::: { u se a tx :S #x to eliminate #x and similarly for y } 
al+tx ::::; atx + atY 

{ } 
(a- 1)atx::::; atY. 

Combined with the other case this yields as precondition for x txl y in terms of 
ranks: 

(7) loga(a-1) :S tx- tY :S loga a~l, 

using that loga is monotonic for a > 1. 

These preconditions make sense for a :S 2 only. Hence, at this point, we 
may decide to take a = 2, sirree this gives the best bound for #t in the program 
for remin.f, viz. #t :S log2 #(a, t), using that #t = t(a, t). However, takinga 
smaller than 2 possibly reduces #(condense.f). For instance, condition (7) may 
be reformulated as 
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itx- tYi::; K, 

wi th J( = -log<> (a - 1). In the program for condense, trees can now be linked 
until all ranks are more than K apart. In this way, at most (log

0 
#[JTI)/(J( +1) 

trees remain in the end. As upper bound on #t + 1 + #g wethen have 

log<> #[f]l +(log<> #[f]I)/(J( +1) 

{ J( +1 =log<> aC: 1 } 

( logl a + log l_g_ )log2 #[!]. 
2 2 a-1 

However, miniruizing this bound over all a > 1 yields 2log2 # [!] as minimal 
bound at a = 2, from which we conclude that a = 2 is indeed an appropriate 
choice. It corresponds to precondition tx = tY on account of (7). Note that (6) 
simplifies to #x = #y if a = 2. 

10.3 Fibonacci heaps 

Leaving the implementation of the other operations virtually the same, we will 
now define operation deckey. To allow fora concise definition, we use root-path 
view (Int)7 which has been discussed in Section 6.3.2: 

(Int)7 = [(lnt)6]· 

We reeall that a nonempty list of this type represents a tree in (Int)6 according 
to the following abstraction: 

[[x]JI x 

[(a, t) f- v]l (a,tU{[v]}) ,v#[]. 

In terms of this type, a forest in which a occurs exactly once can be written in 
the form { v -j (a, t)} l:J g in precisely one way. 

Our goal is to define deckey.a.k.({v-J(a,t)} l:.lg) such that the amortized 
costs are 0(1). To this end, we first note that (a-k, t) is a heap because (a, t) is 
a heap and a-k ::; a. There is, however, no guarantee that v -j (a-k, t) is a heap 
as well (if v is nonempty). A first attempt is therefore to remove subtree (a, t) 
from tree v -j (a, t) and toaddtree (a-k, t), yielding forest { v} U { (a-k, t)} U g. 
But the problem with this solution is, of course, that tree v is in general not 
binomial, as a consequence of which the relation between v's rank and v's size 
is destroyed. 

However, as observed in the previous section, a property like tx ::; log0 #x, 
with a > 1, is maintained when a fixed upper bound Kon ltx- tYI is used as 
precondition for x !XI y. By viewinga tree that has lost some subtrees as a tree of 
smaller rank, the choice { v} U { (a-k, t)} U gis not so bad provided the number 
of subtrees lost is not too large. 
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A solution is therefore to bound for each node the number of subtrees it may 
lose by a fixed number K, say.1 To implement this, forests over Int x [O .. K] are 
used instead of forests over Int. Hence, each node contains in addition a value of 
type [O .. K], and trees are of the form ((a, m ), t}, which we abbreviate to (a, m, t). 
Value m will be increased each time a node loses a subtree. As a consequence, 
all trees in the forests in rng FH will be pseudo-binomial. To be able to define 
this dass of trees explicitly, we first present an alternative characterization of 
binomial trees: 

(a, m, t} is binomial 

{x: x Et: tx} [O .. #t) A (V x: x Et: x is binomial). 

That is, the ranks of the trees in t are all different and together they exactly 
cover the interval [O .. #t). This follows from the fact that 2k -1 can be written as 
a sum of powersof 2 in only one way, viz. as 1 + 2 + ... + 2k-l. As stepping-stone 
towards the definition of pseudo-binomial trees, we reformulate this as follows: 
the increasing list of the ranks of the trees in t is equal to list [0, 1, ... , #t-1]. 

To define the class of pseudo-binomial trees, we use tx insteadof tx, which is 
called the pseudo-rank of x and is defined by t(a, m, t} = m+ #t. The definition 
reads 

(a, m, t} is pseudo-binomial 

lx :x E t : txJ is diagorral A (V x :x E t : x is pseudo-binomial), 

where a bag B is called diagonal ( which is short for "upper-diagonal") when the 
ascending list of elementsofBis pointwise at least list [0, 1, ... , #B-1]. The 
relevant properties of diagorral bags are: 

(8) lJ is diagorral 

(9) B is diagorral A k ;::: #B => B $ lkJ is diagorral 

( 10) B is diagorral => B 8 lkJ is diagonal. 

The important fact is that for any pseudo-binomial tree x, 

where constant a, a > 1, depends on K. Assuming that (a, m, t) is pseudo
binomial, we prove this by (well-founded) induction: 

#(a, m, t) 

= { definition of# } 

1+(~x:xEt:#x) 

> { ind. hyp. ( 11 ), using that x is pseudo-binomial } 

1+(~x:xEt:atx) 

1 This is a generalization of Fredman and Tarjan's metbod [8] which corresponds to K = 1. 



> { tx ~ J( + tx and a > 1 } 

1 + (~x : x E t : atx- K) 
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> { bag lx : x E t : txJ is diagorral and a > 1 } 

1 +(~i : 0 ~ i < #t : ai-K) 

{ calculus } 

1 + a#t_l 
aK(a-1) 

> {take aK(a- 1) ~ 1, see below} 

a#t. 

Takinga as large as possible, we see that we want a to be the largest real number 
satisfying 

1 < a 1\ aK (a - 1) ~ 1, 

or, equivalently, we want a to be the unique real number satisfying 

Since a decreases as J( increases, J( = 0 seems the best choice at this point, 
which corresponds to a = 2. But, as we shall see shortly, J( must be positive 
to ensure that the amortized costs of deckey are 0(1). The best value for a is 
therefore </> = (1 + VS)/2 for J( = 1. 

So, pseudo-binomial trees satisfy (11), which bounds the ranksof these trees. 
The problem is now to program the operations of FH such that the trees gen
erated by these operations are pseudo-binomial. To achieve this for deckey, we 
proceed as follows. We take a definition of the form 

deckey.a.k.( { v -i (a, m, t)} l:J g) = cut.v U { (a-k, m, t)} U g. 

Since tree v -i (a, m, t) is pseudo-binomial, we have that (a-k, m, t) is pseudo
binomial as well. Tree v is, however, not necessarily pseudo-binomial. For 
this reason, function cut is introduced, which will be defined such that cut. v 
transfarms tree v into a forest of pseudo-binomial trees. 

To see that v is not necessarily binomial, suppose v = w -i (b, n, u). Then 
v -1 (a, m, t) and w -1 (b, n, u l:J {(a, m, t)}) correspond to the same tree, hence 
both are pseudo-binomial. But w -1 (b, n, u) is not necessarily pseudo-binomial, 
because t(b, n, u) = t(b, n, u l:J {(a, m, t)}) -1 and diagonality of B EB lk-1) does 
not follow from diagonality of B EB lk). 

Notice, however, that w -1 (b, n+1, u) is pseudo-binomial because t(b, n+1, u) 
equals t(b,n,ul.:J {(a,m,t)}). Therefore, cut.(w-i(b,n,u}) is easy to define in 
case n+ 1 ~ J(. To solve the remairring case n = J(, subtree (b, n, u} is removed 
from w -i (b, n, u) and cut is applied recursively to w. Note that (b, n, u) is pseudo
binomial because (b,n,ul.:J {(a,m,t)}) is pseudo-binomial due to property (10). 
The program for cut thus is: 
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cut.[] 
cut.(w-l(b,n,u)) ..:.. 

{} 
{w-l(b,n+1,u)} ,n<K 
cut.wU {{b,O,u}} ,n = ](. 

To achieve 0(1) amortized cost, the amortized costof the recursive alternative 
must be at most 0. For this purpose, it is essential that nis replaced by 0 in case 
n ](, as will be shown below. That ]( should be positive is clear: otherwise 
case n < ]( never applies. 

Remark 10.4 
As explained in Chapter 6, a list v of type {T}7 represents more than a tree: 
it represents the root path to the last element of v. This property is exploited 
in the above program for deckey.a.k.( { v -l {a, m, t}} l:J g) in which v denotes the 
root path to (a, m, t). Recursive applications of cut generated during evaluation 
of cut.v all take place along this root path. These recursive applications are 
called "cascading cuts" by Fredman and Tarjan in [8]. 
0 

To complete the analysis, potential il> is extended as follows: 

il>.f = #f + 2\Il.f, where \II.f = (#a,m: (a,m) E f: m K), 

i.e., \II counts the number of nocles that have lost the maximal number of sub
trees. The role of factor 2 in the definition of il> will be darified below. Note 
that il>.(/U g) = il>.f + il>.g for disjoint f and g. 

We calculate A[deckey], writing f for { v -l (a, m, t}} l:J g: 

A[deckey]( a, k, f) 

{ definition of A[deckey] } 

T[deckey](a,k,f) + il>.(deckey.a.k.f) il>.f 

{ definition of deckey } 

T[cut]( v) + il>.(cut.v U { (a-k, m, t}} U g) il>.( { v -l (a, m, t}} l:J g) 

{ property of il> } 

T[cut]( v) + il>.( cut.v) + il>.{ (a-k, m, t)} + il>.g il>.{ v -l (a, m, t}} - il>.g 

= { definition ofil> and \II.(a-k,m,t} = \II.(a,m,t}} 

T[cut](v) + il>.(cut.v) + 1 il>.{v} 

{ definition of A[cut], see below } 

A[ cut]( v) + 1. 

As amortized costs for cut we thus take: 

A[cut](v) = T[cut](v) + il>.(cut.v)- il>.{v}. 

Then A[ cut]([]) = 0, and A[cut]( w -l (b, n, u}) -::; 3 in case n < ](, and for case 
n = ]( we derive: 
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A[ cut]( w -l (b, n, u)) 

= { definition of A[cut] } 

T[cut]( w -l (b, n, u))+ <I>.( cut.( w -l (b, n, u))) - <J>.{ w -l (b, n, u)} 

= { definition of cut } 
1 + T[cut](w) + <I>.(cut.wU {(b,O,u)}) <I>.{w-l(b,n,u)} 

= { definition of <I>, using 0 < /( and n /( } 

1 + T[cut](w) + <J>.(cut.w) + 1 + 0 + 21Jf.u- <J>.{w}- 2- 21Jf.u 

= { definition of A[cut] } 
A[cut](w). 

This derivation explains why the factor 2 is needed in the definition of <J>. We 
condude that A[wt](v)::;: 3, hence that A[deckey](a,k,f)::;: 4. 

To compdlete the definition of FH we must adapt the definition of txl. A 
possible definition is 

(a,m,t)M(b,n,u) ::::: (a,m,tU{(b,O,u)}) ,a<b 
D (b,n,uu{(a,O,t)}) ,b<a, 

under precon dition #t = #u. Then x tx1 y is pseudo-binomial because of property 
(9) and the fact that tx ~ tx and tY ~ ty. Note that n and m are replaced by 0 
in cases a < b and b < a, respectively; this is done to improve the performance 
a little bit. (An alternative is to use t:x ty as precondition for x tx1 y, but then 
this optimization is not allowed.) 

In summary, the operations of FH are 

empty 

isempty.f 

_!_ {} 

- f = {} 
_!_ {(a,O,{})} single.a 

union.f.g -=- fUg 

remin.f - (a, t U g) I[ {(a, m, t)} U g = condense.f , a < ![g~ Jl, 
in which 

and 

condense.f = f , S = {} 
D condense.(f\{x,y}u{xtxly}) l[(x,y)ES]I ,Sf{} 

I[ S = {(x,y) I x,y E f 1\ x t y 1\ tx = ty} ]1, 

deckey.a.k.({v-1 (a,m,t)} l:J g) = cut.v U {(a-k, m,t)} U g, 

where 

cut.[] 
cut.( w -l (b, n, u)) 

0 

{} 
{w--J(b,n+I,u}} ,n < [( 
cut.w U { (b, 0, u}} , n = J(. 
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The amortized cast of remin./ is bounded by 2log<l> #[!] if we take]( 1, and 
the amortized costs of the other operations are 0(1). 

To sart N numbers by means of Fibonacci heaps, we see that the asymp
totic bound on the number of camparisans becomes 2Nlog<l> N, That is, at most 
2.88Nlog2 N camparisans instead of 2Nlog2 N camparisans for lazy binomial 
queues. 

10.4 Concluding remarks 

We consider it a nice result that our forma} description of Fibonacci heaps
which captures the essence of this data structure--fits on less than one page. 
The level of detail has been chosen such that this description provides a sound 
basis for a forma} ( amortized) efficiency analysis. In addition, the programs for 
FH can be refined further to programs operating on pointers and arrays, using 
the techniques described in Chapter 6. The key to this achievement is the use 
of type (T) 6 along with its root-path view (T)r. In terms of the latter type, 
the programs for deckey and cut become remarkably concise. Moreover, the 
amortized costs of these programs can be determined in calculational way. 

The reason for the name "Fibonacci heaps" is that the Fibonacci sequence 
plays a role in the analysis by Fredman and Tarjan. In our analysis the Fibonacci 
sequence does not play a role anymore, but the quantity <P = (1 + VS)/2, the 
"golden ratio", which is intimately connected with the Fibonacci sequence, still 
does. We remark that the number o given by 

1 < 0 A oK+l =oK+ 1, 

is connected with a similar sequence H, which is defined by 

H.i 
H.(i+1) 

= 1 
H.i + H.(i-1() 

,0:5;i:5;]( 
,i?_l(. 

A conneetion is, for instance, that for i ?. 0: 

To prove that each tree in a Fibonacci heap has a size at least exponential 
in the rank of its root, Fredman and Tarjan first prove the following lemma [8, 
Lemma 1]: 

Let x be any node in a Fibonacci heap. Arrange the children of x 
in the order they were linked to x, from earliest to latest. Then the 
i-th child of x has a rank of at least i-2. 

The formulation of this lemma as well as its proof are very operational (in the 
proof, they use phrases like "consider the time when y was linked to x" and 
"after the linking ... " .) We have avoided such operational reasoning altogether 
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by introducing the notion of pseudo-binomial trees, which precisely captures the 
kind of trees that arise in Fibonacci heaps. Forthese trees we were able to show 
(in one go) that their si ze is exponential in their rank ( cf. inequality ( 11) ). 

One may wonder why we have taken the trouhle to treat the general case 
insteadof confining ourselves to case K=l-as Fredman and Tarjan did in [8]. 
Weil, a good reason is that our analysis shows that operation cut can he avoided 
in partienlar applications of the graph algorithms. Take, for instance, Dijkstra's 
shortest path algorithm which is defined for directed graphs, and assign to ]( the 
maximal numher of incoming arcs of any vertex. Then the recursive alternative 
of cut never applies, hence deckey can he implemented much simpler-taking 
cut.v = { v} for nonempty v. As hound on the amortized number of comparisons 
used hy remin.f we then get 2loga #[JD, which is reasonahly small for small 
val u es of ](. 



Chapter 11 

Path reversal, splaying, and 
• • pa1r1ng 

In this chapter we analyze the amortized efficiency of three similar operations on 
trees. In the next section, we fint investigate path reversal in detail, for which 
a potential function is derived in a calculational way. Since splaying and pairing 
are very similar to path reversal, these operations can then be analyzed along 
the same lines. 

11.1 Path reversal 

Path reversal is an operation on trees that moves a node to the root in a specific 
way (see Figure 11.1). It has been introduced in [32] as an alternative path 
compression technique, called "reversal of type zero". Such path compression 
techniques are used in efficient solutions to the well-known disjoint set union 
problem, but here we shall only be concerned with the amortized complexity of 
path reversal. 

In the next section we first present a concise program for path reversal. 
Using the same cost measure as in [12], wethen analyze the amortized costof 
this program. We also analyze a top-down simulation of path reversal to show 
how this simplifies the calculations. Subsequently, the cost of a series of path 
reversals is determined, which is also clone in [12]. Our results exactly match 
the results of [12], the important difference being that we derive the required 
potential functîon to a large extent. 

11.1.1 Program 

Let T be a nonempty type. Path reversal operates on trees of type (T)6 , which 
has been introduced in Section 6.3'.1 as the smallest solution of 

X: X T x {X}. 
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a 

a 

Figure 11.1: Path reversal at a (triangles denote sets of subtrees). 

In terms of this tree type, path reversaJ is an operation of type Tx (T)6n.(T)6. 
We denote it by L, and aL x is defined only if a occurs exactly once in x. 

To allow for a simple description of path reversaJ, we use root-path view 
{Th from Section 6.3.2-which was also used in the definition of deckey in 
Section 10.3. In terms of this type, the program for path reversal reads 

(i) aL (a, t) {a, t} 
(ii) aL (y-; x-; (a, t)) - aL (y-; (a, {x} Ut}), 

in which t E {{T)6 }, x E {T)6 , and y E {T)7. The cost measure defined in 
this program, which we will call 7, coincides with the measure used by Ginat, 
Sleator, and Tarjan in [12], and therefore our results will be comparable totheir 
results. 

11.1.2 Bottorn-up analysis 

We analyze (aL ), for arbitrary a, for which the amortized cost is defined by 

A[ aL ](x)= T[aL ](x)+ iP.(aL x)- iP.x. 

Our goal is to define iP such that 

(1) A[aL ](x) S loga #x, 

and a is as large as possible-in any case larger than 1. Furthermore, we want 
iP to he nonnegative and small. 

The first step is to calculate a recurrence relation for A[aL ]. For case (i) we 
observe: 

A[aL]((a,t}) 

{ definition of A[L] } 

T[aL ]({a, t}) + <P.( aL (a, t))- iP.(a, t) 
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= { definition of aL } 

0 + q>.(a, t) - q>.(a, t) 

= { } 
0, 

and for case (ii) we observe: 

A[aL ](y -1 x -1 (a, t)) 
{ definition of A[L] } 

T[aL ](y -1 x -1 (a, t)) + q> .(aL (y -1 x -1 (a, t))) - q> .(y -1 x -1 (a, t)) 
{ definition of aL } 

1 + T[aL ](y -1 (a, {x} Ut))+ q>.(aL (y -1 (a, {x} Ut)))- q>_(y -!x -1 (a, t)) 

{ definition of A[aL ] } 

A[aL ](y -!(a, {x} Ut))+ 1 + q>.(y-1 (a, {x} Ut))- q>.(y-lx -1 (a, t)). 

So, the recurrence relation is: 

A[aL]((a,t)) 0 

A[aL ](y -1 x -1 (a, t)) = A[ aL ](y -1 (a, {x} Ut)) 

+1 + q>.(y-1 (a, {x} Ut))- q>_(y -!x -1 (a, t)). 

The term 1 + q>.(y -1 (a, {x} U t)) q>.(y -1 x -1 (a, t)) may be interpreted as the 
amortized cost of unfolding aL (y -1 x -1 (a, t) ). 

The obvious way to proceed is now to establish (1) by induction on #x, using 
the above recurrence relation. Unfortunately, this is bound to fail because the 
sizes of the argumentsof A[aL] are the same on both sicles in case (ii). There is 
however an important difference between y -1 x -1 {a, t) and y -1 {a, {x} Ut): the 
subtree rooted at a increases in size (and the depth of a decreases). For this 
reason, the following strengtherring of (1) is an appropriate induction hypothesis: 

(2) 

We apply induction on y. It is obvious that (2) holds in case (i) (y [ )), and 
for case (ii) we derive: 

A[aL ](y -1 x -1 (a, t)) 
= { above recurrence relation } 

A[aL ](y -1 (a, {x} U t)) + 1 + q>.(y -1 (a, {x} Ut)) - q).(y -1 x -1 (a, t)) 

:$ { induction hypothesis (2) } 

#(y-l{a,{x}ut)) ( ( {} )) ( ( )) log"' #(a,{i}ut) +1+q).y-! a, x Ut -q}.y-lx-1 a,t 

< { see requirement on q> below } 

1 #(y -1 x -1 (a, t)) 
ogcx #(a, t) 
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Hence, (2) holds provided <I> satisfies 

{} ) ) #(a,{x}ut) 
1 + <I>.(y -1 (a, x Ut ) - <I>.(y -i x -i (a, t ) ~log.,. #(a, t) 

To remove log.,. from this requirement, we introduce function ill and define <I> of 
the form 

<I> .x = f3 log.,. ill.x, 

with f3 > 0. Constant f3 is introduced because there is no reason to assume that 
the base of the logarithm in the definition of <I> is equal to a. On account of the 
monotonicity of log.,. (a > 1 ), the above requirement on <I> thus becomes 

(
w.(y-i(a,{x}ut))){J #(a,{x}ut) 

0' ) < ) . w.(y-ix-i(a,t) - #(a,t 

Defining ~t = #(a, t), hence ~t = 1 +(~x : x E t : #x), and writing x as (b, u), 
this may be reformulated as: 

(
ill.(y-i(a,{(b,u)}Ut)))fJ 1 ~u 

0' < + -. 
ill.(y-i(b,uu{(a,t)})) - ~t 

Since y does not occur in the right-hand side, we want to eliminate y from the 
left-hand side as well. To cancel out y in the fraction we introduce 

tl..y.x = ill.(y -i x )/'11 .x, 

so that 

ill.(y -i (a, { (b, u)} Ut)) tl..y.(a, { (b, u)} Ut) ill.(a, { (b, u)} Ut) 
=-_;__;..,---.:....;_....,..:...:...._,...,....:-

w .(y -i (b, u U {(a, t)})) tl..y.(b, u U {(a, t)}) ill.(b, u U {(a, t)}) · 

The important observation is now that the left factor reduces to 1, if tl..y.x 
depends on y and #x only. This proviso means formally that 

(3) #x= #x' ::::} tl..y.x = tl..y.x'. 

Since tl. is defined in terms of W this imposes an extra requirement on W to 
which we return in a moment, but first we consider the right factor. 

The arguments of ill in the numerator and denominator of the right factor 
have a lot structure in common, viz. the structure of t and u. To cancel out 
these common parts, our next step is to take a definition of ill of the following 
general form: 

w .(a, t) = '1/J.t w•.t 

w•.t = (ll x : x E t : ill.x ). 

The right factor then becomes 
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w.(a,{(b,u)}Ut) "P.({{b,u)}Ut) "P.u w".u w*.t 
w.(b,uU {(a,t)})- "P.(uU {(a,t)}) w*.u W*.t' 

which yields as requirement in terms of a, (3, and "P: 

a ("P.( {(b, u}} Ut) "P.u)f3 < 1 +#u. 
"P.(uu{(a,t)}) "P.t - Ut 

Since the right-hand side depends on ~tand #u only, we decide to let "P.t depend 
on Ut in the simplest possible way: 

"P.t Ut. 

With this choice for "P, (3) indeed holds, as we leave to the reader to verify. (In 
Sec ti on 11.4, we will show that "P.t cannot be substantially smaller #t.) Since 
~( { (b, u)} Ut)= #(u U {(a, t)} ), the above requirement reduces to 

a (#u)f3 < 1 #u. 
#t - + Ut 

As Ut and flu range over all positive integers, a and (3 are thus required to satisfy: 
a > 1, (3 > 0, and 

To minimize the upper bound on A[aL ], we maximize a under these con
straints, and---with lower priority-we minimize (3 so as to keep ei> small. As
suming that a > 1 we abserve for ( 4 ): 

(\tm, n :: a(~)f3::; 1 + ~) 
=> { take n = 1 } 

(\i m :: a ::; :7n 
=> {1<a} 

(\tm :: 1 < :;+rl) 
=> { take m --> oo } 

(3 < 1, 

hence (3 mustbesmaller than 1. Therefore we assume 0 < (3 < 1, and we derive: 

= 

(\i m, n ::a(~ )f3 ::; 1 + ~) 
{ p = ~} 

(\i p : p > 0 : a ::; E:J} ) 
p 

{ 7 is minimal at x = ~, which is positive because 0 < (3 < 1 } 

a< I 
- !3P(l-f3)1 ;a, 
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which results in the following constraints on n and /3: 

1 
1 < Q ~ j3.8(1 - j3)l-,B 

0</3<1. 

To maximize n, wedetermine the maximum of its upper bound over all j3 be
tween 0 and 1. This yields 2 as maximal value for n at j3 ! . 

On account of (2), we thus have 

which implies 

.A[aL ](x)~ log2 #x. 

Moreover, we have obtained as potential: 

.P.(a, t):::: !Iog2 #(a, t) +(Ex :x Et: .P.x), 

for which we have as bounds: 

N ote that .P .x is 0( #x log #x) if each node of x has at most one sub tree. 

11.1.3 Top-down analysis 

From the top-down analysis of bottorn-up skew heaps in Section 9.4.3, we learn 
that the analysis of a bottorn-up operation on trees may be simplified by con
sirlering a top-down "simulation". In this section we show that the calculations 
are simplified somewhat by analyzing the following program for path reversal: 

(i) aL (a, t) (a, t) 

(ii) aL(b,uU{x}) _:._ (a,{(b,u)}Ut) l[(a,t)=aLx]l ,aEx. 

This top-down program yields the same result as the bottorn-up program, using 
the same number of unfoldings. The use of however, makes this program not 
realist ie. 

To obtain a recurrence relation for A[aL ], we take a potential of the form 

.P.(a, t) = t.p.t + .P•.t 

.P•.t (Ex:xEt:.P.x), 

and derive for case (ii): 
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.A[aL ]((b,uU {x})) 
= { definition of .A[aL] } 

T[aL ]((b,uU {x}))+ <P.(aL (b,uu {x}))- <P.{b,uU {x}) 
= { definition of aL } 

1 + T[ aL ] (x) + <P. (a, { ( b, u)} U t} - <P. ( b, u U {x}) 

= { definition of .A[ aL]; aL x (a, t) } 
1 + .A[aL ](x)+ <P.x <P.(a, t) + <P.(a, {(b, u)} Ut} - <P.(b, u U {x}} 

= { definition of <P } 

1 +.A[ aL ](x)+ <P.x- <p.t <P*.t + <p.( { (b, u}} Ut)+ <p.u + <P*.u + <P*.t 
~<p.(u U {x})- <P*.u <P.x 

{ } 
.A[aL ](x)+ 1- <p.t + <p.( { (b,u}} Ut)+ <p.u rp.(u U {x}). 

Observing that U( {(b, u)} Ut) is equal to U( u U {x}) because #x #(aL x) = Ut, 
the recurrence relation reduces to 

.A[aL ]((a, t}) 

.A[aL]({b,uU {x}}) 

= 0 
.A[aL ](x)+ 1 + rp.u 

provided cp.t depends on nt only. 

<p.t, 

From this recurrence relation, it follows by induction that 

.A[ aL ](x)$ log0 #x, 

with o > 1, provided rp satisfies 

1 + li'l.u t <I #(b,uu {x}) ..- <p. - og<> #x · 

To remove log
0 

from this requirement we define 

<p.t f3logQ nt, 
with f3 > 0, so that <p.t depends on nt in a simple way. This yields 

0
(Uu)f3 < Uu+nt 

Ut - nt • 
since #x ~t. The analysis can now he completed as in the previous section, 
which leads to the condusion that 

.A[aL )(x) $ log2 #x. 

Remark 11.1 
In the bottorn-up analysis we used the following induction hypothesis 

This stronger result can also be obtained in a top-down fashion by taking it as 
induction hypothesis. 
0 
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11.1.4 Series of path reversals 

We want to determine the cost of a series of path reversals performed on the 
same tree. Therefore, we study T[L*](s,x), with operation L* performing a 
series of reversals: 

[]L*x x 

(s -Ja)L*x = sL"(aL x). 

To amortize the cost of the applkations of L , we introduce amortized costs 
for L*: 

A[L*](s,x) = T[L*](s,x)+ qi,(sL*x) ql,x, 

for which we have as recurrence relation: 

A[L*]([],x) = 0 

A[L*](s -Ja, x) A[L*](s, aL x)+ A[L ](a, x). 

Since A[aL ](x):::;; log2 #x, this yields by induction: 

A[L*](s,x) :5; #slog2 #x, 

from which we condude 

T[L*](s,x) 
= { definition of A[L*] } 

A[L*](s,x) + ql,x- qi,(sL*x) 

< { above bound for A[L*]; bounds for ~ } 

#s log2 #x + ! #x log2 #x. 

In [12], one is interested in the average cost per reversal when the number of 
reversals is significantly larger than the size of the tree. For this quantity we 
obtain the same bound as in [12]: 

T[L*](s,x) I #x log2 #x 

# 
:::;; og2 #x + # . s 2 s 

Note that the average cost of one reversal tends to the amortized cost of one 
reversal when the number of reversals ( = #s) is large. Phrased differently: the 
potential difference over a whole sequence of reversals is negligible when the 
sequence is sufficiently long. 

11.2 Splaying 

Splaying is the basic operation in a particular implementation of so-called dic
tionaries. A dictionary is an algebra involving subsets of an infinite, linearly 
ordered set (see e.g. [1, p.108]). As a simple example of a dictionary, we con
sider the following algebra: 
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D = ({Int} I {},(={}),E,EB,e). 

In this algebra, set Int is used as representative of an infinite, linearly ordered set. 
Another example of such a set is the lexicographically ordered set of identifiers 
of a programming language. (In that case one aften speaks of "symbol tables" 
instead of dictionaries.) 

If we replace Int in the definition of D by a finite set like [O .. N), the resulting 
algebra can be implemented very efficiently, as shown in Chapter 7. The fact 
that D involves sets of unbounded size farms a major obstacle that essentially 
excludes the use of (finite) arrays. 

11.2.1 Splay trees 

In [29], Sleator and Tarjan have developed an efficient implementation of dic
tionaries, called splay trees. Although the main subject here is the splaying 
operation, we will briefiy describe splay trees in this section by presenting a 
refinement ST of algebra D with the following signature: 

ST= (EST I empty, isempty, member, insert, delete ). 

Type EST is a subset of (Int), known as the set of binary search trees. lt is 
defined by 

EST= {x I x E (Int) 1\ x is increasing}, 

where x denotes the inorder traversalof binary tree x (see Section 1.1.4). Since 
an increasing list does nat contain duplicates, each integer can occur at most 
once in a binary search tree. Consequently, a subtree may be identified by the 
value attached to its root, a fact that will be exploited in the next section. The 
abstraction function is defined by [x]]= {a I a E x}. 

In termsof operation L ("splay") we now present programs for the operations 
of ST. The type of opera ti on L is ( { -oo} U Int U { oo}) x EST --+ EST, and it 
is specified by 

aL ( ) = ( ), 

and, for nonempty x: 

(5) aL x= x 1\ (3t,b, u: aL x= (t,b,u): t *[a] *u is increasing). 

So, while keeping the inorder traversal intact, splaying moves a value to the root 
which is either equal toa or "close toa". Note that for nonempty x, ooLx 
results in a tree whoseroot contains the maximum of x, and whose right subtree 
is empty. This property is exploited in the program for delete: 

empty 

isempty.x 

() 
x=() 
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member.a.x x:= aL x 

; ( return( false) ,x=() 
0 return(a=b) I[ {t,b,u} x ll ,x:fi() 
) 

insert.x.a {a} ,x 0 
D ( {t, a, { (), b, u}! ,a< b 

0 {{t,b,{)),a,u) ,b <a 
) I[ (t,b,u) =aL x Jl ,x:fi() 

delete.x.a - ( u ,t = {) 
0 (v,b,u) I[ (v,b,(}} = ooLt Jl ,t:fi() 
) I[ (t, a, u) = aL x Jl. 

The program for member is an example of a program with benevolent side-effects. 
For the analysis we introduce program member1 

( cf. Sections 4. 7 and 5.5 ): 

member1.a.x = (false,x) ,x= () 
IJ (a=b, (t,b,u}) I[ (t,b,u} =aL x ]I ,x :fi ( ). 

Remark 11.2 
Starting from the detlnitîon of data retlnement, the obvious implementation of 
E which exploits the fact that the concrete trees are binary search trees would 
be program J: 

f.a.(} = false 
f.a.(t, b, u) = f.a.t ,a< b 

IJ true ,a= b 

0 f.a.u ,a> b. 

But the performance of this program is poor: the evaluation of f.a.x may take 
time proportional to #[x] in the worst case, since trees in BST are not required 
to he balanced. To achleve logarithmic amortized costs for member, it is crudal 
that this operation transfarmsits tree-argument by means of operation L • 
0 

With member' producing a tree, we can now associate a poten ti al change with 
this "inspection" operation. The amortized costs are thus detlned as follows: 

A[empty] 

A[isempty]( x) 

A[member'](a, x) 

A[insert ](x, a) 

A[delete](x, a) 

T[empty] + i)).empty 

T[isempty] (x) 

T[member'](a, x)+ .P.(member1.a.x.1) .P.x 

T[insert]( x, a)+ iJ) .(insert.x .a) - iJ) .x 

T[delete](x, a)+ .P.(delete.x.a)- i)).x, 

where T is an appropriate cost measure and iJ) a potential. The tlrst two oper
ations evidently have 0(1) amortized costs, and splaying is implemented such 
that the amortized cost of each of the other operations is logarithmic. 
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11.2.2 Definition of splaying 

In this section we introduce a simplified version of splaying which is somewhat 
easier to analyze. The results obtained from the analysis of this version, which 
are presented in the next section, are, however, sufficiently gener al. 

We present two programs for the following restricted version of splaying, 
which has type IntxBSTr>.BST, and satisfies (cf. (5)): 

(6) aEx => aLx=x A (3t,u::aLx={t,a,u)). 

So, we assume that a occurs in x, and therefore aL x has root a. 
Operation (aL) ("splaying at a") is performed by "rotating" a towards the 

root, and it is the partienlar way these rotations are chosen that leads to an effi
cient implementation of splaying. Traditionally, splaying is explained by means 
of pictures (see Figure 11.2, transformation (ii) is called a rotation at a), but 
to allow for a systematic analysis of splaying, we introduce a special represen
tation of binary trees so that we can describe splaying concisely and in a linear 
way-as opposed to a two-dimensional pictorial description. The appropriate 
representation to describe splaying is root-path view {Int)s from Section 6.2.3: 

{lnt)3 [{Int}xlnt U Intx(Int}] x (Int). 

In terms of this type, we obtain the following program for L ( cf. Figure 11.2 ): 

(i) aL {t, a, u) = (t,a,u} 

(ii) aL ((t, a, u), b, v) (t,a, (u,b,v)) 

(iii) aL (y, { { {t, a, u), b, v), c, w)) aL (y, (t,a,{u,b,{v,c,w)))) 

(iv) aL (y, ((v, b, {t, a, u}), c, w)) aL (y, ({v,b,t),a, {u,c,w))), 

where the symmetrical counterparts of (ii), (iii), and (iv), which are obtained 
by interchanging the role of left and right subtrees, have been omitted. (In the 
sequel, "symmetry" refers to this kind of symmetry.) In this program we have 
ignored the fact that the position of a is actually determined by startinga search 
at the root (as in program fin Remark 11.2); this is safe because the cost of 
this search is proportional to the cost of moving a to the root. 

lt is easily seen that this program satisfies specification ( 6). N ote that in cases 
(i), (ii), and (iv) the right-hand side is fully determined by the left-hand side 
provided one abstains from further decomposition of the components occurring 
intheleft-hand sides. In case (iii), however, aL(y,{t,a,((u,b,v),c,w))) is the 
only remaining alternative for aL (y, {t, a, (u, b, (v, c, w})) ). But inspeetion ofthe 
resulting program learns that it is equivalent to rotating a towards the root by 
means of single rotations only: 

aL (t, a, u) 

aL (y, ( (t, a, u), b, v)) 

aL (y,(v,b,(u,a,t))) 

(t, a, u) 

aL (y, (t, a, (u,b, v))) 

aL (y,((v,b,u),a,t)), 
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(i) 

(i i) 

(ili) 

(iv) 

b 

Figure 11-2: Spla.ying a.t a ( cf. [29, Figure 3]). 
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;1nd, constq ucntly, thc dfi.ci~ncy of this program is poor. (See abo Remark 11.3.) 
The program merely distinguishc~ thc ca.scs "dcpth of a is 0" and "Jepth of a 
is p;rca.tN t.ha.n 0"- To ach leve the des i red efficiency i t i:; neceSJ>ary to si np;le out 
the r.asc "dcpth of a is I'' and to act in the particular way desc l"i lwd ahovc in 
caB<~ "dq)th of a is grealer than 1". 

lnst.e:1.d of splaying in a bottorn-up fashion as depicted in Figur~ 11.2, we 
may <l.s wdl do it in a top--down fashion. In [29], Sleator a.nd Tarjan present 
a rathN cornplicated itemlive method of top-down splaying_ Doing this in a 
rt:r.m·sim:· way in terrns of type (Int), we obtain a mnch simplcr description of 
top down splaying: 

(i) aL (t, a, u) (t, a, 11.) 
(ii) a/ ((t,a,u/,b,v) .. _. {l, a, ('u, b, v)) '<t<b 

( iii) aL ((x, b, v),r., w) - ( t, a, ( 1l, /,, ( v, c, ·w))) I[ (t,a,u)=aLx 11 ,a<b<c 

(iv) aL ((v,b,~t),c,w) - ( ( v, b, t), a, (u, c, w)) I[ {l,a,·u)=aL 1: Jl ,b<a<c. 

In this program the same transformatlons are pcrforrned as in Figure 1.1.2, hut 
if the depth of a is odd, tbc result. is a bit different. Sine€ a.lgchra T from 
S<~ct.iou ,1.;! eau be Îlllplenwntcd in a nondestructive wa.y, a purdy-functional 
irnplemeutation of spla.y treescan be obtaiued from this program for L. 

Th~~ cost mcasurc dcf\lwd hy t.bt~ dot::; iu this program will be deuoted by 
I. Theu T[aL ](x) is a.pproximately equalto the numbcr of integer comparîsons 
required for the evaluation of aL x (T[aL ](x)+ 2 is a tight upp<>l' hound). 

11.2.3 Analysîs of top-down splaying 

'J'he <Lmdy.sis of top-down ~pla.yiug follows the top-down a.na.\y~;is of path rcvcrsal 
v(~ry do~(~[y_ To avoid too much duplkation of that analysis, thc dcrivation of 
th~ pot.enti;11 is therefore shorü>.n<>d a hit by drawing somP r.ondusions frorn that 

a.na1ysis. 

·we try to ckrivc a. loga.rithmic bound for t.he FLrnortized costof (aL), given 

hy 

A[aL ](x)= T[aL ](:t) + 1>.(o.L x)- 41.x. 

More precisely, we want to find a poteutial of> such t.hat. 

(7) A[a.L ](J:) ~log" ttx, 

with o> 1 and a:; large <lS possihl!:!. Reeall that ~x dcnot!:!s the ~ize of :1: plus one, 

which ma.y defined recursivcly by 

~() 
~(!,a, ·u) Ut+ ~u-

lil <ldditioa, W(' wa.nt 1) t.o lH' uouBep~tiVI' ;utd sma.ll. Sillct' wc hav(~ omil.l.ed the 
~.YIHmdriul.l counterparts of cases (ii)---(iv) we abo requirc (I) tobt~ symmetrie in 

order to cover these Gl.scs. 
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Setting out for an inductive argument, we first derive a recurrence relation 
for .A[ aL]. To this end, we take 41 of the form: 

41.{) = 0 

41.(t, a, u) 41.t + <p.t.u + 41.u. 

Then we observe for case (iii): 

.A[aL ]( ((x, b, v), c, w)) 

= { definition of .A[aL] } 

T[aL ]( ((x, b, v), c, w)) + 41.(aL ((x, b, v), c, w))- 41.((x, b, v), c, w) 
{ definition of aL } 

2 + T[aL ](x)+ 41.(t, a, (u,b, (v, c, w))) - 41.( (x, b, v), c, w) 
{ definition of .A[ aL]; aL x (t, a, u) } 

2 + .A[aL ](x)+ 41 .x 41.(t, a, u) + 41.(t, a, (u, b, (v, c, w))) - 41.(b, u U {x}) 
{ definition of 41 } 

2 + .A[aL ](x)+ 41.x- 41.t <p.t.u- 41.u 
+41.t + <p.t.{u,b, (v,c, w)) + 41.u + <p.u.(v, c, w) + 41.v + <p.v.w + 41.w 
-41.x <p.x.v- 41.v- <p.(x,b, v).w- 41.w 

= { } 

2 + .A[aL ](x)- <p.t.u + <p.t.(u, b, {v,c, w)) + <p.u.(v,c, w) 
+<p.v.w- <p.x.v- <p.(x,b,v).w. 

As in the analysis of path reversal, the recurrence relation can be simpli:fied by 
observing that #t+#(u,b,(v,c,w)) = #(x,b,v)+#w because #(aLx) =#x and 
aL x (t, a, u). Hence, provided <p.t.u depends on Ut+ #u only, the amortized 
cost of an unfolding of case (iii) simplifies to 

2 + <p.u.(v, c, w) + <p.v.w <p.x.v <p.t.u. 

Omitting the calculations for the other cases, we thus have 

.A[aL ]((t,a,u)) = 0 

.A[aL ]( ( (t, a, u), b, v)) 

.A[aL](({x,b,v),c,w}) = 

.A[ aL]( ( {v, b,x), c, w)) = 

<p.u.v <p.t.u 

.A[ aL ](x )+2+<p.u.{v, c, w)+<p.v.w-<p.x.v-<p.t.u 

.A[aL ](x )+2+<p.v.t+<p.u.w-<p.v.x-<p.t.u. 

It is obvious that (7) holds in case (i). In order that (7) follows by induction 
in the other cases, the following requirements must be satisfied: 

<p.u.v- <p.t.u < log"'(Ut + Uu + #v) 

2 + <p.u.(v, c, w) + <p.v.w- <p.x.v <p.t.u < log"' .l!....-.:.-"n-:--'-'ir---'-"= 

2 + <p.v.t + <p.u.w- <p.v.x <p.t.u 
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To remave log"' from these requirements, we define 

r.p.t.u = filoga:(Ut +~u), 

with f3 > 0. The requirements then reduce to 

(i1*)~ < Ut+ ~u+ #v 

0!2 ( U+ V+ w #t+IW) ~ 
t+ U+ V t+ U s 1 + #t+fw t+ u ( r 2 ttv+#t U+ w · 1 + U{+iW· 0 ~v+Ut+Uu ~ < t+ u 

As constraints on a and f1 we thus have: a > 1, f3 > 0, and 

(8) .. I+ m ~ 
(Vk,l,m .. (k+l) sk+l+m) 

•• 2 l+m+n m+n ~ m+n 
(Vk,l,m,n .. a (k l -k-l) < 1 + ) + +m + - + 

(9) 

•• 2 k+m l+n~ m+n 
(V k, l, m, n .. a ( k I -k l ) < 1 + + +m + - + 

(10) 

Under these constraints, we want to maximize a and, with lower priority, we 
want to minimize f1 so as to keep iP small. 

We distinguish two cases. 

Case f1 < ~. Lemma 11.5 at the end of this section states that for 0 < f3 < ~: 

(8) f3 s 1 

(9) 0!2 < (1-~)1-~ 
- pï"'(l-2,8)1 2{3 

(10) a 2 S 4P, 

so, taking the conjunction of the requirements on a and /1, we obtain: 

2 (1-/1)1-p . ,B 
1 < a S f3( '") 1 _ 2" mm 4 !3· 1-2,.... V 

1 
0<(3<2. 

To maximize a, we determine the maximum of its upper bound over all f3 sat
isfying 0 < f3 < ~. This yields ?'4 as maximal value for a 2 for f3 = ~ ( see 
Figure 11.3). 

Case f3 ~ ~· Instantiation of (9) with "k,l,m,n 1,1,1,oo" yields that 

0!2 s /ï. 
Since ..Jl < ?'4, we coneinde from this case analysis that the optima} values 

for a and f3 are given by a = ~ and !3 ~. 
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2 2 
.............. 

...... ····· ·····•··············· ..... ··········· ............ . 

0 1/3 l/2 

Figure 11.3: Maximum at (3 =i· 

As result for the amortized costs of splaying we thus have ( cf. (7) ): 

A[aL ](x):::; 1 + 3log2 üx. 

Furthermore, we have derived the following potential: 

iP .( } 0 

éP.{t,a,u} = iP.t+log2 n{t,a,u}+iP.u. 

Note that iP.x is O(Uxlogüx) ifeach node of x has at most one nonempty sub
tree. lt would be interesting to know whether there exists a linear potential for 
splaying; this question will be addressed in Section 11.4. 

We end this section with two remarks and the promised lemma. 

Remark 11.3 
The remaining alternative for (iii) mentioned in Section 11.2.2, 

aL {(x,b,v},c,w} = (t,a,((u,b,v},c,w}} I[ (t,a,u} =aL x ]I ,a<b<c, 

drops out because it gives rise to constraint 

2 l+m+n l+m 13 m+n 
('v'k,l,m,n::a (k+l+m k+l) :::; l+k+T). 

This implies that a:::; 1 if we instantiate it with "k, I, m, n := 1, oo, 1, 1", which 
contiiets with a > 1. 
0 

Remark 11.4 
The maximal value of 13{3\~~~)~/3 2ï3 turns out to he <P = ~, the golden ratio 

again (for (3 = 5ïts (~ 0.276)). So, if it were only for case (iii), constant 3 in 
the bound for A[ aL] could he replaced by 2/log2 <P ( ~ 2.88). 
0 
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Lemma 11.5 
For 0 < (3 < !, 

( ) ('V k l (l+m)(3 < k + l + ) = ,B <_ 1 a , , m :: k+l _ m 

•
0 2 (l+m+n m+n)f3 m+n 

(b) ('Vk,l,m,nooO: k+l+m k+l :$1+ k+l)-

•• 2 ( k+m l+n)f3 < m+n _ 2 13 (c) ('Vk,l,m,n .. a k+l+m k+l _ 1 + k+l) = a :$4 · 

Proof The facts are proven by rnutual irnplication. 

Proof of (a), using that (3 > 0: 

('V k, l, m :: ( wn(3 :$ k + l + m) 

{:= {/3>0} 

('V k, l, m :: ( kt~~m )f3 :$ kt~;!r) 

= { } 
!3 :$ 1; 

('Vk,l,moo 

=? {take k 

('V l :: 

)13 :$ k + l + m) 

1 and l = 1 } 

)f3 :$ m + 2) 

=? { take m _, oo } 

/3:$1. 

Proof of (b ), using that 0 < (3 < ~: 

('V k 1 m n oo a.2(1.±.!:!:!.±.!! mtn )13 < 1 + m±n) 
' ' ' 

0 0 

k±l±m k±l - k±l 

{:= {/3>0} 

('Vk,l,m,n :: )(3 < 1 + mtn) 
- k+l 

- {p = } 

('Vp: p > 0: o:2((1+p)p)f3 :$ 1 + p) 

- { } 
('V p : p > 0 : a.2 :$ (l+:pl-(3) 



(V k, l, m, n :: et
2Ü\it,;: ~$ï)~ ::::; 1 + ~$i) 

=> { take k = m = 1 } 

(V l, n :: a2(11~i~ !f#-)~ ::::; 1 + T$f) 
{ } 

(V l, n :: a2 ::::; (1 + T$f )(t~!!I ~$if) 
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=> {take 7-+ 1 .!!2~ and l-+ oo <4 > 0, since 0 < {3 < ~)} 

a2::::; (1+ 1!2;a)(I+,l!z;>; 

{ 1 + 1!!2P = t:~ } 
02 ::::; t:.f~e~--'1 1 ïl~)~ 
{ } 
2 < tt-m1 -~ 0 

- ~ïf(t- 2~)1 2ïr 

To complete the proof of this part, we minimize f(x) = (l+:b1 -~ over all x> 0. 
Then f'(x) = 0 is equivalent to (1 f3)x (1 + x){3, and f turns out to be 
minimal at , which is positi ve because 0 < {3 < ~ . So the minimum of f 

I h. h . I (1-~>1 -~ . 1 - t-~ equa s w IC m turn equa s ~ïf(l-2~) 1 211> smce + - 1 _ 2~. 

Proof of ( c), using that {3 > 0: 

(V k l m n .. a 2(_tim_ ~)~ < 1 + k+Ï) ' ' ' .. m+m k+l - + 
<::: {{3>0} 

(V k l m n ·· a 2( k+j ~ )~ < 1 + m±n) 
' ' , . . k± F-Fl - k±l 

{ P = kk\i and q = ~ } 
(Vp,q:p>O /1. q>O /1. p+q;?:1:a2(pq)~$p+q) 

{ } 
(V p, q : p > 0 /1. q > 0 /1. p + q ;?:: 1 : a 2 $ (;;)~) 

= { minimize (:;)'?J, using {3 > 0 ( see below) } 

a 2 ::::; 4~; 

(V k l m n ·· a 2(_tim_ ~)~ < 1 + k±Ï) , ' ' . . m+m kt/ - + 
=> { take l == k and m = n = 1 } 

(V k :: a 2 CA"t\ W )~::::: 1 + fk) 
- { } 

(V k :: a2 ::::; (1 + t)(2kk.:II k~I )P) 

=> { take k -+ oo } 

a2 $ 4P. 
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Wedetermine the minimum of (x+~ over all positive x and y satisfying x+y 2: 1. 
xy) 

To this end, we first abserve that (:;)11 takes its minimal value only if x y 

hecause (xy)l1 is maximized hy taking x equal to y (/3 > 0), and this can he 
achieved without changing the value of x+ y. We thus minimize 2x 1 - 211 over all 
x 2: ~. Since this function is increasing in x, it attains its minimal va1ue of 411 

at x=!· 
D 

11.2.4 Bounds for splay trees 

Cost measure T has heen chosen such that T[aL ](x) is (as good as equal to) the 
numher of c.omparisons needed to locate a in x ( cf. program fin Remark 11.2). 
This measure corresponds to Sleator and Tarjan's measure in [29]. The amor
tized casts satisfy 

A[empty] is 0(1) 

A[isempty]( x) is 0(1) 

A[member](a, x) < 3log2(1+#[x]) + 0(1) camparisans 

A[insert](x, a) < 4log2(l+#[x]) + 0(1) comparisons 

A[delete](x, a) :::; 6log2 (1+#[x]) + 0(1) comparisons. 

For potential () we have as hounds 

11.3 Pairing 

In [7], Fredman, Sedgewick, Sleator, and Tarjan propose pairing heaps as practi
cal alternative for Fihonacci heaps. The central operation of this data structure, 
called pairing, transfarms a list of heaps into a single heap hy repeatedly linking 
two heaps in a specific order. In this section we consider one of the numerous 
variants of pairing, viz. the so-called two-pass variant. 

11.3.1 Pairing heaps 

Pairing heaps can he used to implement the following algebra of priority queues, 
which is ahout the same as algebra PQ' from Chapter 10: 

PQ" = ({Int} I {},(={}),{·},W,!,.ij.,deckey). 

As signature for the implementation of this algebra we use 

PH = ( P I empty, isempty, single, union, min, del min, deckey ). 

Characteristic of pairing heaps is that P is a subset of tree type 
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(Int)s {( }} U (Int) 4 , 

where type (Int} 4 has been defined in Section 6.3.1 as the smallest solution of 

X : X = Int x [X]. 

Note that for a tree (a, t) in (Int}9 , the trees in t are nonempty-as they are 
elementsof (Int)4 • Data typePis now, informally, defined as thesetof trees of 
type (Int) 4 that are free of duplicates and satisfy the heap condition. 

Again, the fundamental operation on heaps is linking, which is defined on 
trees of type (Int)9 by 

() IX1 y 
x IX1 () 

(a,t) !X1 {b,u) 

y 
..:... x 

(a, (b,u} H} 
{b, (a, t) f- u} 

,a< b 
,b <a. 

In termsof this operator, the operations of PH are defined as follows: 

empty - () 

isempty.x - x={} 

single.a ..:... (a, [ ]) 

union.x.y ..:... X!Xly 

min.( a, t) ..:... a 

delmin.(a, t) - cp.t. 

Function cp transforms a list of heaps into a single heap by repeatedly linking 
two heaps. This can be clone in many ways. The method analyzed in [7] is 
the two-pass variant: in the first pass, heaps are linked pairwise from left to 
right; in the second pass, the resulting heaps are combined from right to left. 
These two passes are concisely encoded in the following program for cp ("pair 
and combine", or "pairing" for short). 

cp.[] 

cp.[x] 

= () 
= x 

cp.(xf-yl-t) = (x!Xly)!Xlcp.t. 

Note that the cost of pairing is charged to the applications of l><l. 

Toprogram deckey, we use the following root-path view of (Int)s: 

[[ (Int)9 ] x Int x [ (Int)9]] x (Int)9 , 

which corresponds to root-path view {T)8 of tree type (T) 4 from Section 6.3.2. 
In termsof this type, deckey is programmed as follows: 

deckey.a.k.(z,{a,t))::!:: zl><l(a-k,t), 
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where we have abbreviated (z, ()) to z, and ([ ], (a-k, t)) to (a-k, t). 

The cost measure defined by the dotsin the above programs will be called T. 
As for the complexity of these operations, it is still an open problem whether the 
amortized cost of deckey is 0(1). In the next section, we derive a logarithmic 
bound for the amortized cost of cp. The potential function obtained in this 
analysis yields a logarithmic bound for deckey. 

11.3.2 Analysis of pairing 

We use ~t to denote #(a, t), hence ~t is positive for all lists t. The goal of the 
analysis of cp is to maximize a such that a > 1 and 

(11) A[cp](t):::; loga Ut, 

where A[cp](t) denotes the amortized costof pairing, defined by 

A[cp](t) = T[cp](t) + ci>.(cp.t)- ci>.t. 

Note that cp.t is a tree of type (Int)9 , whereas t is list of type [(Int)9 ]. Potential 
ei> is therefore defined both on (Int)9 and [ (Int)9 ]: 

ei>.() = 0 

ci>.(a, t) = <p.t + ci>*.t 
ci>.t = <p.t + ci>*.t, with ci>*.t = (I: x :x E t: ci>.x ). 

Hence, ci>.(a, t) = ci>.t. To achieve that ei> is nonnegative, we require <p to be 
nonnegative. In terms of the amortized costs of linking, given by 

A[ w](x, y) = T[ w](x, y) + ci>.(x wy)- ci>.x- ci>.y, 

the following recurrence relation can now be derived from the program for cp: 

A[cp]([]) 

A[cp]([x]) 

A[cp](xf-yf-t) 

-<p.l] 
-<p.[x] 
A[ w](x, y) +A[ w](x wy,cp.t)- <p.(x f-y f-t)+ <p.t 

+A[cp](t), 

using that ei>.( x f- y H) = <p.(x f- y H) + ci>.x + ci>.y + ci>.t - <p.t. 

Since <p will be nonnegative, ( 11) evidently holds if t = [ J or t = [x]. It 
follows by induction in the remaining case, provided 

( 12) A[ w]( x, y) + A[ w ](x w y, cp.t) - <p.( x f- y H) + <p.t :::; loga U( x uf Hl. 

To simplify this requirement on <p, we investigate A[ w]. For x = (a, t) and 
y = (b, u) we observe for the case a < b: 



A[ !X1 ](x, y) 

= { definition of A[ !X1] } 
T[MJ(x,y)+ «P.(x!Xly)- <P.x- <P.y 

{ definitions of !X1 and T } 

1 + «P.(a, yf- t)- «P.(a, t)- «P.y 

{ definition of «P and «P* } 

1 + <p.(y H) + «P.y + <P*.t- <p.t- <P*.t- «P.y 

{ } 
1 + <p.(y H)- <p.t. 

Introducing 

(13) 6.(yf- t) = ip.(yf- t) <p.t, 

wethen have on account of symmetry 

A(M](x,y)=1+{ 6.(yH) ,a<b 
6.(xf-u) ,b<a. 
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To avoid the case analysis in this result we let ó.t depend on ~t only. Defining 
6.{a, t) 6.t, we then have 

(14) A[M](x,y)= 1+6.(x!X1y), 

since both U(yH) and #(xf-u) areequal to #(xMy). 

In termsof 6, requirement (12) becomes: 

(15) 2 + 6.(x !X1 y) + 6.(( x !X1 y) !X1 cp.t) 6.( x f- y f-t)- ó.(y H) ::; log"' #X+~Y+ftt. 

As in the previous analyses in this chapter we take 

and to achieve that <p is nonnegative we also take <p.[ J = 0, which defines <p on 
account of (13). 

Using that #(cp.t) = #t- 1, requirement (15) then reduces to: 

1 #x + #y) {3 1 #x + #y __ __;;;__~_ < + . 
#y + ~t - #t 

In summary, we thus have that ( 11) holds and that «P is nonnegative provided 
a and {3 satisfy: a > 1, {3 > 0, and 

(16) ('"'k .. 2 (m + n + k 1 m + n){J < 1 m + n) 
v , m, n .. a k k _ + k . m+n+ n+ 
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Since m,t~!!'k 1 is about 1, this set of requirements is very similar to the one in 
the analysis of path reversal. To maximize a, we distinguish two cases. 

Case f3 < 1. Since constraint (16) is about equal toeonstraint (4) in the analysis 
of path reversal, we omit the calculations that lead to the following constraints 
on a and {3: 

1 2 < 1 
< a - f3t1( 1 {3)1-fJ 

0</3<1. 

The optima! val u es thus are a = v'2 and f3 = ~. 
Case f3 2 I. lnstantiating (16) with "k, m, n := 1, oo, 1" yields that a 2 :S 2, 
hence a :S y'2. 

We condude that the optimal val u es are a = v'2 and f3 = ~. As result for 
A[cp] we thus have (on account of (11)): 

A[cp](t) :S 2log2 ~t, 

for potential 4i defined by 

4i.() 
4i.(a, t) 
4i.[ l 

0 
4i.t 

= 0 
4i.(x f-t) = 4i.x + log2 U(x f-t)+ 4i.t. 

11.3.3 Bounds for pairing heaps 

To analyze the respective operations we reeall the following result of the previous 
sec ti on ( cf. ( 14) ): 

(17) 4i.(x~y)-4i.x 4i.y=log2 #(x~y). 

This yields for the first six operations: 

A[empty] is 0(1) 

A[isempty]( x) is 0(1) 

A[ single]( a) is 0(1) 

A[union](x, y) < log2 #[union.x.y] comparisons 

A[min](x) is 0(1) 

A[delmin](x) < 2log2 #[x]l comparisons. 

These bounds imply that sorting N numbers by means of pairing heaps requires 
asymptotically at most 2Nlog2 N éomparisons, instead of 2.88Nlog2 N for Fi
bonacci heaps. 

To analyze deckey we must be a little careful. We use the property that 
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~.(z, (a, t)) ~ ~.z +~.{a, t). 

Then we observe, writing x = (z, (a, t) ): 

A[deckey](a, k, x) 

= { definition of A[deckey] } 

T[deckey](a, k, x)+~.( deckey.a.k.x)- ~.x 

= { definitions of T and deckey } 

1 + ~.(z t><1 {a-k, t})- ~.(z, {a, t)) 

< { above property } 

1 + ~.(zt><! {a-k,t))- ~.z- ~.(a, t) 

= { (17), using ~.(a,t) = ~.(a-k,t}} 

1 + log2 #x. 

Let us briefty compare pairing heaps with Fibonacci heaps. Between data 
type P and data type F defined in Section 10.3, we observe three major differ
ences: (a) F consists of trees over Int x [O .. K] whereas trees in P are over Int, 
(b) trees in P can have any structure whereas trees in F are pseudo-binomial, 
and ( c) the order of the subtrees is taken into account for trees in P, while it is 
irrelevant for trees in F ( compare tree types (T) 4 and (T)6 ). 

Because of these differences, Fibonacci heaps are not as "self-adjusting" [7] as 
pairing heaps are. Combined with the fact that the implementation at pointer 
level is simpler and more space efficient, this makes pairing heaps interesting 
from a practical point of view. From a theoretica! point of view, however, 
Fibonacci heaps are to be preferred because the amortized costs of deckey have 
been shown to be 0(1). 

11.4 Why these "sum of logs" potentials? 

For path reversal, splaying, and pairing, we have derived the following potential 
functions: 

~.(a, t) ~log2 #(a, t) +(Ex :x Et: ~.x), 

~.() = 0 

~.(t,a,u) = ~.t + log2 U(t,a, u)+ ~.u, 

and 

~.{) = 0 

~.(a,[]) 0 

~.(a, x 1-t) = ~.x+ log2 #(a, x 1- t) + ~.(a, t). 
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For these potential functions, the contribution of each node to the potential of 
the tree is proportional to the logarithm of the size of its subtrees. (In case of 
pairing, (a, x 1- t) can be viewed as a node with left subtree x and right subtree 
(a, t).) The fact that these "sum of logarithms" potentials serve to analyze 
both splaying and pairing is easy to explain, since there is a clear conneetion 
between these two operations (see [7, p.121]). But the authors of [12] are at a 
loss to explain that such a potential can also be used to amortize the cost of 
path reversal, because they cannot discover a conneetion between splaying ( and 
pairing) on the one hand, and path reversal on the other hand. To us, however, 
this fact is not a surprise anymore because we are able to analyze these three 
operations in the same systematic way. 

In conneetion with the amortized complexity of deckey for pairing heaps, an 
important question is whether a smaller potential than "sum of logs" is possible. 
Since A[deckey](a, k, x)::; 1+b.l:, we would obtain a better bound ifwe were able 
to show that, for instance, 8.x = log log U x is possible. U nfortunately, however, 
a smaller potential cannot he obtained in our analyses of path reversal, splaying, 
and pairing, as we will now show for path reversal. 

In the bottorn-up analysis of path reversal, we defined '1/;.t ~t, and this 
choice for 'Ij; led to requirement ( 4) on o: and fJ. To investigate whether a smaller 
choice for '1/;.t is possible, e.g. '1/;.t = log Ut, we introduce a function f on the 
positive integers, and take '1/;.t = .v'J1t. As requirement on f we then obtain 
formula (18) in the lemma below. In our analysis we have chosen f.n fo (for 
o: 2 and fJ = ~ ). Lemma 11.6 shows that f cannot he substantially smaller. 

Lemma 11.6 
Let f he a function defined on the positive integers such that f.n 2: 1. Suppose 
f satisfies 

f.m m + n 
(18) (Vm,n::-

1 
::;--), 

.n o:n 

forsomen > L Then f.n is fl(n') and O(n1-•), with 0 < E < !· 
Proof Fora sufficiently large integer c, we instantiate (18) with m, n 
and m, n := n, c n, respectively. This yields that, for all positive n: 

f.(cn) < c + 1 
f.n - a 

or, equivalently, 

f.n 1 + c 
--< f.( en) - ac 

o:c f.(cn) c + 1 --<--<--. 
c + 1 - f.n - a 

cn,n 

Since a ::; 2 (instantiate (18) with m = n), the lower hound does not exceed the 
upper bound (using 4c::; (c+1)2 ). We take c > (hence c > 1), and define 
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Then 0 <! < !, and for all positive n: 

c' < f.(cn) < ct-•. 
- f.n -

From these inequalities we deduce, by induction on k, that 

é• < f.(ckn) < ck(t-•) 
- f.n - ' 

for all k ~ 0, from which we conclude that f.n is 0( n') and 0( n1-•), with 
0 <! < !· 
0 

Along the same lines it can he shown that a potential which is substantially 
smaller than a "sum of logs" potential cannot he used in our analyses of splaying 
and pairing. For pairing the argument is as follows. The counterpart of (18), 
corresponding to requirement (16) on ip, is 

(V k .. f.( m + n + k - 1) f.( m + n) m + n + k ) 
,m,n .. f.(m+n+k) f.(n+k) :5 a 2k · 

Taking n = 1, this implies 

('<Ik .. f.(m+k) f.(m+1)<m+k+l) 
,m .. f.(m+k+1) f.(k+l)- a 2k · 

Since m + k ~ m + k + 1, this formula is similar to (18); therefore, f.n is again 
O(n') and O(n1-•), with 0 <! < !· 

The moral thus is that a better bound for A[deckey] can only be obtained 
by using more complex potential functions-if at all possible. lt is, for instance, 
conceivable that a potential takes the depth of the nodes into account; for ex
ample, a suitable potential fora tree x might he <.[l.O.x, with 

(l.k.() = 0 

<.(l.k.(t, a, u) = <.[l.(k+1).t + <p.k.t.u + <.[l.(k+1).u 

Whether such potentials exist is an open problem. 
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Conclusion 

The original incentive that led to the research which culminated in this thesis 
was to increase our understanding of amortized complexity, in particular our 
insight in the nature of potential functions. To achieve this we have tried to 
derive potentials as systematica.lly as possible for a number of data structures. 
The only paper we know of in which this is also an explicit, goal is by Nelson [26], 
who derives a potential to show that snoopy caching is efficient in the amortized 
sense. Other work along the lines of this thesis has been recorded in [15, 18]. 
Furthermore, Sleator has recently shown how potentials can he computed by 
means of linear programming [28]. The examples in his paper, however, are 
restricted to operations whose amortized costs are bounded by a constant; data 
structures like skew heaps and splay trees are not covered. 

A key factor to successful analysis of data structures is the description of the 
operations at the right level of detail. Our experience is that a functional pro
gramming style combined with the appropriate choice of list and tree types leads 
to concise programs which capture the essence of the operations. An important 
aspect is that these programs are recursive, which leads to recurrence relations 
for the actual costs as well as the amortized costs. The ree1urence relations for 
the amortized costs are formulated in terms of a potential function, and using 
mathemathical induction a potential function can so he derived. Also, we have 
shown how the use of top-down simulations (read "algorithmic refinements") of 
bottorn-up operations like bottorn-up melding and path reversal simpliRes the 
analysis of such operations. 

In Part I we introduced the necessary tools needed to specify and (re )design 
several (mostly existing) data structures in Part IJ in an effective way. We 
obtained concise descriptions of these data structures and our analyses resulted 
in houmis that either matched or improved upon existing bounds. There are 
many directions in which the research reported in this thesis can be extended. 
Delow we mention a few. 

1. In Chapter 2 the notion of algebra refinement has been defined for monoal
gebras only. Starting from a notion of data refinement of relations ( or
perhaps better-monotonic predicate transfarmers ), this definition may 
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be extended to a more general notion of algebra refinement. In this way, 
nondeterministic operations that, for instance, arbitrarily piek an element 
from a given set can be dealt with as well. 

2. In Chapter 3 we have shown that any amortized analysis can he done 
in terms of a potential function. Some well-known data structures, such 
as solutions to the union-find problem (see, e.g., [32]), are only analyzed 
by means of the banker's method. It is interesting to look what the po
tential functions for these data structures look like. In particular, it is 
interesting to find the potential that corresponds to the banker's analy
sis of path reversal of Tarjan and van Leeuwen (proof of Lemma 10 in 
[32]) and to campare it to our analysis in Chapter 11 (where it should he 
noted that our analysis only gives an 0( ( n + m) log n) bound instead on 
the 0( n + m log n) bound in [32] for the cost of m reversals on an arbitrary 
initial n-node tree). 

3. At the end of Chapter 10 we have seen that the fact that the number 
of deckey operations on each node is bounded by a constant J(, say, 
gives rise to more efficient implementations. Moreover, in Section 9.4.4 
(Lemma 9.12) we have shown that depending on the ratio of the number 
of unien's and the number of delmin's different bounds for the amortized 
costs of these operations are obtained. The question is now how to de
scribe additional knowledge about the use of the operations of an algebra 
in a formal and convenient way. 

4. In Chapter 9 we conjectured that the "logq," bound for top-down meld
ing is tight. To confirm this conjecture a worst-case sequence of melding 
operations must be constructed, which turns out to be rather difficult. A 
weaker-but nevertheless interesting-result would be whether the bound 
in Lemma 9.2 is tight for the particular potential function defined in this 
lemma. 

5. Yet another question is under which circumstances amortized efficient data 
structures can be used in an efficient way in parallel programs. The prob
lem is that a slow operation in one process may suspend several other 
processes due to delayed communications, which may affect the perfor
mance drastically. 

Finally, to put our work in perspective, we would like to stress that we 
consider our quite formal approach complementary to the more intuitively based 
approaches of algorithm design. The latter led to new and surprising results, 
whereas the farmer can be used to polish up known results, but also to achieve 
new results-as we have shown in this thesis. 
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G lossary of notation 

0 
j_ 
{j_} 
dom R ,rngR 
R.x 
yRx 
SoR 
R* 
RtX 
yf;i; 

f[x:=y] 
XAY 
X-+Y 
?r 
Bool 
Nat, Int, Real 

4> 
[a .. b) 
[a .. b] 
( a .. b] 
( a .. b) 
{ T}, lT ), [T], (T) 
#x 
a Ex 
lx, Tx 
{T} 
{},{a} 
l:J 

SEBa 
se a 
.IJS 
lTJ 
l ), la) 
J)-B 
e,EB 

empty set, empty function, empty relation 
empty tuple 
unit type 
domain, range of relation R 
relation R applied to x 
(x,y) ER 
composition of relations Rand S 
dual of relation R 
restrietion of relation R to X 
x E dom f I\ y = f.x for function f 
function f except that f[x:=y].x = y 
partial functions from X to Y 
(total) functions from X toY 
arbitrary value of type T 
set of booleans, { true, false} 
set of natural, integer, real numbers 
golden ratio (1 + VS)/2 
interval {x I a:::; x< b} 
interval {x I a :5 x :5 b} 
interval {x I a< x:::; b} 
interval {x I a< x< b} 
finite structures over T 
size of structure x 
value a occurs in structure x 

minimum, maximum of structure x 
finite sets over T 
empty set, singleton set a 
disjoint set union 
S U {a} for a f/. S 
S \ {a} for a E S 
S \ {lS} for nonempty set S 
fini te bags ( multisets) over T 
empty bag; singleton bag a 
B 8 UB) for nonempty bag B 
bag subtraction, bag summation 



[T] 
[],[a] 
f-- 'hd, tl 
-I' ft, lt 

* #s 
sjn 
s!n 
s.n 
rev.s 
(T) 
() 
(t, a, u) 
(a) 
l.t, m.t, r.t 
~t 
1 
(T)I 
(T)2 
(T)3 
(T)4 
(T)s 
(T)6 
(T)7 
(T)s 

[·] 
d·D 
rngA 
val(E) 
T,N 
T(E) 
T[f] 

A[!] 
tx 
tx 
[XI 

x 
aL 

finite lists over T 
empty list, singleton list a 
cons, head, tail 
snoc, front, last element 
( con)catenation 
length of list s 
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prefix of length n of list s 
suffix of length #s - n of list s 
( n+ 1 )-st element of list s 
reverse of list s 
fini te binary trees over T, (JlX : ( ) E X : X x T x X) 
empty tree 
tree with left subtree t, root a, and right subtree u 
singleton tree a, (( ), a, ()) 
left subtree, root (middle), and right subtree of tree t 
size of t plus one, H) = 1 and ~(t, a, u) = ~t +U u 
inorder traversal of tree t 
(11X :: [X x T]) 
(11X :: [X x TuT x X]) 
[(T) x TuT x (T)] x (T) 
(JlX :: T x [X]) 
(JlX :: T x lX J) 
(JlX :: T x {X}) 
[(T)6] 
[[(T)4] x T x [(T)4]] x (T)4 
coupling relation 
abstraction function 
representation function 
range of algebra A 
value of expression E 
cost measures 
cost of expression E 
cost of function f 
unfolding counted by cost measure 
unfolding counted twice by cost measure 
amortized cost of function f 
rank of tree x 
pseudo-rank of tree x 
top-down melding/linking 
bottorn-up melding 
path reversal/splaying at a 
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eager evaluation, 51 
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function, 10 
functional program, 20, 50, 53 
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parameter patterns, 50, 84, 85, 89 
path reversal, 161 
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self-adjusting, 183 
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signature, 27 
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sorting 
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programs 
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structures, 11 
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unit type, 10 

where-clause, 50 
without loss of efficiency, 15, 76, 78 
worst-case analysis, 67 
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Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift 

Data Structures and Amortized Complexity in a Functional Setting 

van Berry Schoenmakers 

Voor vaste /(, K ;:: 0, definiëren we de gegeneraliseerde binomiaalbomen als de 
vereniging van alle i-bomen, i;:: 0. Hierbij is U de enige 0-boom en zijn t Ef:) luJ 
en uEf:) ltJ i+ I-bomen als teen i-boom is, u een j-boom en 0 :::; i-j:::; K. 

Voor gegeneraliseerde binomiaalbomen geldt: 

height.t :::; "'log( size.t + 1) en rank.t :::; "'log( size.t + 1) 

waarbij height.l) rank.l) = size.l) 0 en 

height.(t Ef:) luJ) height.t max (height.u + 1) 

rank.(tt!HuJ) = rank.t + 1 

si ze.( t ffi luJ) size.t + size. u + 1 

en a het unieke reële getal is dat voldoet aan 1 < a :::; 2 A a1f +1 aK + 1. 

Zie: Sn bomen op pagina 156 van M.J. Fischer, Efficiency of equivalence 
algorithms in R.E. Milleren J.W. Thatcher (eds.), Complexity of Computer 
Computations, Plenum Press, New York (1972) en hoofdstuk 10 van dit 
proefschrift. 

Voor vaste J(, K ;:: 0, definiëren we de gegeneraliseerde A VL-bomen als volgt. 
Een gegeneraliseerde AVL-boom is hetzij gelijk aan {),de lege binaire boom, 
of van de vorm (t,a,u}, waarbijt en u gegeneraliseerde AVL-bomen zijn en 
bovendien lheight.t- height.ul:::; K. 
Voor gegeneraliseerde AVL-bomen geldt: 

height.t :::; "'log( #t + 1) 

waarbij height.( ) = 0, 

height.(t,a,u) = 1 + height.t max height.u 

en a het unieke reële getal is dat voldoet aan 1 < a :::; 2 1\ aK +1 = af( + 1. 

3 We definiëren een operatie swap op binaire bomen door swap.{ ) = ( ) en 
swap.(t, a, u)= {swap. u, a, t). Dan geldt dat het totale aantal recursieve 
ontvouwingen van swap ter berekening van swap" .t maximaal n 2log( #t + 1) 
is, voor voldoend grote n. Deze grens is scherp als t een volledig gebalanceerde 
binaire boom is. 

Zie hoofdstuk 9 van dit proefschrift. 
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De herkomst van de naam "Fibona.cci hea.ps" ligt in een overbodige tussenstap 
in de analyse van deze da.ta.structu ur. 

Zie: M.L. Fredma.n en R.E. Ta.rja.n, Fibonacci heaps and improved network 
optimization algorithms, Joumal of the ACM 34 (1987) 596-615 en 
hoofdstuk 10 van dit proefschrift. 

Het volgende symmetrische programma. ter bepaling van een voorkomen m, 
M ~ m ~ N, van het maximum in een array f[M .. N] is lange tijd aan het oog 
onttrokken gebleven door het vanzelfsprekende gebruik van de asymmetrische 
"for n := M to N do" constructie: 

m,n:=M,N 
; dom :f:. n -+ 

if /[m] ~ f[n] -+ m := m + 1 
0 /[n] ~ /[m] -+ n := n - 1 

fi 
od. 

Zie: A. Kaldewaij en B. Schoenmakers, Searching by Elimination, Science of 
Computer Programming 14 (1990) 243-254. 

Opdat het mogelijk is de takken van een graaf zo te richten dat elk punt ten 
hoogste c uitgaande takken heeft, is het noodzakelijk en voldoende dat in elke 
vertex-geïnduceerde subgraaf het aantal takken ten hoogste c maal het aantal 
punten is. 

Een serieuze behandeling van functioneel programmeren is net zo moeilijk als 
een serieuze behandeling van imperatief programmeren. Wat betreft de 
moeilijkheidsgraad van het vak programmeren heeft het dan ook geen zin om 
de ene methode te laten prevaleren boven de andere. 

De populariteit van de programmeertaal C leidt ertoe dat het tellen vanaf 0 
steeds meer in zwang raakt. 

Aangezien de betekenis van "regelbreedte" doorgaans gelijk is aan die van 
"regellengte" zijn regels kennelijk vierkant. 

Het gebruik van plaatjes draagt niet altijd bij tot een beter begrip. 

Zie omslag van dit proefschrift. 


